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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this qyLitative ethnography was to dacnbe the psychosocial impact
experienced by family caregivers residmg with a person Living with AIDS (PLWA). The
purposively selected informants consisted of seven family caregivers, four female and three
male, between the ages of 29 and 74. Face to face, semi-structured i n t e ~ e w sguided by an
ecletic mode1 of social support, constinited the primary data coliection method. The constant
comparative method of data analysis was employed to idente the main categones and
themes. As prescnid by Patton (1990) and Field and Morse (1991), the interviews were
craoscribed verbatim, coded and analyzed io discover themes and categories. The major

themes and categories are exemplified by "thick descriptionnushg verbatim quotations. The
fmdings reflect the psychosocial expenence of AIDS family caregivers as work. This work is
further defined by the themes and categories of 1) Monitoring: Surveillance, Vigilance, and
Hypervigilance; 2) Letting In: Becoming a Caregiver: Engaging the PLWA, Engaging the

Caregiver, and Muaial Engagïng; 3) Labouring the Emotions: Labouring in Exile, Labouring
of Losses and Labour of Uncertainty; 4) Protective Labour; and, 5) Caring Transformauons:

Discovery of Self Perspective and Discovery of System Perspective.
The snidy may conm'bute towards a fiamework for preventative, suppomve and

therapeutic interventions with family members living with a PLWA in the community.

Several implications for nwsing education, practise and research are noted. Implications for

nursing education suggest the need for basic nursing curricula to address concepts of family

composition?caring and support. Implications for nursing practice suggea a need for a case
rnanaged, family centred approach to caring for a PLWA within tertiary and community

iv
settings. Studies on interventions to promote heaithy transitions dong the f d y AIDS

caregiving trajectory are recommended for further research.
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CHAPTERI
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction
Since June 1981, when the fim case of what would later be known as AcsUged

Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS)was reported by the Centen for Disease Control
(Centers for Disease Control, 1981), a vast w d i d literanue began to accumulate on the
physical heaith aspects of this disease (Schoffeman, 1988; Woo, 1988). AIDS has been
identified as the number one public health problem facing the world ('Mann, 1990). Statistics

compiled by the World Health Organization and presented at the XI Intemationai Conference
on AIDS (July 1996, Vancouver) hdicated that worldwide almost 22 million people are

infected with HIV, and approximafely 8,500 new cases occur daily (Curran & Murray,
1996). It has been estimated that 4.5 million people have already died from AIDS; however,

exact numbers are difficult to obtain because of under-diagnosis, incomplete reporthg and
reporting delays in many countries. The AIDS epidemic was projected to becorne the second
Ieading cause of death for individuals under skty-five years of age in 1992 (Smith,

Stevenson, Keeling and Herrick, 1989). In 1993,HIV infection in the United States (U-S-)
became the most common cause of death among persons aged 25-44 yean and accounted for
19% of deaths in this age group (CDC,1996). In 1994, H[V infections in the U.S. became
the fourth leading cause of years of potentiai Me lost before age 65 (YPU-65) (compared

with fifth in 1993), accounting for 9% of YPLL-65 h m a l l causes (CDC,1996).

In addition to king viewed as a primary health problem, AXDS-related disease has
been referred to as a psychological emergency (Batchelor, 1984). One common theme in the

literature is rhat the mental heaith comequences of human immunodeficiency virus 0
infection are more numemus and devasta~gthaa tbose associated with any other dÏsease
(Health and WeIfare Canada, 1990). The marked uncertainty created by the nature and

prognosis of AIDS-related disease, as weil as the highiy wgative social stigma associated
with the disease, has led to a greater sense of social isolation than that experienced with

odier chronic or life-threatening ilinesses (Dipasquale, 1990; Flaskerud, 1987; Tiblier, 1987;
Wolcorr, Fawzy, Landsverk & Mccombs, 1986).
The psychosocial impact of the disease is not, however, limited to pesons infectai
with

HIV, but also extends to those affected by the disease, including signifiaint others,

family and professionai caregivers. Living with a chronic iUness is a complex experience
which involves living with a long-term incurable disease that leaves a legacy of disniption
and disability in many domains of human fiinctionhg. Although the individuai is diagnoseci
with a chronic disease, an immense burden is placed on the family who expenences life with

the illness (Collier, 1990; Woods, Yates & Pnmono, 1989). Nurses have a Limited
understanding of the lived experience and coping with AIDS (Gregory & Longman, 1992).

In studies related to other chronic illness, the burden experienced by family memben
appears to be mediated by how caregiven perceive acnial stressoa as problematic. That is,
the caregivers subjective experience is the major variable in detennining theu level of burden

(Morgan & Laing, 1991). The stress associated with helping a loved one through the course

of illness and death may be a partïculariy potent cause of mental distress and physical illness
(Dean, Hall & Martin, 1988).
Given the increasing incidence of AIDS, the segment of the population experiencing
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social losses due to AIDS is ais0 growing. Thus, the health problems of the family associateci
with actuai losses, anticipated losses, and hardships because of AIDS are serious and

multiple. Although there is considerable c l i n i d Literature on the psychosocial needs of
signifcant others c a ~ for
g someone with m S , few empirid studies have addressed the

Statement of the Problem
The World Heaith Orgaxiïzation (WHO) has predicted that the worldwide number of
acquired immunodeficiency disease syndrome (AIDS) cases wiU increase tenfold by the year
2000 (Mann, 1992). Mann (1992), suggests that the

HIV epidemic is unprecedented in its

threat to global health and now merits designation as a pandemic. In 1991, The WHO
estimated that nine million people in 163 c o d e s world wide had already been infected by
the human immunodeficiency virus 0 and about 1.5 million had akeady developed AIDS
(Winnipeg Free Press, 1991 p. MO). In 1996, the WHO Surveillance Program documented
196 countrïes reporting 1,393,638 AIDS cases and 7,000,000 AIDS cases estimated (Health

Canada, 1996). World wide the adult HIV prevalence is estimated at 21,000,000 (WHO,

1996). A Delphi study conducted by the WHO in 1989 predicted ùiat as many as twice the
number of HIV infections may occur in the 1990s, than had occurred in the 1980s (Chin and

Mann, 1990). %y the year 2000, the WHO estimates that 40 million people may be affected
by the pandemic if current trends continue (Centers for Disease

Control [CDC],1991a).

Estimates of the prevalence of HIV-infected ïndividuals in the United States (U.S.) in

1992 were between 650,000 to 1.2 million (CDC,1991a). The cumulative number of AIDS

(Manitoba Health, 1997).

It is now thought that probably aii, or nearly all, iedividuais

infecteci by HIV will evenaially deveiop AIDS. The cumulative mortaiity is approximately
50%, with a five year suniivai of between O and 10% (Manse11, 1988). However, with more

access to testing, many individuals are being diagnosed while they still are well (Health and
Welfare Canada, 1992). Presently, mny people with HIV disease can maintain their health

and live 10 yean or longer with the W s s . For most of the the, they wili be welï and fkee
of clinical symptorns, but still coping psychologically and socially with a communicable and

life threatening disease. Therefore, AIDS mua be viewed as a chronic disease interspersed
with acute episodes that remaios inevitably fatal.

It is estimated that, as of mid-1996, between 30,000 and 45,000 Canadians are

infected with HIV, but have not developed AIDS. Expressed in another way, approximately

one out of every 666 to 1,000Canadians is currently infected with HIV ( C m & M m y y
1996). In those affecred, the virus can cause serious social, spiritual, psychological and
neuropsychiatrie damage and have a severe impact on mental health. As a result, the mental
health of partners, family members, and fnends may also suffer.

Although the nagedy of AIDS is now widely recognized as an epidemic, littie

attention has been given to the impact of the disease on the farnily who is affected by the

diagnosis. The diagnosis of an individual with a chronic mess places an immense burden on
the family who experience life with the ilIness (Collier, 1990; Woods, Yates & Primono,

1989). The diagnosis of AIDS in a family member is descri'bed as more devastating to
families than other iiinesses because of the social stigma attached (Brown & Powell-Cope,
1991; Cowles & Rodgers, 1991; Giacquinta, 1989).
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It is predicted that fimüies will be the main support system for the iadividual member
with M D S (Sussrnan, 1989). Increasjngiy, they will assume the burden of providing not only
rhe economic support, but also care for the iofeaed individuai thn,ughout the various stages

of treatment, Nurses must consider the nature of the chronic illness and descrilbe its demands

on the family (Woods, Yates, & Primono. 1989). Through this process, the impact on the
family c m be identified and the eecessary interventions to support the family as the unit of
care be implernented. Such research is not oniy important for our understanding of human

behaviour, but will also facilitate the design, developrnent, and evaluation of appropriate
preventative and treatment programs for AIDS family caregivea (Anderson, 1989).
Although some research has been conducted on the psychological aspects of

HN,

research which articulates how to bea intervene and assist families is required. As well.
research evaluating models of care and nuning interventions with family caregiven is
required (Health and Welfare Canada, 1992). Substantive knowledge concerning the nursing
carelneeds of families caring for persons Living with AIDS (PLWA) and persons living with

HIV (PLIKtnV) is iimited. A review of the literaaire on the impact of AIDS on mental
health was conducted by Health and Welfare Canada in 1988 (1990). The material gathered
through the review is limited because it was based on data and expenence in the United

States, where both the epidemiology of the disease and the organization and funding of the
health services are different (Health and Welfare Canada, 1992, p.79). To date, little is

known about the Canadian family expenence related to AIDS caregiving.

7
Problem Statement

The purpose of this exploratory, descriptive study was to examine the impact of AIDS
on the psychosocial health of family caregivers of persors living with A I D S . The study was
undertaken to d e m i the oeeds related to caregiving experienced by family members caring
for a PLWA. The foilowing research question was addressed: What are the psychosociai

effects on the family when caring for an AIDS-diagnosed individual? The research question
was broadly stated to complement the exploratory-descriptive design of this snidy and to
capture the full range of psychosocial effects.

Definition of Terms

To assist with the conceptual c1a.rit-yof the study, the foilowing definitions were used
to operationalize the study variables.

Family

"Faudy" used in this context was defined by the PLWA and included: one's family
of origin, family of procreation, and one's family of function. The term "family of function"
refers to those hdividuals who constinite an ongoing social and affationai intimate support
nework of one another and may include CO-habitingcouples and friendship networks
(Anderson, 1989; Kristjanson, 1992; Tibiier, 1989).

Family Careeiver

An individuai idennfied by the penon with AIDS as a family member who pmvided
emotional, physical, financial, or spintual care.

Persons Living with AIDS CPLWA)

Individuais diagnosed with AIDS defined as per the Canadian Communicable Disease

Surveillance System: Disease Specific Case Definiaom and SurveiUance Methods (Health and
Welfare Canada, 1993). The PLWA was identified through the HIV/AIDS clhical nurse
specidist at a major teaching hospitai.

m s
An acronym for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome. Accordhg to the Laboratory

Centre for Disease Control (LCDC), a case of AIDS is defmed as a cluiicai diagnosis of at

least one of the specific infectious diseases or cancers associated with AIDS ( H e m and

Welfare Canada, 1994).

Simifkance

As chronic disease continues to have an impact on the health status of Canadians and
consume limited health care dollars, health promotion has begun to take on a new
si-cance.

Health and health care promotion have been identified as fundamental concepts

for nursing practice (Spellbring, 1991). H e m promotion consists of activities directed

toward increasing the level of well-being and aaualitiog the heaith potential of individuais,
families, communities and societies (Pender,1987)- As the incidence of AIDS continues to

rise, nurses need to focus on quaiity of Me issues in addressing health.
Assessing the potentid Nks of individuais and families is the first step in heaith
promotion. Nurses' understanding of what the family perceives to be its n e d s regarding
AIDS caregiving is foremost. As weIi, nurses need to be aware of how the family's
relationships can Uinuence their aninides toward fwictioning in a caregiver role. An

understanding of the family's history and prior relationships in which the cafegïving occurs

can d o w nurses to work with caregivers and determine which interventions might be most
helpful to them. Research needs to focus on how families help each other, how they cope,

and how they grow. With identifcation of these variables, nurses can focus on prevention of
health disniption and promotion of quality of Iife for f d y caregiven.

Nurses play a primary role in responding to the needs of families as primary health
care providen. They face multiple decisions about the type of comprehensive care and
support systems needed by the family. As an individual's disease progresses, nunes are

called on to provide counselling to f d y members and make recommendations to meet

physical and psychosocia1 needs. Famiiy caregivea themselves may not be consciously aware
of why they are distresseci. Working with caregivers to untangie their web of emotions may
lead to improved coping for the caregiver and improved care for the affected person. It is

necessary to identifjr the nursing care measures required to assis these families as they
progress from one stage of AIDS caregiving to the next. How nurses can best assist the
family to adapt and cope as the illaess progresses has yet to be substantiated. Decisions
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regarding the type and location of care provideci can be enhanced by the howledge of what

farniiy caregiven perceive to be their strengths and needs and lead to innovative approaches

in care delivery. Hospital c m of PLWA may be more than five rimes as expensive tban that
of care of persons maintained in the comrnunity (Jeenria. 1987), m e t supporthg the need
for nurses to take a proactive role in erwring both quality of Me for f d y caregiven and
the development of commuaity based services.

Nurses are in the forefront of providing hands-on care to PLWA where the risks to
the health-care provider of possible contamination are Ppatest (Skino& Erlen & Lidz,

1991). Educarion of caregiven (nurse as well as family) about the course of the disease as

well as the types of care requîred at various stages in the i h s s needs to be identified wirhin
the context of caregiving. According to Keiiy, St. Lawrence, Hood and Cook (1988),many

nurses have negative attitudes toward HIV positive and AIDS patients, resulting in an
unwillingness to interact with them, even casually. Nurses who are increasingly exposed to

AIDS-riskgroups perceive that carkg for them augments their risk of HIV infection, despite
implementation of universal precautions (Jemmott, Freleicher, & Jemmott, 1992). Reluctance
and discornfort about coming into contact with these patients are related to fear of contagion

and negative attitudes towards homosexuaiity and intravenous drug users (Flaskerud, 1991;

van ServeIlen, Lewis & Leake, 1988). Negative infiuences of spouses, family members,
intimate fnends and religious beliefs also affect nurses' decisions to provide care for these

patients (Kerr & Horrocks, 1990; McIeod & Silverhom, 1988). Thus, individual nurses'

fears and anxieties about caring for A[DS patients and their lack of kmwledge, may interfere
with their ability to provide care in a competent, and compassionate manner (Siminoff, Eden

II
& Li&, 1991). The possibiluy then exists thar the quaiïfy of nursing care given to A I D S

patients and their famifies may be adversely affecteci by the stigma associateci with AIDS
(Eliason, 1993).
The weds of the famiiy caregiver must be systematicaiiy reseacched to assia nune to
know what is important and relevant to family caregivers. Developing this knowledge base
may permit nurses to provide family caregivers with meaningful anci relevant education,

support, and compassionate care. Education of the family caregivers which addresses
contracting AIDS related to care delivery and teaching infection control techniques which are
both adequate for protection and humaw, is needed within the home setting. However,

cognitive based knowledge alone is not sufficient to overcome irrational or ernotionally
charged fears about death and homophobia. Family education needs to combine realisac
cognitive learning with affkctive releaming regarding the PLWA's unique care situation.

Conclusion
A major challenge facing nursing is the provision of compassionate physicai and

psychological care to persons with HIV or AIDS and their families. The Canadian Nurses
Association believes that person with ALDS are entitled to high quality health care. Nurses
have an obligation to provide safe, competent and humane care to all clients including those

with AIDS, their families and signif~caatothers (Canadian Nurses Association, 1992, p.

140). The need for more nuning knowledge about AIDS has been weii documented

(Flaskerud, 1988; Flaskerud, 1989; Keily, Lawrence Hood, Smith & Cook, 1988; van

Servellen, Lewis & Leake, 1988). The purpose of this study was to identify the psychosocial

impact on the family when providing care to a PLWA.

CHAPTERII

REvrEw OF THE LITERATURE
A review of the literature focusing on artkles related to family e g i v i n g and AIDS

between 19û4-1994 was conducted. Five major categories were identified and are reported
here: (1) physical impact of AIDS on the individual; (2) psychosocial impact of AlDS on the

individual; (3) psychosocid adaptation and social support of the individuai with AIDS; (4)
psychosocial impact of A i D S on the family; and (5) psychosocial adaptation and social

support of the family caregiver.

In a review of the nursing literanire berween January 1983 and April 1987, Larson
(1988) reported diat more than 150 articles regarding AIDS and HIV were published, none of
which were research based. A later review of more than 16,000citations between May 1987

and June 1990 reveaied 73 1 non-research and 54 research articles (Lanon & Ropka, 1991).

The review demonstrated a continuing gap in the research fiteranire related to the care
aspects

of AIDS/ HIV infection. No snidies examinhg the families of PLWAs in any context

were cited. Turner's (1990) review of the exûting nursing literaaire on HIV/AIDS identified

the need to establish an empirical knowledge base, including the psychological and social
impact of AIDS on family hinction. In the 1988 review, research pnorities were established

and in 1991 they were reafnrmed to include the area of family adaptation to AIDS.

Feetham's (1984) examination of farnily research in nursing from the earliea efforts
through 1983 concluded that there was increasing attention to the f d y in both nursing

practise and research within the prior decade. However, measures of family health or well
being were not reportai as central concepts in this review. No studies were Iocated that
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addressed the impact of AIDS on family health.

The substantive kxmwledge hown as f d y research in nursing or family nursing
research is currently king classifiai and evaiuated. Whali and Loveland-cherry (1993)
reviewed research that fwused on the f d y unit (Le-, measured family system variables)

for the period nom 1984 to 1991. Research that focused pnmarily on a famiiy member or
aspects of a specific illness, with the family unit as context or secondary variable, were wt

considered. They reported that although the number of family unit studies in nming had

increased exponentiaiiy, m e r attention was needed to understand how family heaith is
promoted and maintained.

Overview of the Phvsical Im~actof AIDS

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) occurs in individuals infected with the
human imrnunodeficiency virus 0 retrovinis. HIV causes an immune deficiency that

Ieads to a decrease in cell-mediated immunity. The salient features of decreased cellular

immunity include a decrease in aotibody production, cytotoxic T-ceU activity, and T-ceii
proliferation (Jacobs & Piano, 1987). These defects in cell-mediated imrnunity are due to the
HIVTssuppression in helper t-cell (T4) lymphocytes. The latent or incubation period may last
up to ten years or be only several months depending on host factors. Factors known to effect

this period include: the quant@ of viral inoculum, the frequency of reinfection and a number
of CO-factorssuch as drug use, intercurrent infections, numtion (Flaskerud, 1992; Manseli.

l988), the use of medication, and a solid suppon system (Kelly, 1992). With progression,
the PLWA becomes susceptible to multiple oppoministic infections, rare neoplasrns, and
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AlDS related dementia. A growing body of research into the h t i o n i n g of the immune
system strongly suggests that through hormonal and autoregdatory mechanisms, reactions to
stress and intense feeIings of distress have a direct eEect on health and on the development
of viral attacks and tumours (Kiecolt-Glaser & Glaser, 1988).

The person Living with AIDS (PLWA) experiences a physical disease trajeciory that
progresses through several stages. As active aggressive treamient decreases with disease
progression, palliation efforts increase (Heaith and Welfare Canada, 1989). As many as 7046
of people with HIV will deveiop an organic mental disorder (delirium or dementia), 25%
will have a major affective disorder (depression) and 17%wili have panic disorder (Heaith
and Welfare Canada, 1992, p. 18). Symptoms of severe AIDS dementia include an inability

to perform daiiy activities or to recail recent events, or persom, including the partner and
family (Katz, 1994). As people with HIV are living longer they are more likely to develop

AIDS dementia and pressure on the family wili giow. Multiple resources and increases in the
level of physical and emorionai care are required to maintai. quaiity of Life for the PLWA in
the community.

Psvchosocial Im~actof AIDS/HIV on the Individual
Individuais who are infected by the HI'virus experience b o t . physiological and

psychological -distress (DiPasquale, 1990; Raskerud, 1990; Stapclton, 1986). Much of the
distress experienced by the individual begins at the time of diagnosis and has similar
characteristics to the dimess experienced by the individual with cancer (Donlou, Wolcott,
Gorleib & Landsverk, 1985). To look at AIDS through a biopsychosocial lem lads to two
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separate, but interrelated perspectives (T'&lier, WaIker & Roland. 1989). Fimy one can

descnbe the psychosocial issues associated with the Wess at each of the medical stages from

wellness to death, inciuding the womed weD; report of H[V seropositivity; diagmsis of
AIDS reiated cornpiex (ARC);diagnosis of AIDS; death and bereavement; and family

reorgaaization. Secondly, all chronic anà life threatening mess cm be descntbed in terms of
time phases: crises, chronic and termirial (Roland, 1987). AIDS t h e phases have been

descnbed as c o n s i h g of four stages: initial crisis, transitional stage, deficiency sage and
preparation for death (Melby,1992)- Each phase has its own developmentd tasks and requires
different coping and adaptation s u s nom the individuai and the family. However, as there

is considerable overlap of issues associated with the stages and phases in the iiterature, these

perspectives will be combined in the review.
Individuals with H I V / A I D S must face all the stresses associated with chronic and Iife

threatening messes including concerm about their future, longevity, and quality of life
(Health and Welfare Canada, 1992; Tiblier, 1987). As with any life rhreatening W s s , the
individual will be coping with loss: loss of future, bodily c o d o n , customary social roles,
and activities. A diagnosis of

AIDS is comparable to being given a death sentence and often

leads to hopelessness and despair in those individuals infected with the virus (Health and

Welfare Canada, 1989).

The psychological effecrs of an HIV-positive diagnosis have been descnbed as an

adjusmient reaction in which the mess is severe enough to be considered catastrophic. The
distress experienced by PLWA begins at the time of H[V diagnosis (Flaskerud, 1987) and is
similar to the distress experienced by individuals with cancer (DiPasquale, 1990; DonLou,
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Wolcon, Gotleib & Landsverk, 1985). The PLWA often loses his/her job, self-sufficiency,
self-esreem, and sometimes friends and family (Ribble. 1990;Stapelton, 1986). The vast
range of psychologicai symptoms reporte.in PLWA includes: grief, depression, feâr. guilt,
suicidal ideation, anger, anxiety, low seKesteem, lonehess, seif'-pity, powerlessness and
alienation (DiPasquale, 1990; Flaskerud,1987; Aeaith and WeIfare Canada, 1990;Stapelton,
1986). According to Weiss (l988), these threats to weii-king elicit increased attachent

emotions and behaviours in the PLWA. It is not unexpected then, that many PLWA attempt
to cope with the disease effects by enlisting the support of others.

Psvchosocial Ada~tationof the PLWA and Social SUD DO^
The literature cites widely the benefits of nippon goups for the psychosocial
adaptation of the PLWA (AUey & Foster, 1992; DiPasquale, 1990; Newmark, 1984; Ribble,
1989). Support groups are reported to provide: understanding, a sense of alliance, access to

information, and an opportunity to review thinking with knowledgable others (DiPasquale,
1990; Korniewicz, O'Brien & Larson, 1990; Ri'bble, 1991;Weiss, 1988). Individuais who

report adequate social support networks are psychosocially able to adapt to illness, are better
informed about health opportunities, perform health p r o m o ~ gor health nsk reducing

behaviours, and understand the influence of psychological changes on the immunologie
response (Komiewicz, O'Brien & Larson, l99O).
Individuds who have greater social support networks are better able to adapt to the

disease, since they have high levels of self reported quality of life and lower levels of mood
disturbance (Wolcott, 1984; Wortman, 1984).
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In a mdy of the relationships among depression, anxiety, anger, and seIf-e~teemand
the AEDS diagnosis, the influence of sociai suppoa on the psychologicai well k i n g of 21

male out- patients with AIDS or AIDS related complex (ARC)were examiwd (Donlou,
Wolcotr, Gotleib & h d s v e r k , 1985). Results were consistent with the ciinid impression
that the penon Living with AlDS or ARC as a group are more distressecl rhan are most other

groups of chronicaily iU paaents. A marked decrease in social fiiactioning following
diagnosis of their ïüness and self isolation from fkiends, familes, and partners was reported.
Wolcon (1986) reported that individuals may hide the diagnosis out of fear of family crisis
and sociai stigma. The total social support scale was not significantly correlated with mood

disturbance or with a measure of self esteem (p <O.OS).

In contrast, Korniewicz, O'Brien and Larson (1990) did not report that HIV infected
individuals become more sociaily isolated. An explanahon for this difference was cited as the
social network becoming more respoosive to the needs of the PLWA. Utilking a descriptive,

cross sectional design, Korniewicz and colleagues idenrified seiected aspects of psychosocial

adaptation at vanous stages of infection among individuais. The subjects were divided into

four groups: (1) HIV risk group (n=24); (2) HIV infected-asymptomatic (n= 10); (3) early
stage AIDS (n= IO), and (4) late stage AIDS (n= 19). Theories of social stigma and social
identity were used as a theoretical base to hypothesize that high risk individuals would have

higher levels of self concept, self esteem, and social functioning and lower levels of

alienation rhan those with HN.As weli, it was hypothesized that individuais with HN would
demonstrate differences in self concept, self esteem, social fiuictioning, and alienation at
various stages. No signifiant dflerences among the four groups for the dependent rneasures
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of self concept, seif esteem, or social M o n were reported @ C0.05). The small number
of individuals within each group (Type II error) or the seflsitivity of the instruments may
have conmbuted to the insuacieut statistical power for the detection of differences. There

was, however, a sigriificant difference in alienation scores for the asymptomatic and HIV risk
groups; both scored signifïcantly higher, particuiarly on measures of powerlessness. The
smdy results indicate the need to offer musing interventions as close to diagnosis as possible
to lessen the psychosocial impact on self concept and to prevent alienation.

Zich and Temoshok (1990) used a longitucünai design to examine the perceived

adequacy of social support of gayhisenial men with AIDS (n=50) and with AIDS related
cornplex (ARC) (n=53). They reponed that the -ter

the number of physical symptoms a

person reports, the less likely he is to perceive sociai support as available. According to Zich
and Ternoshok, these resdts highiight the possibility that the number of self reponed physical

problem may be more reflective of psychological dimess than of medical status. For the
PLWA and those with ARC, the more available social support was perceived to be, the less

hopelessness and depression were reported. One limitation of the study was that o d y
perceived sociai support (self report) was measured. The problem with self report measures
based on a person's perception is that measures may not be independent (Zich & Temoshok,

1990). Other dimensions nich as network size and smcnire, characteristics of support

providers, and objective indices of social-support episodes, may incikate actual support
received is different from perceived support.
Ribble (1989) reported that an analysis of five cases revealed that individuals lives
were changed by empowerment through AIDS support groups. Empowement was reported
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to have mainrained and reinforced behavioral changes such as discontinuhg I.V. drug use,
seeking reproductive counselling, Sustainiag sex and relationships, changing adaptive focus

fiom denial to intemal issues and a collaborative holistic treatment approach to disease
management. Her case studies suggest that some of the negative outcornes of stress and

anxiety of AIDS are reduced through support groups. However, DiPasquale's (1990)
hypothesis, that individuals infected with the AIDS virus would have significantly less
anxiety and hopelessness afier participahg in a support group, was not supported (p <0.05).

In this study of PLWA and penons with ARC (n=32), it was reponed that the subjects
equaily considered their family and the support group as their strongest contacts.

Consequently, it has k e n suggested that counselling of the PLWA needs to uiclude the

counselling of partners, fkiends and family members (Melby, 1992).

Psvchosocial Im~actof AIDS on the Family
Ail of the emotional and social reactions that occur with PLWA also occur with

families and &ends (Flaskerud, 1987; Health and Welfare Canada, 1990; 1989). When
someone is diapnosed with HIV,the psychosocial mess on the persons' partner, family and

friends is ahost as great as on the person (Heaith and Welfare Canada, 1992). As the
comerstone of care provided to the PLWA in the community, the psychosocial needs of
families are multiple, complex, and dernanding (Chekryn, 1989; Flaskerud, 1987). For many
PLWA, family members not only irnply the biological family (parents, sibling) or the family

of ongin, but also their lovers, fkiends, and volunteers or their family of attachment
(Cheiayn, 1989). They face a myriad stresses that are common to chronic life-threatening
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illness and unique to HIV (Chekryn, 1989; Frierson, Lipprnan & Johnson, 1987). In some
cases, biological family members may have been estrangeci fiom the PLWA for a substantial
length of Mie, but may subsequentiy become the primary caregivers (O'Donnei & Bernier,
1990; Weiss, 1988). Many parents will blame themselves as weil as their adult child, the
PLWA, for not having developed as they wanted. The parent may find reparative value in
caring for the

PLWA (O'Donnel & Bernier, 1990; Weiss, 1988).

Among the psychosocial issues that families of PLWA must cope with are: fear of
contagion, sagmatization, dealing with death and dying, issws related to alternative Iifestyle
and sexuality, feelings of helplessness and inadequacy concerning patient care (Chekqm,
1989; Flaskerud, 1987; Health and Welfare Canada, 1989; Maclclin, 1988; Tiblier, 1987;

Tiblier, Walker & Roland, 1989); demands associated with king a caregiver ( O ' D O M ~and
Bernier, 1990; Tiblier, WaIker & Roland, 1989); uncertainty about the disease and its course

(Brown & Powell-Cope, 1991); and loss and bereavement (Health and Welfxe Canada,
1990; Tiblier, 1987; Tiblier, Walker & Roland, 1989). The most fiequent sources of mess

identified among caregiving families include: the stigma of AIDS, fear of contracting A I D S ,
and multiple and premature Iosses (Brown & Powell-Cope, 1991; Chekryn, 1989; Newmark,
1984).

Psvchosocial Ada~tationand Social S u ~ w r of
t the Familv

The empincal literature did not contain studies specifïcaily examining the fear of
contracting AIDS, therefore, ody those studies examining the stigma, bereavernentnosses

and caregiving issues were exarnined within the category of literatiire entitied "psychosocial

adaptation and social support of tüe ffamy"

".

Stioma

The social stigma rhat AIDS carries because of its associations with homosexuality

means families are faced with uniye issues. Che-

(1989) used a qualitative design to

conduct a retrospective exploratory snidy of Canadian f i y members (n= 10) of deceased
PLWAs who had received care fkom a hospice home care program. Subjects included

families of origin (n=5, parents and siblings) and families of attachent (n=5 lovers,
friends and volunteers). The purpose of the snidy was to describe the experience of AIDS as

a terminal disease nom a family perspective. Interviews revealed that the families faced the
same fundamentai stresson of any family coping with a dying member. Additionally, they
faced a host of stressors related to the newness of the dwase, the stigma attached to

AIDS,

and the complex management and caregiving issues. Families were less able to draw on their

usual network or community resources for support becaw of the stigma associated with the

disease and the secrecy of the diagnosis. Keeping the diagnosis secret meant family members

were unable to reach out to their own friends for support, thus increasing their m i n .

Furthemore, their reluctance to disclose the diagnosis was associated with the fear and
reality of withdrawal of one's fnends, even those fkom the gay community. The experience
was characterized by feelings of anger, fear, helplessness and Wlfathomable loss. These

feelings were m e r compounded by the untimeliness of death.
Similarly, Atkins and Amenta (1991) reponed that the decreased availabüity of a
social network was related to the stigma attached to the disease. They used a nonprobability
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convenience sample to compare the adaptation of famiLies of PLWA (n-26) to that of the
adaptation of farnilies of terminally

patients with other diseaJes (n=26) who were in

hospice care. The familles of PLWA demonstrated a signincant difference @ <O.OS) on the
trust, anxiety, and rules prohiiiting exnotional expression items, as measured by the Farnily

Adaptation to Medical Stressors (FAMS). As well, more üIness anxiety and stress were
reported for rhese farnilies according to the Family Inventory of Life Events

(FILE)@<0.05). The increased amiety experïenced was amibuteci to several factors
including: the younger age of the PLWA, higher accrued costs associated with the Iength of

hospice care required, and stigma. Increased family stress was reported to be associated with
fewer persons in their social neworks.

In a cornparison mdy, Baker and Seager (1991) exarnined the amount of psychosocial
support given by hospice staff, family and neighbours to AIDS (n= il) and non-AiDS
(n = 11) hospice patients. Hospice staff (n= 13) were surveyed regarding their perceptions of
caregiving support required for both groups. They reported that AIDS patienss required
contact more than 2 112 tirnes as often by telephone and over two times as often in person

than non-AIDS patients. As well, a signifiant clifference existed in the amount of family and
congregationai nippon offered to both groups (p <0.05). Moa caregiver respondents (92 %)
reported that working with AIDS clients required more M i e and was more saessful (64%)

than working with wn-AIDS patients of similar ages. Reasons for this were cited as:
younger age, more physical and emotional needs and social stigmatization of the AIDS
group.

Loss and Bereavement
Each person who dies from A[DS wili leave f@Iy and fkïends to face the
consequences particdar to this type of loss. Loss of a loved one from any cause represents a

risk to the mental health of any surviving f d y member. However, the risk is compounded

in the case of the survivoa of AIDS related deaths (Health and WeKare Canada, 1989 p.60).
Surviving family membea are often afMd to discuss their loved one's death due to stigma

attached to AIDS . As a result, they cannot obtain the support available to other bereaved

pesons (Chekryn, 1989; Flaskerud, 1987; Health and Weifare Canada, 1989; Worden,
1989). Swivors of those who die ftom AIDS constimte a population of rnourners with few

existing guidelines for care (Oerlemans-Bunn, 1988). What Oerlemans-Bunn termed the

unspeakable nature of AIDS related grief is an infiuential factor for nwiving partners and
family members. Hiding the secret of a deceased loved one's sexual orientation and A I D S

diagnosis hampers the resolutïon of the grief and compounds the agony (Worden, 1991).
Given the present societal n o m , persons dying from AIDS face a stigmatized death, while

surviving partuen, parcicularly those in homosexual relationships, may experience a

stigmatized grief (Ferrel & Boyle, 1992).
A field snidy to describe the experiences of nwiving male partners who provided

care to persons dyïng from AIDS was conducted by Ferrel and Boyle (1992). Data were
obtained using face to face i n t e ~ e w of
s a oetwork convenience sample (n=5). The constant

comparative method yielded four major caregiver strategies and three common themes in the
bereavement expenence Caregiver strategies included: cornmitment to care, taking care of

oneself, rnanaging alone, and dealing with the health care system. Themes identified in the
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bereavement experience were: identifying with the dying partrier, seeking support of niends
and famiiies, and accepthg loss of the partner, both inteLIecnially and emotionaiiy. Survivors

who failed for whatever reason to fiad support aid acceptance nom fkiends or families,

experienced increased loss of control over events. h particular, the survivors who had been
rejected by theu pmers' families reported difficulty with bereavement resolution. Reasons
for failure to find support and the incidence were not cited. An unlmown number of the
informats (most) joined a support group after the loss of their partuer. This was reported to

be influentid in helping them resolve the loss and develop motivation to continue on with
their lives,

Famie Care.givinq
Although there is a vast amount of clinical Iiterature on the psychosociai weds of

families and signifrcant othen, few empincal studies have addresseci these care needs. Little

information exists about AIDS family caregiving and much of the general family caregiving

research focuses on tasks and related effects on the caregiver (Bowers, 1987; Brown &
Powell Cope, 1991). There is growing evidence of govemment policy which clearly supports
the AIDS psychosocial health promotion/

prevention effort at both the individual and family level. Several documents discws initiatives
aimed at enhancing mental health and the capacity to cope with chronic conditions (Epp,

1988; 1986). The car in^ Toeether survey supports the federal governments' concem

regarding the impact of AIDS on the larger Canadian community (He&

and Welfare

Canada, 1989). Concem regarding the impact of HIV on the mental health of individuals and
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family is indicated within the Review of the Literature on HIV infection and Mentai Health

(Heaith and Welfare Canada, 1990). Recent govermnem initiatives have been undertaken to
assess the Canadian caregiving expenence (HeaIth and WeIfare Canada, 1989; 1992) and wïil

be examined first.

PalIiatîve Care Mode1

In 1988, in an effort to establish a mode1 of integratïve palliative care, a survey to
elicir die expenence of Canadiaos who had been caring for the PLWA was conducted (Health
and Welfare Canada, 1989). The holistic nature of the palliative approach to HIV/AIDS has

been espoused to improve the quality of Me of the PLWA and their families (Davies,

Chekryn Reimer, & Martens, 1990; Health and Welfare Canada, 1989; Momsene, 1990;
Ribble, 1990). Perhaps not nirprisingly, both the PLWA (Maoseu, 1988) and the family

(Brown, 1990) identified that they preferred palliative care at home over care in any
insutution.
The professional caregiver respondents identified the provision of psychological
support (including help in rnmging feelings of loss, anger and fear), as the most important

issue in palliative care. The second pnonty identified was the need for PLWA to receive
interpersonal support from parents, siblings, fiiends, lovers, and caregivers. Their roie in
offering ernotional support was overwhelmhgly identified as important to enbancing the
PLWA' quality of Iife. The family was also described as a partiCUIar group of individuals

requiring support throughout the illness and after the death of their loved one. With
exploration of needs, early intervention and ongoing support, it was hoped the PLWA and
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f d y suffer less stress (Health and WeIfare Cartada, 1989). The prolonged iuncss
experience of the PLWA combined with great meds for physical, emotional, and financial
assistance can deplete f d y resources and drain f d y members emotiody and physicaily
(Flaskerud, 1987;Macklin, 1988; Sussrnan, 1989).

Canadian Needs Assesment
A needs assessment of Canadians with HIV,family memben, significant others, and

caregivers was conducted between August, 1989 and August, 1990 (Health and Weifare

Canada, 1992). The 1,262 respondents in four major urbm centers were surveyed using a
detailed questionnaire. The sample consisted of 581 people with HIV;459 caregivers; and
222 fnends and family members. The needs assessment reportai a mean distress levei of two
thirds that of people infected with HIV. Eighty percent of the partnen, families, and fkiends

surveyed had daily contact with the PLWA and were important sources of social support. Of
these, 36% ciaimed that the PLWA

was either completely or partiaily dependent on them.

Caregivers (operationalized to included professional, voiunteer and family membea)
idenufied a paucity of emotional support either professional or peer. Self reponed stress and

bumout were characterized by symptoms such as: depression, loss of interest in Me, easy

imtation, withdrawai, and inability to participate in reguiar hobbies and activities. Caregivers
dealing with PLWA at the end stage of ihess may develop feelings of hopelessness,

depression, constant anticipatory grief reactions, and a persistent sense of bereavement.
Availability of respite care, palliative care or hospices for PLWA was vimially nonexistent.
Although not always organized or recognized, a signifiant amount of care and psychosocial

support was found to be provided by the family.

AIDS Familv CarePivinp:

Uncenaing
Uncertainty is a recurrent theme in studies of PLWA (Weitz, 1989) and their
caregivers (Brown & Powell-Cope, 1991). Brown and Powell-Cope (1991) reported
"uncertaïnty" as an important concern for AIDS caregivers similar to that experienced by
members of cancer patient families @avies, Chekryn m e r & Marten, 1990; Halliburton,
Larson, Dibble & Dodd, 1992). Interviews were conducted with (n=53) lovers, spouses,
parents of either adults or chüdren with AIDS, siblings, and niends who were taking care of
a person with AIDS at home. A substantive theory of AIDS family caregiving was developed

urilizing a grounded theory approach. Uncertainty was idenOfied as the basic social
psychologicai problem and transitions through uncertainty, the core category of AJDS famiiy

caregiving. Whereas much of the uncertahty reported in the cancer related family caregiving
lirerature was associated with the iiiness itself (Davies, Chekryn Reimer & Martens, 1990),

the uncertainty in AIDS caregiving ais0 pertained to loss and dying, interpersonal
relationships, fear of contagion, and the presentation of self. Because the research

represented caregiving experiences between 1985 and 1988, Limitations were related to the
timing of the study. Caregiving was iwxtrkably linked to: a silent goveniment, a vocal gay

comrnunity , an unresponsive bureaucracy, inexperienced heaith care providers, and a
frightened uninformeci and homophobic populace. Replication of the study is required to

ascertain any changes in the familial caregiving characteristics in the 1990s.

Caregiver h d e n

The psychosocid impact of AIDS on the family bas been compareci to that of family
caregivers of the elderly and of cancer patients. One concept ftequeptly cited in the research
is caregiver burden. No nursing studies were reaieved that examined this concept within the
context of AIDS, therefore related literanue wiii illustrate the concept.
Baille, Norbeck and Barnes (1988) examined the eRect of perceived caregiver mess
and social support on the psychological stress of family caregivers (n=87) of the elderly. A

stress buffering mode1 of social support was used to test both the main and buffering effects.
Perceived stress and satisfaction with support accounted for 32% and 36 96 of the variance in
psychological distress or depression @ C0.001). Years of caregiving and mentai impairment
of the elder accounted for the 44%and 48% of the variance in distress or depression of the

caregiver, with negative iindings associated with greater length of caregiving. Aithough there
were no buffering effects for social support, main effects accounted for 19 and 22% of the

variance in psychological distress or depression. These findings indicate that caregivers who

are caring for a mentally ïmpaired elder, who have been providing care for an exrended
penod of time and who have low social support, are at high N k for psychological distress or

depression. The ability to generalize these findings is Limited by the nonrandom,
predominantly white, female, middle class, spousal, nature of the sample.
Robinson (1990) examined the relationship between social skills, self-esteern, social
support and burden in a convenience sample (n=31) of adults caring for a cognïtively

impaired elder. The majority of the abjects were white fernales over the age of 50 and were
either the spouse or ad& chüd of the patient. Caregivers who felt more discomfon in a
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given situation were reported to bave less available social support. Those who had
si@~cantly less aid, less affirmation and less affection, aiso had less available social
support. A significant positive reiationship was reported between fiuictional social support
and self-esteem. However, cautious interpretaùon of the these f-gs

must be considered in

light of the questionable adequacy of the mesurernent instrument selected. This population

of caregivers identified, that even though a penon was named in their network, for various
reasons they would not cal1 upon this penon for help in caregiving. Therefore, the dimension
of perceived social support may not be the best indicator of social support. Replication is

required with other measures to attempt any generaiizability.

Carey, Oberst, McCubbin and Hughes (1991) conducted an exploratory study of the
family caregivers (a-49, 25 women and 24 men) of patients receiving chemotherapy. The

study was designed to describe the t h e and difficulty associated with caregiving tasks,
examine caregivers appraisal of their situation, and to explore variables predicrive of

caregiver mood. Family reported giving emotiooal support as the most t h e c o d g and
difficult task. Therefore, it received the highest burden score. Caregiving burden was

associated with mana_eing illness-related finances, assisting with househoid tasks, and
providing patient nansportation. The nature of the caregiving activity influenced the
caregiving burden associated with it. More than half the caregiven reported receiving help

from one or more sources, usuaily family memben, but friends and wighbours were also
cited. Negative appraisai and age of the caregiver predicted 49% of the mwd disturbance.

.

This indicated that those individuals who viewed the caregiving situation negatively were
also likely to expenence greater mood disturbance. This finding underscores the importance

of assessing wt oniy how family rnembers are mana-

specifïc caregiving ta&,

but how

they penonally perceive the farnily enviromnent and caregiving situation. The family

characteristic of hardiness which reflects the internai smngths and durability of the family

and is characterized by the ability to work together to solve problems, was an important
mediaring variable. A f-y

exhibiting hardiness is characterized as sharing the belief that

they can control outcornes of life events and hardships and may view experiences such as
caregiving, as opportunities for growth. This finding suggests that the f d y environment, as

measured by the Famiiy Hardiness Index, influences caregivers appraisal of their situation

and may mediate the effects of iiiness.

Summarv of Review of the Literature
An anaiysis of the studies attempting to descnbe and measure the relationships

berween caregiving, social support, and ill health, burden, s&,

depression and other

negative variables reveai inconsistencies. Many confounding variables such as penooal
relationships, attitudes and demographics of those involved and the duration of caregiving

make it clear that caregiving and its effects are very complex factors, not easily isolated or
rneasured. Aithough these snidies dBer in sample characteristics, sample variables and
theoretical underpinnings, the results identm smslburden and social support as important
variables in the friture design of studies to investigate the AIDS caregiviag experience. What

nursing care meanires are required in order to assist these individuals and their families, as
they progress €rom one stage of HIV infection to the next?

Conce~nialFramework

The proposed concepniai framework combines the theories of family systems stress

(Meister, 1991) and family social support (Kaw, 1991). The moa important feame of a
family system approach is that of a unitary corneptuaiization of family. Family is assuming

more of the responsibility of a r e of members with acufe and chronic health conditions (El1
& Northen, 1990; Tiblier, 1987; Tiblier, Walker & Roland, 1989).

The family is thought of

as existing within a web of relatives, fiends, neighbours and community services or "social

network," ready to provide needed assistance or "social support." The constructs of family
and social network have a number of commonaiities (Meister, 1991). Social network is the

more general constnict and &ers to a constellation of cohesive and regularly activated
bonds. Social networks are acaially aggregates of social bonds. Family, therefore is a
specific form of a sociai network defineci by particular types of bonds.
A nurnber of potent variables are associated with the f&y

as a support network.

The farnily develops a paradigm or h e w o r k of shared assumptions, constructs, fantasies,
and expectations about the world. This paradigm provides a central organizllig force for the
family. Stress disrupts the texture of family Me and challenges the substance of the family

paradiam. The fmding that social network support is important in families' responses to the

stressors accornpanying illness, is consistent with family mess theory (EU & Northen, 1990).
As well, the family has a set of vulnerabiliues which alter the effects of stress. Both the type

of family organization at the time of a stresshl event, and the nature of the larger social

environment in which the family functions, have a major impact on the manner in which the
suessor is perceived (Meister, 1991). For example, a precipitous loss of a member has a
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major impact on the family, but even a normative loss is a powemil variable in family stress.
Effective farnily functioning and equiliirium is critical to engaging in effective coping

responses.
The basic concepaial model underpinning social support research is s h o w in
Appendix A. This simplified model depicts stress as king related to heaith outcome(s)

(arrow d) and shows that social support buffers the effect of stress (arrow a) on health

outcomes (arrow c). Social nippon may also have a direct effect on health outcome (arrow c)
or may mediate the effects of stress on health outcome (arrow b). Dimond ami Jones (1983)
have expanded this mode1 to include six classes of variables necessary for a comprehensive

model of sociai support. These include (1) the nanue of the stressor, (2) characteristics of the
social network, (3) nature of the support offered, (4) perceived adequacy of the support, (5)

shon and long rem responses to the stressful situation, and (6) environmental resources.

These are further delineated to demonsuate main or buRering effects.
The conceptual model of family sociai support as proposed by Kaw (1991) is founded
on three major assumptions dealing with the nature of the family and the nature and benefits
of social support. These assumptions are: (1) the family is a system, (2) social support is a

social process and, (3) social support is positive and helpful. Together, Kane's (1991)
assumptions regarding family support as a concept are that the family is a system
interdependent with other human systems and that family support is a process that is positive
and not stressfiil.

Family social support is defined as a pattern of social inreraction characterùed by

interdependence in a social reiationship. Social support arises for a family out of long term
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relationships with the extended family, neighbours, coworkers, and communify. The mode1
emphasizes that family social support is a process that o u ~ r over
s
the Me spae The various
consequences depend of the particuiar needs and üfp stages of the family. One consequence

rnay be that of increased family weii king or health. Social support is not viewed as an
outcome or a resource, but rather is a profess of interactions through which the family

develops venatility and resourcefuiness in its fwictioning. This development exposes the
family to a greater variety of go&

and services, leading to the expenence of health. Family

social support makes resources available at the appropriate thne and promotes the
responsiveness of the social network of the famiiy in crisis. If the family fails to engage in
reciprocal relationships or refuses to engage in the process of receiving feedback, it
diminishes family social nippon capacity and limits the resources available by resnicting
versatility and resourcefulness.

Empisicai studies of the relationship between social support and family adjustment to

AIDS are virnially w n existent. Nonetheless, a large Iiterature supports the conclusion that
social support is a critical variable to include in any psychosocial study of AIDS specifc
behaviour. Support can have a direct effm on health contributhg to weli behg, or may
buffer some stress effects (Cohen & Syme, 1985). A review of the social support Iiterature

(Norbeck, 1988) confkms the effects of social support. The existence and viability of
affective support has been demonstrated in several contexts: adjusment to job loss, prognosis
and complication outcornes of pregnancy, hospitalization and maintenance of mental health

(Norbeck, 1988). In each instance, emotional support was associated with or predictive of an
aspect of well-being. Research demonstrates a modest reliable association between social
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support and weii king and the strrngth of that association also is associated with the degree

of stress in the person's situation. The theoretical value of social support lies in its dynamic

effects within peoples iives and its conmbuàon to adjusment and weiibeing. Lack of sociai
support is suggested to increase stress. which in turn increases the perception of burden in
caregiving (Baille. Norbeck & Barnes. 1988;Robinson, 1990).

Based on these theoreticai writiags and empiricai support for these relatiomhips, an

eclectic mode1 of AIDS FamiIy Psychosocial Health is proposed. With the growing
reco_ELnition of the stressful nature of caregiving, reseacchers can focus their investigative
efforts on how to best support the family caregiver. The concept of social support is of

centrai importance in this investigation. Within the proposed model, family social suppon is
considered a coping resource which may mediate stress appraisal as weii as mediate

caregiving burden. For a situation to be stressful, it must be perceived as potentiaiiy harmful,
unpleasant or overwhelming (Dimond & Jones, 1983). An assumption underlying this

framework is that the caregivers unique percepaon of appraisal of the caregiving situation is
likely to affect emotiorial hedth outcomes (Carey, Obem, McCubbin, & Hughes, 1991;

Obem, Hughes, Chang & McCubbin, 1991). Antecedent variables c m be clustered into the
categories of a) AIDS Patient I h e s s Characteristics, b) AIDS Family Caregiver

Characteristics, c) AIDS Family Resources and d) the Cognitive Appraisal of AIDS family
caregiver. The fust three antecedent variables interact to Muence the cognitive appraisal of

the caregiver. Family social suppon and the perceived effects of caregiving are viewed as

antecedents to the Family's Psychosocid Health Outcornes. Benefits fiom caregiving such as
the caregiver's appraisal of hopefulness (He*,

1993) and strengthening of the family
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relationship are perceived as mediahg factors which effect the impact on the psychosocial
health outcome. The outcome variable is conceptualîzed as emotionai health or distress. The
hypothesized model is depicted in Appendix B.

In summary, the premises that famiy social support and some of the demands
associated with AIDS iilness caregiving are unique are centrai to this hypothesized model.

The family's role in providing care to their member with AIDS will depend on a nmber of
factors. The distinct qualities of the AIDS mess substantialiy Muence: the social support

network, the way that caregiving is perfomed, the appmisal of caregiving as stressful and
the subsequent impact on the caregiver's psychosocial health. Stress is determined not only

by the dficuIt events in the environment but also by the caregiver's appraisal of the situation
(eg. mess or benefits), their resources (eg. social support) and the^ capacities (eg. age,
health) to meer the caregiving challenges. The AIDS' family caregiver's psychosocial health
then, is an outcome of many complex and yet unlmown interactions.

Conclusion

This chapter has highlighted the unique nature of AIDS and family caregiving. A
framework of Social Support will be used to concepnialize the psychosocial responses of

family as they caregive throughout the disease trajectory .

CHAPTERm

METHODOLOGY
Backzround: ûuantitative and Oualitathe Research Desians
Two schools of thought or inteilectuai traditions, are refiected within the nursing
research traditions using quantitative and quaiitative methodology (Munhall & Oiler, 1986;

Polit Bi Hungler, 1991; Wilson, 1989). The &st school of thought, the positivia tradition. is
most frequently associated with the scientific method md quantitative methodology. The
second school of thought, the naniralistic or pst-posiavist paradigm (Ely, 1991), represents
the phenomenological (Mwihall& Oiler,1986) or neo-idealist (Wilson, 1989) tradition, and

is frequently associated with qualitative methodology. Quantitative and qualitative methods

differ in theu epistemology, which subsequently influences the research question and design.
The quantitative or reductionist paradigm, involves a mechanistic world view, in
which reaiïty is viewed as static and objective, and knowledge is viewed as received

(Munhall & Oiler, 1986; Polit & Hungler, 1991). CentraI to this deductive method are the
concepts of: control, generalùability, determination of causal relationships and testing of
hypotheses (Polit & Hungier. 1991; Wilson, 1989). This method is most appropnately used
when variables are well defined, as in experimentd research designs, or where attempts to
identiw and test differences between groups, causal relationships, and theory are made (Brink
& Wood, 1989; Polit & Hungler, 1991).

In conmst, the qualitative or paradigm of constructivism, includes an organimiic
worldview. with emphasis on the dynamic, holistic and individual aspects of the human
experience (Boyd, 1990; Ely, 1991; Marshall & Rossman, 1989; M

M & Oiler, 1986;
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Polit & Hungler, 1991; Wilson, 1989). The qyahtative paradigm attempts to capture the
human experience in its entirety, thtough subjective meaning withk the conoccurs, fiom those

in which it

who üve the expenence. Knowledge about human experience is rooted in

a humanistic view and derived inductively by

descnbing, explaining, and interpreting

participants or infonnants feelings, perceptions, and actions (Morse, 1991; Munhall & Oiler,
1986). This research is based on the underlying assumption that howiedge about human

expenence cm only be derived through the infonnants themselves, using the researcher's self
through intensive contact to exnact the experience. As Munhall and Oiier (1986) suggest,

"subjective experience is not merely a pnvate, huer world; but rather, inextricably bound
with objective reality " @.xiv). Reality is therefore "CO-constinitedn
(Smith, 1989, p. 14).

The qualitative method is used to describe phenomena that there is linle known about,
generate hypotheses, illustrate the rneaning of or the descriptions of relationships, understand

relationships and causal processes, and develop theory (Boyd, 1990; Brink & Wood, 1989;
Polit & Hungler, 1991). Qualitative approaches are indicated when the question concerns

cornplex huriin phenomena about which we need detailed description and explanation for

-genuine insight (Boyd,

1990). Qualitative approaches allow for cich descriptions of the

phenomenon or experience expiored (Morse, 1991).

Selected Research Methodolow and Design
As both qualitative and quantitative research have complementary seengths and

Iimitations, the selection of an appropriate method depends on the researcher's personal
philosophy and to a larger degree, the nature of the research question (Polit & Hungler,
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1991). The type of resmrch approach seleaed was detennined because of the purpose of the

smdy and the specific research question to be addressed. The main purpose of this research

was to discover the psychosocial aspects of the AIDS farnily caregiving experience.
Specificaily, the research asked "What is" questions and fmused on the exploration,

observation, and description of AIDS f d y caregivers.
This snidy wouid be characterized as a factor-naming ot factor-searching study (Polit
& Hungler, 1991; Wilson. 1989). Such studies describe, name, or characterize a

phenornenon, situation, or event in order to gain familiarity with it or achieve new insights.

Brink and Wood (1989) characterize this as a Level 1 or exptoratorydescriptive design,
which is appropnate when little or no theory or prior research bas addressed the specifc
variable under study. The decision to use an exploratory design is fiequently made when the
researcher has no specfic problem to snidy, but is interested in a particuiar population or

experience. M a n (1988) suggests rhat the descripave mode must precede al1 orhers. This
mode is used to present a detailed description of what is happening in some setting or with a
particula. g o u p of subjects, so that the point of view of the subjects can be understood. As

demonstrated within the literanire review, there is a ne& for exploratory-descriptive research
in the case of A D S family caregiving.

Level 1 or exploratory-descriptive data "are most frequently collected by means of a

qualitative field study subjected to inductive analysis" (Brink & Wood. 1989, p. 21). As
well, the purposes and uses of qualitative data bear a close relationship to the kind of data
produced. One such purpose is that of sensitization, which may be accomplished by

providing thick rich descriptions. Boyd (1990) suggests that the purpose of semitkation is
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served by qualitative studies to the extent that these studies effectively communicate insights
about experiences we need to understami vicariously. 1 have noted through my ciinical

pracuce, including observations and interactions with families of AIDS patients within the

hospital setting, that there is need for such sensitization. This research function to sensitize

research consumers and practisiag nurses to AIDS f d y caregiver's experiences and
eventuaily conm3ute to developing interventions to help families.
As a result of the review of the quantitative and qualitative research methods, the

nature of the research question, as weii as my philosophical beliefs, preferences and
resources, the qualitative paradigm was determined to be the mon appropriate methodology.

Ethnomphv: Selected Research Desim

Ethnography, a process and a product, is a method used to develop theones of culture
and to produce descriptions of the ways of life in cultures or subculnires (Boyd, 1990;
Germain, 1986; Fenerman, 1989). Ethnography is, at its core, a process of mediating frames

or meanings (Wilson, 1989). Simila. to grounded theory, one underlying theory which guides
the ethnographie study is that of symbolic imeractionism, which is used to descnbe and

interpret social interactions between people. What people do, Say they do, and say they want

to do, provide beginning ethographic information to nurse researchers (Aamodt, 1991).

Ethnography encompasses both exploratory and descriptive designs (Brink & Wood,
1989; Germain, 1986). It is congruent with answering the research question "What is this?'

at the factor-searching level of inquiry (Level 1) producing naming or descriptive theory

(Germain, 1986, p. Mg), as well as "What is happening here" or "What do these happenings
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mean" to the people engaged in them (Brink & Wood, 1989;Wilson, 1989).
The ethnographer writes about rhe routine daily lives of people (culture), where the

focus of inquiry are the predictable patterns of human thought and behaviour (Fettemian,
1989). Culture is viewed as a system of knowledge used by human beings to interpret
experience and generate behaviour, and as linguistic expressions used by infofmants during
social interactions (Aamodt, 1991). As weii, linguistic expressions used by iaformants d&g
social interactions are the structural blocks of meaning for constructing systems of culturai
knowledge (Aamodt, 1991). The focus of data collection is to understand and descnbe a
social and cultural scene from the "emicn(insider's) perspective. Analysis, both ongoing and

on completion of the field work, focuses on the presentatioa of the scientific analysis or
"etic's" view.
Fieldwork is the hem of this research design which is exploratory in nature and seeks
to extract experience through participant observation and i n t e ~ e w(Fetterrnan, 1989;Morse,

1991; Wilson, 1989). Information gathering proceeds inductively. As the principle research
inmument, the ethnographer participates in the events of the subculnire and with the help of
key informanu, looks for connection, patterns, themes or relationships, that have meaning

for the people in it, producing descriptive or explanatory theory (Brink & Wood, 1989;
Germain, 1986). This process becomes product thcough analysis at various stages in
ethnographie work, notably field notes, the log. and memo's, but moa dramaticaily within

the published report (Fettennan, 1989).

Ethmggraphy was selected for this saidy because the perspective of A l D S family

caregivers has not been widely studied within its contexnial setting and is congruent with my
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intended research question, philosophical beüefs, and personai interest in the development of
these research skiiis. As weli,

this approach affords a degree of flexi'bility that pemits the

revision of questions as new discoveries are made (Germain, 1986). Interpretation of the
situation becomes an interactive process and is iterative.

Research Desi-

This section discusses the major components of the selected design and includes:
participants, research instrument, tirne, s e d g, method of data collection. method of data
analysis, measures to enhance rigor, and human subjectlethicai consideratiom.

Data Collection

Infonnants: Sam~Iing:and Recruitment
The theoretical population of interest is the " M D S family caregiver(s)*within the

Province of Manitoba. The size of this population is unknown, however an estimate of the
population may be made From the numbers of HIV/AIDS cases in Manitoba. Within the

province, three women and 100 men were diagmsed with AIDS as of December 3 1, 1993
and 86% of those infec:ted are urban tesidents in Winnipeg. As weii, 417 Manitobans, 28 of

them women, have tested positive for the HIV v i m (Manitoba Health, 1994). Because the

popuiation of those affected by AIDS is quite small, the accessible caregiving family sample
will likely also be smali. However, if each PLWA has one farnily member caregiver, rhan it

is possible that there are presently 100 famiIy cangivers in the province.
According to Brink and Wood (1989) exploratory designs caU for small samples that

are chosen through a dehirate process descrt'bed as theoretical or purposive. Morse (1991)
States that in this type of sampling the researcher selects participants according to the needs

of the study, based on the informant's experience or knowledge. As well, sampiing must be
both appropriate ami adequate (Morse, 1991). Appropriateness refers to the degree to which

the choice of informants and method of selection "fit"the purpose of the study, as
determiwd by the research question and the stage of the research. Adequacy on the other
hand refers to the sufficiency and quality of the data. Therefore, the foîiowing were offered

as inciusion criteria:

Informants/Panicipants wilI be:
1) convenience sample of 5-10 famiües who are caregiving to an individuai with AIDS within
the cornmunicy setting,

2) available, able mci wiIIing to be inte~ewedabout their caregiving expenence for 1-2

hours, a minimum of twice and a maximum of five times.
3) able co understand and to verbally communicate in English,
4) available by telephone in order to arrange an interview,

5) accessible by car within the perimetet of the city, and
6 ) informants wiii be 18 yean of age or older.

The unit of anaiysis was to be the family versus family member. In aLI caregiving

situations, however, only one family member was identifieci, consistent with ailowing the
PLWA to defme the ûue "functional family" tbat are providing care. The number of

infonnants was not preset by the researcher. 1 conferred with the PLWA and the family to
determine the number of family memben to be included.
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Initiaiiy, three strategies for sample recruitment were idenàfied. informant
recruiment was anticipated as one of the more daficuit aspects of the study design.
Informants for this saidy were anticipated to be diffidt to remit because of the stigma

associated with AIDS and because the f d y caregiving population is unlatom. Recruitment
of family members may have been negatively infîuenced by the S
a
m associated with

disease andlor by the feu that confidenaality of the caregiver and the penon living with
AIDS may be breached. However, my experience has k e n that of unsolicited expression of

support and the stated willingness of famiües who have partîcipated in AIDS caregiving, to

participate in this study. Subsequentiy, only one method of recruitment was employed. The
method for recruitment was the "soiicitedsample" (Morse, 1991)Infamants were recruited through a major hospitai. A c h i c nurse agreed to speak to

the PLWA and asked his permission to have his name released for the research (Appendix

C). If the PLWA consented, 1 would approach him to explain the study and invite the PLWA
to idemi@ family member(s) who they believed was the primary person responsible for

helping with his care, to participate (Appendix D). The PLWA contacted the identified
family member(s) and determined his or her wiilingness to participate and be interviewed.

The written invitation to participare (Appendix D) was given to the family member by the
PLWA. Once willingwss to participate had been verbally established, my name was given to
the family member. If agreeable, the PLWA gave their verbal consent to the clinic nurse to

allow her to contact the researcher by phone with the family members name and phone
number. 1 then contacted the participant by phone and gave a verbal description of the snidy

(Appendix E) and obtained their verbal consent for participation. The written explanation of
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the study (Appendix F) was given to the participant, and informecl written consent (Appendix

G) was obt;iined at the time of the first i n t e ~ e w .

The study data then, were collecteci usiog a purposive, solicited, non-probabilijr
convenience sample of seven AIDS famiiy caregivers. Nine families caregivers were
recruited, however, two f a d y caregivers were unable to panicipate in the study. One f d y
caregiver could not be located and subsequently had undergone the death of her son, and
another suffered a rnedicai ihess and was unable to participate as a result of undergohg
surgery .

Research InSmment

In ethnography, the researcher is acknowledged to be the prirnary rool for c o i l e c ~ g

.

data (Lipson, 1991). This use of self is often descnid as "reflexivity."This term refers to

observerlinterviewen king part of, rather than separate fkom the data, and capitalize self
awareness as a source of insight. Knowiedge of the use of self is important, because it
influences one's participation in the process, and because one's values, asmmptions, and

experience influence the researcher's ability to coilect valid data. Therefore, as Lipson
(1991) States, this instrument must be "ninedmto increase self-awareness. Strategies to

accomplish this included the ongoing writhg of a field log. To assist with reflexivity, 1
discussed progress, interpretation of field notes, huches and log material with a member of

my thesis committee.
Consonant with the use of self as research instrument, the specific interview questions
evolved through the process of data collection and analysis. From this process, a tentative
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i n t e ~ e wguide was developed. As weil. a nursing peer who was not involved or

knowledgeable about the study was approached to provide ongoing critique of my sensitivity
to the major themes inhrent within the data.
The
-

Data collection was completed withh a 12 month period and was prospective,
examining the AIDS famiy caregiver's experience as it evolved. Thû prospective focus
allowed the elicitatïon of data regarding content and context of the experience. I recogized
rhac the nature of questioning in the study may have affected the caregiver's need for

counselling or outside assistance, and I had a iist of resoucces within the community if the
family member expressed a need. On one occasion, a caregiver was given information
regarding support available within the comniunity. As weU, 1 have tbroughout my nursing

pracuse and teaching expenence, developed an extensive ability to communicate effectively
in a therapeuric manner when working with family in the community and hospitai settïngs

and drew upon this ability as an interviewer.

Settino
-

The interviews were conducted in one of two settings: the home setting, or a mutually
agreed upon neutrai setting, where tape recording of the interview was accomplished (for

example, for one informant the interviews occurred within a private office at the workplace).

The interviews were scheduled to accommodate the informant's availabiiity.

Data Collection and Analvsis

The research foc&

on the discourse of AIDS family caregivers, using an

ethnographic methodology. Field work was used as the method for data collection, primarily
involving face to face inte~ewsin a naairal setriog. The i n t e ~ e w swere tapeû recorded,
lasted approximately 60-90 minutes and a minimm of two and a maximum of four

interviews were conducted. Data collection occurred over a 12 month period. The criterion
of category saturation" also guided the data collection decisions.
"

The Ethnographie interview as espoused by Spradley (1979) was the primary data
collection method. The ethnographic interview employs hdepth, informal interviews as a
particular speech event, is word oriented, and assumes that laquage and in panicular words
and phrases are windows into the reality experienced by other people. Ely (1991) suggests
that interviews are at the heart of doing ethnography because they seek the words of the

people who are snidied, the richer the beaer, so that their situations can be undemood with
increasing clarity. This type of interview is characterized by Bogdan and BiIken (1982, p.
135) as a "purposehi conversation usuaily between two people @ut sometimes involvhg

more) that is dkected by one in order to get information" (cited in Ely, 1991, p. 58). The

major purpose of the indepth interview was to leam to see the world fiom the eyes of the
informant (Spradley, 1979). In smving to have a closer undentandhg of people's meanings,
the interviewer l e m fkom the informants and seeks to discover how they organize their

behaviour. In this sense, the researcher becomes saident and the informant the teacher, where
both are CO-participants.

The three specific skiils used in ethnographic interview are preparing and asking

global questions, identifying cover terms, and elicihg descriptors for cover terms.

Global Ouestions. Cover Terms and Descrintors
Global questions are open-ended pestions and general in nature. Indepth interviews
using open-ended questions and nonspecific language to fiame the interview were used. For
example, Tan you teil be something about what it was iike when you fÏrst learned your
farnily member was HIV positive". Tan you tell me about your Mie since you began

caregiving". "Howhas this afTected you. " "Whatdid you mean by.. ." "You said you.. .tell

me a bit more about that piease." The use of probes will be used to facilitate the discussion.

The interview was purposely left fiemile to aUow the i n f o m t s to relate information
that was meanineful to them, and for the development of questions fiom the ongoing data

analysis. The informant's story then serves to structure the interview as it unfolded (May,
1991). Unstructured interviews aiiow the i n t e ~ e w e considerable
r
freedom in exploring

whatever seems important to the informant, and promote what Brink and Wood (1988) cal1
the likelihood that responses will be spontaneous, seIf revealing, and personal. The use of

informant specific language (cover tenns) was adopted and employed as this became known,
to facilirate the discourse. Cover terms are the key words or phrases used by informants in

response to a global qwstion.
During the initial phase of fieldwork, a broad overview of the caregiver's situation
and descriptive accounts were eiicited. Demographic data was collected using focused, closed

ended questions (Appendix H).The first interview focused on the establishment of trust,

reviewing the purpose of the study, and obtaining informed consent. 1 invested in building a
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ousllng relationship with the caregïvers. The developmem of trust ktween myself and the

informants was insmunental in generating greater dept of data. Data was coUected only by
myself and 1 developed the interview guide. The presence or absence of the PLWA was lefi
to the discretion of the famiIy and

PLWA, and field notes regardhg this aspect of the

i n t e ~ e wwere taken into account in the analysis process. For one family, the PLWA was
present and panicipated in the i n t e ~ e wprocess during two interviews.

In the second htemiew, more smicamd questions (descrÎptive, structural and
contras) guided by a tentative i n t e ~ e wguide were conducted with infamants (Appendix 1)-

Such questions led to the elucidation of descriptors, or the fine ataiutes of the cover tenns.
Cover terms later became the foundation for follow-up global questions. The interview
process, then, entailed cyclical use of open and closed ended questions to complete data
collection.
As "the tasks of the interviewer include providing focus, obseming, giving direction,

being sensitive to ches given by pamcipants, probing, questioning, iistenhg, arnaigamating

statements, and generaily being as involved as possiblen (Ely, 1991, p. 59), interviews were
tape recorded. This fkeed me to be attentive to the infonnants discourse and to focus on the

development of the conversation.
Following each interview, the interview were t r a n s c n i verbatim, using the
Ethnograph (Seidel, Kjolseth, & Clark, 1985). This word processing package facilitated the

process of data analysis and retrieval as it organized typed data in a logical, sequential
fashion. Following the transcnbing of the interview, tapes were reviewed to help me recall
the experience, expand the detail and provide perspective on the discourse. The audiotapes
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provided the nuances of the person's voice and were used to enhance the m e s s of the
printed word.

Memoin~and Field Log

In addition to interviewing, memoing and the use of a field log were employed as
additionai sources of data. Field notes were taken directly folIowing the interaction. Taking
notes in the field was essential to the development of the written log. Ely (1991) suggests
that a field log is the repository of ail data that have k e n gathered rhrough participant

observation and interviews, including transcripts of interviews. The Wfitten log entries were
nurnbered to provide a chronological record of what was learned and include insights into the

process and product. It afforded the opportunity to use reflexive jotting, to "face self as
instrument" through a personal dialogue, and provide what Bogdan and Bilken (1982) cal1
"data about data" (cited in Ely, 1991, p. 70).

Anaiytic memos or researcher's memos, were used to move the methodology and
analysis forward. Essentially, analytic mernos can be thought of as conversations with oneself

about what one has learned, what has occurred in the research process, the insights tbis
provides, and the leads these suggest for future action (Ely, 1991). These memos are wrinen

about entrées in the log and they themselves became part of the log.
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Analvsis

During the fieid work penod, the inte~ewersearched for patterns or remring
themes as part of the praxss of constant comparative analysis (Buden, 1991; Grove, 1988).
Content anaiysis constituted the main anaiysis effort. The process was iterative and cyclicai,
building on successive interviews. tbrough questioning, listening, probing, comparing and

contrasting, synthesipng and evaluating information. The tape recorded interviews were
transcrïbed verbatim immediately foIlowing the interview and assisted with the analysis.

Triangulation of data was ongoing, ocnirring through the use of the constant analysis of data,
using the mulaple data sources of audiotaped interview, interview transcripts, fieldnotes, and
log (Knan & Breitmayer, 1991). The use of comparative questions such as "some families
say.." facilitated the crystaiiizatioa of my observations and assisted with data trianplation.

Verbatim quotations were used to illustrate the typical or characteristic experïences
described. The analysis was pided by the concept of niini-ethnography as described by

Kleinman (1992). Quotations have been used to allow the reader to judge the quality of the

work and to assess whether the data are used appropriately to support the conclusions.
Themes, categories, similarities, differences and hypothesized relationships among variables
were identified. The fudinzs offer a beginning theoretical framework that can be tested and

validated in subseqyent hypotheses testing. Publication of findings in a peer reviewed
referred journal is anticipared.

In contrast to the rigor criteria appropriate for research in the positivism mode, that
of reliabïiity, internai and extemal validity, and objectivity, the paraiiel criteria for evaluation
of qualitative research are that of tnistwottbiness and authentidy (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).

The uustworthiness criteria consider the unique contribution to goodness or quaiity by the

name of the henneneutic process itself, while the authenticity criteria are embedded in the
basic belief system of constructivism itself. Lincoln and Guba (1989) ident* four criteria
that are used to evaiuate trustworthiness and authenticity within a constmctivist inquiqk

credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability .
Credibilitv

Truth value in mairalistic in-

means that the "reconstructionsthat have k e n

amved at via the incpiry are credïble to the c o ~ c t o r of
s the original multiple realities"
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985,p.296). Tnith value is analogous to internai vaiidity in posiùvism
research and is achieved in research conducted within the nanualistic paradigm by achieving
credibility. Sandelowski (1986) suggests a study is credible when "itpresents such faithful
interpretation of human experience that the people having the experience would immediately

recoagize those descriptions or interpretations of the experience as thek own" (p. 30). Tmth
value or credibility resides in the discovery of human phenornena or experiences as they are
lived and perceived by the participants.

Tnith value or credibility can be attained through the use of prolonged engagement,

persistent observation and progressive subjectivity (the reflexive journal) (Guba & Lincoln,
1989). Prolonged engagement occurred through sufficient investment of time with the
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informants, seming to estabiish rapport and build the aust necessary to uncover coosfnictions
of reality (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The iafomants participated in determining whether the

two interviews were suficient to capture their experiences. A joint decision for the need for
M e r interviews was made by the invdgator and the informant~.For several infotmants,
their experience as AIDS caregivers had ended as the death of the PLWA had occurred. The

researcher brings to the process her own subjective and experientiai views, which may add to
the richness of the description and data. The use of a reflexivejournal was used to capture

rhese perspectives. This process of monitoring the researcheryso w n developing construction
is referred to as progressive subjectivity (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).
Lack of development of m a cm be considered a potential threat to the credibility of
the study (Brink, 1991; Fetterman, 1989). The abilify of the researcher to be nanilal and
honest assists in the development of tm between inforniant and researcher. In this study, 1

engaged in repeated and prolonged engagement, established informeci consent and
confidentiality of the smdy participants thus addressing this issue. Persistent observation was

used and enabled the researcher to add depth to the characteristics and elements identified as
relevant to the research question.
Tramferabilin
According to Guba and Lincoln (1989), tramferabiiity may be thought of as paraiiel
to external validity or generalizabhy, where findings fiom one smdy can shed Iight on the

situation in another setting. It is based on similarity between two contexts, what Lincoln and

Guba (1985) call "fittingness," and is defiaed as the "degree of congruence between sending
and receiving contexts" (p. 124). The major technique for establishg the degree of
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mferability is "thick descriptionn in which the presëntation of the data is compIete enough

to facilitate transferability judgements on the part of others who may wish to appiy the
findings of the study. in order to provide enough information about the context of the study

so that another investigator has a basis for deciding whether m e r a b i l i t y is feasible, the
investigator provides an account of the process of amlysis with examples of the original data

and a description of contexts within which the study was conducted. Thick description was
accomplished through the written presentation of the infamants' narratives.

De~endabilitvand Confirmabilitv

Guba and Lincoln (1989) d e m i "depeadabilityas parailel to the conventional
criterion of reliability, in that it is concernai with the stability of the &data

over time' (p.

242). Dependability is achieved by donimenthg the logic of process decisions. The technique

for judging the logic of process decisioiis is the dependability audit.
C ~ ~ m a b i l i tthe
y , paralle1 of objectivity, "is concead wùh assuring that data,
interpretations and outcornes of inquiries are rooted in contexts and persons apxt Born the
investigator"(p. 243). This means that data can be mcked to thei. sources and that the logic
used to assemble the interpretations into smcturally coherent wholes is both explicit and

implicit in the narrative of the findings.
The confumability audit is the usual technique for confirmiog the data and interpretations of
a aven study .

The confimiability and the dependability audit are carried out together, as an "audit
trail, " which descnbes the investigator's decisions regarding both process and methods. 1 wiU

keep the snidy's raw data (reflexive journal, audio tapes and transcriptions of the audio tapes)
for a period of seven years as a part of the audit trail. As well, sharing of the data with my
thesis chair during data collection and analysis assisted with the verincation of the accuracy

and promote the consistency of the process and product.

Ethical Considerations:Pro~tionof the Riahts of the Informants
The proposal for this study was submined to the Ethical Review Comminee of the
Facuity of Nursing, at the University of Manitoba. Ethical approval was obtained More
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seeking informant participation. Approval for request to access to St. Boniface Generai

Hospital as a nurse researcher was also obtained foUowing Ethicai approval.
Every attempt was made to ensure that participants were M y infonned and their
rights were protected. The informants seeking to be part of the study, telephoned me in

response to the invitation to participate. Potential participants received a verbal description of
the study when they contactai me by phone. Questions, concem or ambiguities regarding

the snidy were cIarifÏed to the potentiai informant's satisfaction at that t h e . If they verbally
agreed to participate, they received a written explanation of the smdy when we met in

person. At that time the informeci written consent was obtained. It was stressed to the
participants both verbaiiy and in wrîting, that they couid withdraw at any time and they couid

refuse to answer any questions.
The psychological and physical c o d o n of the informant was carefkiiy monitored
during interviews by observing non-verbal and verbal cues. The interviews took place at a
tirne and place convenient for the informants and myself, usuaily the home, but for one

respondent, a private office at work. If an informant became distressed, the tape recorder
was m e d off and a joint decision was made as to the appropriateness of continuhg the
interview.
A number of strategies were used to ensure that the confidentiality of aii participants

was protected. Al1 interview information was kept confidentid. To assure anonymity,
participants were assigned code numben that were used on al1 tapes and transcnkd
interviews. Names and locations wiii not be published in any written form emanating fiom
the study. The names of the participants appear only on a master sheet of codes and codes
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were used on the consent f-,

both of which were kept in a separate Iocked Ning cabinet.

1 am the only persoa who has access to these codes. Audio tapes wiIl be kept for a period of

seven to ten years in the Iocked fiies.

Transcripts and audio tapes contain oniy a code mimber, which can be matched to a
name. Access of audio tapes was restricted to myself and my thesis Chair, Dr. Linda

Kristjanson. Access to transcripts was resmcted to the researcher, Dr. L. Kristjanson and my

thesis Co-Chair, Dr. David Gregory. Dr. J. Campbell had access to groupeà summaries of
the dam. In the fmdings chapter of this study, only code numbers appear with transcript
excerpts and caution is exercised to ensure that identifjhg facts are not inctuded with the
excerpts provided. Informants names as they appear in the text have k e n changed to protect

anonymity. in summary, confidentiality and anonymity were achieved by the coding and
access methods descnbed above.

Conclusion

I have explicated the methodology for the research design of my thesis topic. The
methodology was qualitative in nanue and made use of the ethnographie interview. The study
informants were recniited employing a solicited sample. Data analysis was ongoing and the

fmdings illusuate the similarities of the AIDS caregiving family. The rights of the
participants to confidentiality and protection were addressed.

CHAPTERN
ANALYSIS
Introduction
In qualitative snidies, the researcher serves as the "instrument"through which data
are coiiected (Boyd, 1993; Rew, Bechtel & Sapp, 1993). As the research instrument, the
interviewer uses responses of the participant to guide data collection, probing for funher
information for depth and clarity. Althoygh the i n t e ~ e w sare guided by a tentative interview
schedule, the interviewer must ascertain a balance of smcture and flexibility (SwansonKauffman, 1986). The format, timing and sequence of questions may change as the data

collection process continues. The researcher maintains control of the interview, but there
must be sufficient flexibility to respond to important content responses and general nonverbal
cues from the

participant. Most interviews begin with open-ended questions and evenaially

narrow the focus as clarising questions are asked and themes emerge.
The interview situation carries with it a unique intimacy that is shared by the

interviewer and respondent (Sorrell & Redmond, 1995). Respondents known in ethnographie
research as informants. can reveal information during an i n t e ~ e wthat they would not

discuss in a ques8onnaire, evoking buried mernories ofien accompanied by strong emotions.
Since the infornant may be unprepared to f d their words mixed with tears, it is i m p o ~ t

for the interviewer to appreciate the intimacy of the situation and to plan time during the
interview to establish and maintain rapport (Sorrel & Redmond, 1995). Good infonnants are
not just those who have experienced the phenornena under smdy, but those who are willing
and able to discuss and examine their experience (Morse, 1991).
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Ethnographie interviews are designed to discover cultural meanings which exist within

a social group, emphasizing interaction, social context and the social construction of reaiity

(Lowenberg, 1993). The broad concept of cuiture used within this methodology, may be
viewed from two distinct perspectives. The r n a t e W c or "etic"perspective views culaire
as the totality of a social group's observable behaviour, customs ard daily

Me. The ideatioaal

or "emic" perspective view defines culhm in a cognitive way and refers to ideas, beliefs and
knowledge which are characteristic of a p u p of people ( F e t t e m . 1989). This latter view
requires the collection of linguistic research data from individual group members to help the
researcher understand why group members do what they do.
The interview is the most important data collection tool for the ethnographer

(Fetteman, 1989) being depicted by Spradley (1979) as a "series of fnendly conversations".
However, these informal conversations have a clear and specific research agenda. This
informal approach is used by the interviewer ro discover categories of meanings in a culture,

such as the culture of AIDS caregiving families. Of interest is what people think and how
one person's perspective compares with another. This cornparison helps the interviewer to
idem@ shared values among members of a cultural group.

Ethnographies describe the social reality of a particular group and focus on the felt

experience (KLeinman, 1992). Kleinman (1992)niggests the ethnographer seeks to develop an
appreciation of the meanings of the illness and care, beginning with a description of the

infomann' local moral world. Within each local world, the effect of the family, workplace,
rnedical care, and other relevant institutions are related to the interpersonai expenence. To
best illustrate this realiw, descriptive narratives are presented to aiiow for the iaformants to
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be pomayed within the context of their humanness. Insight is gained into how the informant

understands and visualizes his or her experience (Sandeiowski, 1991).

The local wor1ds of the seven families in this nsearch project are depicted in the
analysis in two sections. The first section presents descriptive data regarding the informants.
A bnef orientation to each family caregiver is provided through a descriptive contextuai

profde. The intent of the profile is to provide readen with a lem throuph which they can
view and develop a perspective of the informant's Local moral world. The profdes contain
data eiicited through the interviewhg process and data which may not have been captured

within the formai interview, but obtained through fieldnotes and observations. A perspective
and understanding of some of the hmcacies of the caregiving relatiouship with the PLWA's
is evoked. The contexnial profde is wt a complete composite of the families historicai and

personal data, but rather a framework through which practical knowledge gained fiom the

family informant distinguishes the uniqueness of each caregiving situation.

Raw data from the infonnanfs' transcn'bed i n t e ~ e w sare examined in section two-

Transcribed verbath interviews underwent content analysis. Content andysis is the process
of idenufying, coding and categorizing the primary paaems in the data (Patton, 1990). Like

all research, the raw data is reduced, in this case to conceptual categories descnbed in words
(MacKenzie, 1994). The transcnid i n t e ~ e w were
s
coded as words, phrases and themes
written in the margins of the uanscripts. Transcripts of the interviews and field notes were
reviewed to inductively identify categories or themes of responses based on similar patterns
in the data. Thematic commonalities were derïved from the anaiysis of the informants'
personal perspectives and experiences. Based on the qualitative assessments of the data,
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inferences, conclusions and a proposed set of understaodings about the nature of the impact
of AlDS on family caregiven is presented. Several of the analysis matrices. Listings, tables

and diagrams detailed in Miles and Huberman (1994) were useful throughout the research
process, as helpful techniques for data reduction and organization. Detailed, thick
descriptions with direct quotations from the informanu are used to iiiustrate the thematic and
substantive coded data.

Section I - Family Caregivers As Lnformants
A brief orientation to the seven informants is provided in advance of their profiles.

Demographic data regarding age, relationship, education and occupation, is grouped and

presenred in Table 1. Seven family caregivers, four females and three males completed the
smdy. Informants ranged in age from 29 to 74, the modal age was over 50 years. The

majority of the caregiven were female (n=4).

Table 1

D e m o m ~ h i cProfile of 1nfommnî.sand Careeiving Factors
-

Lenmh of Careeiving

Aoe

<35

3

<6 months 4

35-55 3

6-12months

>55

13-48montbs 2

1

1

Education

Gender

males

3

females 4

Less than High School

2

High School

1

More than High School

4

The infonnants represent quite different socio-economic backgrounds. The informants
were: retired and Living on a pension (l), a homemaker (l), living on social assistance (l),
on disability (l), and employed full t h e in professional and semi-professionai occupations
(3) -

Table 2

F

~ Constellations
Y

Relatiomhip to PLWA

Uiformant

Marital Stahxs

Isabelle

Widowed

mother

Jeremy

Single

friend

Margaret

Single

fnend

Freda

Married

mother

Lizzie

Divorced

fiiend

Robert

Single

former lover

George

Single

former Iover

One of the informants was widowed, one divorced, one married and four were single.
Al1 of the informants lived with the PLWA and within a large urban setting in Manitoba. AU

of the family caregivers care recipients were gay maies. Funher description of the informants
is presented in their profiles.
Within the analysis, the source of the informant's data is identified. AU passages from
the informanu' transcripts end with the notation system outlined in Table 3.

Table 3
Transcri~tNotation

Informant

Code

Margaret
Isabelle
Freda
Jeremy
Lizzie
George

100
101
102
103
104
106
107

Roben

Number of Interviews

For example, within the analysis, a textuai excerpt nom the informant Margaret (100),
inrerview 1, lines 67-75 wilI be noted as: [100-1,67-75].

Section 1 - The Context of Careeivinn: fa mil^ Profiles

Isabelle is a retired mother in her seventies. She jokingly describes berself as being a
caregiver al1 of her Me.Isabelle proudly states she has r a i d eight children. five boys and
three girls, ranging in age from 28 to 57 years. Her family coustellation is large, with more

than 30 grandchildren and great grandchildren living throughout Canada. Within her

irnmediate family, two daughters reside withia close driving proximity. Her hhty four year
old son JeraId, who is living with AIDS, presently lives with her in a war-time two storey

home.
Isabelle appears young and Ml of vital@ despite her chronological age. Although
retired, she has remained active in the community by bowling, partkipating in choir and

prayer group meetings, and attending church on a daily basis. Once a week she har her hair
done and mils manicured. She amibutes her joy and zest for living to her cornmitment to
family. In particular, she fondly credits her involvement with her youngest daughter and new

agânddaughter, as keeping her Young. Isabelle's joys of motherhood have, however, been
tempered by Me's hardships. In 1969, her mother moved in with the family from overseas.

The following year, Isabelle's husband died, r e s u l ~ gin Isabelle's need to return to full-tirne
work in a local hospital to support her farnily. Isabelle states that it was during this period of

transition that Jerald began to develop a gay identity.
1 think he, when he, when he, that's another thing. I can tell you exactly when
he told me he was gay. 1 may be 74 but I've told you stories over and over

and over and he calleci me a Iiar, "Never happenexi that way. Gus told you." I
said, "No he didn't". 1 said, "1was sitting on the couch and I'm saying you
came and 1 said you sat beside me and 1was knittingn and 1 said you said to
me, "Mom, I've got something to tell youn and 1said, "1knew what you were
gohg to tell me." "Yeah, because Gus told you." 1 said, "No he didn't. Gus
never said a word to me because it was not until after he told me tbat" and I
said "You told me you know." He didn't Say he was gay but 1 knew what he
was tallcing about. And 1 said to you, "Jerald, go out." And 1 phoned Father
Joe, my fnend and 1 told him and apparently Father Joe knew [101-3, 2482761.
Alrhough this lmowledge is long standing, Isabelle s t i l l e m o t i o d y relives Jeraid's disclosure
whkh occurred some mineen years ago as if o c c h g in the present. It appears that she is
stiU coping with her son's "coming out".

Jerald was living in Vancouver prior to reentering her home in July of 1993. His

r e m to Iive with Isabelle coincided with her caring for her aging mother. At fmt, his
r e m to the home was related as relatively smooth.

Weli, as 1 told you, like when he came in, he was fine and everyrhuig was
really, was good. No problems or, you how. Uh. He did have outbusts of
anger and 1 was very sensitive. 1 was looking after my mom too. She was 93
so 1 had two people that were (who), needed my attention. 1101-1, 5 1-58].
Upon reflection however, she relates the difficulty O f his reenhy and her own emotional
response.

From the day he came to my house up to last November, 1 don't think there
was a day went by he didn't have me in tears. [101-1, 65-68].
In coping with her son's r e m , she identifies issues which revolve around his need to
control the routines of day ro day living and the care associated with her aged mother.

Uh, he came in July. It was let's see, he came up fkom the Fringe Festival
because he's in the theatre. And, like, 1, personally, 1 think 1 keep a clean
house but accordhg to him, everything's wrong. Nothing's right. üh. Mom
didn't do anything nght, she was 93 for God's sake. She put up what she
could. She had a Little problem with toilets and, you know, she'd jump and

maybe she didn't get there, you know. I'd go and look afier it. Maybe 1didn't
get time to maybe wash around the toilet and that. He'd walk in. He'd blow
his top. And 1didn't like him saying this to mom because mom and 1had been
living on our own. like since my daughter got manieci, and we were quite
happy and he corne in. nien he came in and he wanted to be in charge. He
wanted to take over. take over everyming. [101-1, 73-10]

Isabelle eloqwntly aniculates Jerald's anger and need for control as a result of a disease
where uncertainty is paramount. She associates the loss of connol of his own body as
increasingly directing on his need to control daily o c m e c e s . As his control behaviours

becomes more pervasive, she experiences her own losses and a sense of nothing king nght.

I felt u t , um, he had contml, he was conuolling everything. Uh. 1 was, 1
didn't feel fÏee in my own home. 1 felt like the, the visitor. Because no matter
what I went to do, it was wrong [101-2, 68-76].

The sense of k i n g imprisoned within her home paraiiek Jerald's imprisomnent with AIDS
in his own body. The strain becomes so intense, that she fels she is "losingher mind." She
wonders whether her abilicy to cope with her son's anger wodd have been different if she
was not also caregiving to her aged mother.

If, if 1 should have been alone when Jeraid came home, 1 probably would have
handled things a lot better. But you see 1 had mom here. And like, when he
would make me mad and hurt me she'd Say, "1don't see him doing anything
wrong." Thar was Uce 1 was beginning to wonder, am 1 losing rny mind?
[101-2, 993-1007].

The living situation does not improve foiIowing Isabelle's mother's death. Within the

month, leraid's physical stanis deteriorates, resulting in his need for rwo hospitai stays. The

mounting tension becomes unbearable. Isabelle feels unable to tolerate their living
arrangement and during the fmt hospitalization, reqyests that he move. Initially, Jeraid lived
with a nurse relative, but the arrangement is short lived as he is rehospitahed and the

relative relocates to the norrh. A month long hospice stay foiiows, which is described by
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Isabelle as a "complete disaster." Concemed for Jeraid's weM-being, Isabeile again accepts
her son back into her home. Both have recognU:ed fhis period as a t h e of growth for their

relationship. There is a new perspective and a detennination not to let things hm.
Isabelle identifies both the development of new coping sfrategies and othen of long

smding, which help her with MeYstnmitioos. A conaection with religion has served a long
standing role in Isabelle's Me. She views her faith as source of strength in accepthg life's
passages and losses. As a mother, she has previousiy survived the pain of bereavement,
predeceased by a son at the age of 47. As weU, she has sunrived the loss of her spouse. In
addition, in November of 1994, afkr more than twenty five yean of companionship and
cohabitation, Isabelle's mother passed away. She relates with shock that it was so quick,
despire the recognition that her mother was 93 years of age and in decIining health. Religion.
although a comfort in times of need for acceptance, has also served to remind her of family's
lack of acceptance of her son's Mestyle.
Oh gosh, yes. (sigh) My grandson was going to make his confirmation so he
was going to be a sponsor for my grandson and when my oldest son heard that
he was gay, he said, gay, he said, "1don? want you to be sponsor for my
son." [101-3, 294-3Oq.

She recognizes that there is family stigma associated with Jerald's being gay.

Within the past year, in the space of one month, Isabelle has experïenced many

In a month, in a month, 1 have had a fnend of mine passed away suddenly and
1 had a grandson got married. And 1 had, my daughter had a linle baby girl
and then my brother passed away in Ireland. You lcnow, ail that in a month.
[101-3,741-746, 750.1
In spite of these stressors Isabelle perceives her life as positive and herself as healthy. She
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recognizes her need for heip and ennires she obtains it. She periodically attends a family
support group and has sought the assistance of a group providmg care within the community.
Her son recently bad a Peripheraiiy hserted Central Catheter (PICC) line inserted and his

health has stabilized. IsabeiIe's daily living now reflects a recognition that there is an

emotiond Limit and a way to cope with her son's AIDS diagnosis and his anger.
You know, we've had enough of that now today. 1 thuik maybe if I'd med that
approach, that I think that I can hande it. [101-1, 1314-lT]

Jeremy
Jeremy is a mid-thinhies, striking, tail, gay male with mode1 like feawes. He is
currently not working outside the home because of both circumstance and choice. He
describes his unemployment as related to back problems and society's stigma associated with

AIDS and bis homosexuality.
And uh, the person that 1 was working for, he was going to fire me if 1 did
not quit. 1 did have to quit cause 1just couldn't go on any more with my back
but he was ready to tire me because he was getthg cornplaints kom the other
workea that they didn't want to work with me. It wasn't that I'm not a good
worker you know, and it wasn't, it was just cause they h e w 1 Lived with
somebody that was HIV and they were afraid to work with me cause they were
going to catch ir. 1103-1, 28 1-2931.
And my sexuality was a big, you b o w , played a big part. 1103-1, 346-3471.

The stigma of his king gay affects his choice to not work where there is homophobic fear
and "guilt by association" because of his caring for a PLWA.

Jeremy has k e n involved in Dean's care for the past four and a half years, having
met him when he was contracted to do some work for Dean. This chance encounter became

the impetus for Jeremy's cazegïving.

Actually when 1 met him and as soon as he star& talking to me 1knew that
he was W .And, uh, 1just carne in the door and 1 saw that he wasn't living
properly. He opend the fiidge and 1I w that he didn't have food as I
thought 1 would want in my nidge. So ever since that day, 1 made sure he had
some. Ami it was about a year and a haIf later that 1moved up. He put his
house up for sale and 1 put up my house for sale, whichever house sold first,
then the first would bave to move in with the other. 1103-1, 378-3901.
That Jeremy "moved up," is a refiection of his belief that c-g

for Dean has made a

positive difference in his Ise. He is very commined to Dean, becoming involved because of
his compassion and regard for Dean's well-being.

Jeremy has been involved in community support to PLWA for the past five years, but
he has never before lived the daily experience of AIDS.
I am with this, uh, with home support, 1 and there's about 20 volunteers or so,
and we, the most we can deal with is uh, a few people. We don't, we cadt
take care of six if we don't give them 100%. If we can't give 100% then, then
there's, wiLl not take any more people to take care of. I've dealt with quite a
few besides living here. [103-1,426-4351
His five years of working with the group has helped to prepare him for this undertaking.

Oh God, 1 was afraid. You how, 1 know how it feels to be afraid. Nor
undersmding about AIDS. Because I was scared to touch them, 1 was scared
to um, 1 was very paranoid. And 1 wouldn't feel cornfortable going into the
same bathroom as him. 1 was iike anybody else, you know. So, 1 educated
myself that way and this is where I am today, you know. [103-1,460-4691

His feus concerning caregiving are dispelled through education which have been obtained
through life's school of experience in AIDS caregiving.

You look at them because they are living with AIDS, but then they might die
tomorrow.I've seen, 1went to the point to get rid of some of my, like king
scared of moving in here and Dean dying on me. 1 wouldn't know how to deal
with it. So an opportunity came that somebody needed care 24 hours a day and
1 took midnight until 8 o'clock in the mornings, 8 hour shifts. And I saw this
person desecrated h m it. He was a very nice looking guy and 1 saw him turn

into the most ugliest thkg. He was a siceleton with. as if you sprayed
something and 1 could see the skeletm myself. To me rhat made me. gave me
the power that 1needed if anything ever has to, Iike anything happens here.
Otherwïse, I'd be afraid, 1 thought 1 would be afraid. 1103-1.574-5931
Ironically, this same group was preparing to take on Dean's care, when Jeremy had his
chance encounter.

Jeremy has becorne Dean's iive-in advocate and friend, descn'bing Dean as his

"numberone." According to Jeremy, their relationship is perfect, the only thing missing is
sex. Jeremy wishes every couple would get dong as well as they do. Much of Jeremy's daily
life evolves around ensuring Dean's weU-king, both physically and emotionally. Jeremy

equates this responsibility as "his child." In the fourteen yean of Dean's living with HIV ;ud
AIDS , he has lost many fnends, his lover, his driver's licence, his ability to work as a
nurse, and his judgement and eyesight are detenora~g.Jeremy's cornmimient is ensuring
that Dean's life is one of quality. Jeremy's enjoyment of the outdoors has been creaUvely

capnired as an outdoor heaven for Dean, noted by a lavish floral garden and a stocked
fishpond. Fear has limited Dean's ability to venrure out of doors. To their neighbours they

project the image of two fnends sbaring a home. Ehving previously k e n assaulted in the
neighbourhood, Jeremy takes m e to protect this image.
So that's why y ou have a 6' fence, and you, you adapt to life inside of these
waiis. you know your lifestyle. And then as soon as you walk out the door it
like you take a big breath and hold it in. And it's Like um, now you have to
pretend you're someone else.[lON, 356-3631

Jeremy's cautious attitude has k e n developed afier years of suffering the stigma of
his sexualiw, especially at the han& of his own family . His father was physically and
verbally abusive toward the family,and threatened to kill any member with his bue hands if

they were gay. It is, however, the lack of his mother's acceptance when he was coming out
and the loss of unconditional love that affects Jeremy.

When 1 needed heip, uh, my motlm told me, "Here's a H e , go k a
yourself, " you know. WeU, rhank you very much, you know. [103-2, 142814311

There wasn't a nice word out of her mouth. It was aiways, "You're sick,
you're Nth, you're this, you're that. " But 1 took it and 1 took it for so long.
And 1 think that's why 1 Iike to, 1 need to be needed. [103-1,1092-10971
1 need to be accepted and 1 wanted to be accepted by the one that 1 loved the
most but. .And you lmow, this is 16 years later and she's not accepting it, weiI
then I mess you rnight as weil just let her go on, you kmw, your way. 11032, 1479-14851

The smggle for acceptance seems to be a pervasive issue in Jeremy's life. He
identifies his suffering positively and credits it for his involvement with home support and
with caring for Dean.

The reason, why 1 did and I'm doing what I'm doing, 1 felt like I was
unwanted. And I don't like that feeling. 1, 1 like to be wanted you know, like 1
need that. [103-1, 375-3781

Jeremy stresses thar although he himself is not HIV positive, he undergoes testing
every six months to mie out the uncertainty of his past lifestyle.

But I still think that I'm going to get it though. It's somethuig U t its's always
been me, you know. so . I've had lovers fiom the Fast that are HIV. Uh,
there's a long penod in between since we broke up that they could have got it
then after, you know. But it's stiii, it's still there, you h o w . It's still that
ghost in the closet. [ l O X , 1352-13611.
For the time being Jeremy lives his life as one of the "womed well," fearing what
would become of hirn if he tesced positive and developed O S .

Like,would 1 be able to live with, you won't agree with what I'm going to
Say but uh, 1donTtthink 1 could live with it you know. And if 1have to live
like Dean does, 1 would die very fast. You kaow,like I don't think 1would kill

myseif but, uh, 1 think it would just kiil me by king at home.[103-1, 493497

He poignantiy Summarizes his perspective of living with AIDS from his experience as an

AIDS caregiver.
And 1 wish, God, if that's one wish, 1 hope not. Like don? ever let me get
that [AIDS] . [103-2,1363-13651-

Margaret
Margaret is a female in her late twenties in the process of becoming. Her two year
joumey toward king transgendered is nearly physicdly completed, with the

final surgical

intervention awaiting medicai approval. Margaret identifies numerous factors which she
perceives to be delaying the surgery. The process for concurrence by t h , medical doctors

entails psychological evaluations and the passage of t h e to reap the benefits of hormonal
rherapy. As wel1, she is unable to have the surgery performed in Canada and lacks the
fuiancial means necessary to have the surgery performed in the United States. Perhaps the

unstated ovemding factor is her own HIV positive status.
1 think it's just basicdly, um, that finding a doctor to perform a change on
someone that was HIV positive was a battle on its own, you know. There's no

one in Canada that'll perform, that'll do it. No one. [IO-3, 867-8721
She anguishes awaiting approval. The mental challenge of waiting to embark into her new
life being " straight" wears on her daily .
Ah, yes that alone, you know, adds a lot of m e s s too and at one point during
one month there I was so, ooh (chuckle) 1 was so stressai out it was a-.
Cause, it was, 1 couldn't see any point in me just wrying on going through
this change and not having the complete change, you know, just because of the

fact that 1was HIV positive. 1100-3. 1001-10091
Margaret's ability to carry on is iïved witbin a philosophy of taking one &y at a time.
Margaret Iives with Harry her gay roommate, in an older duplex on a tree lineci street
within the downtown area of the city. Hamy who is in his earIy thirties. moved in with

Margaret foilowing the ending of a iive in relationship. This cohcided wîth Margaret's loss
of a lover and roommate. They share the expenses of Living, emotional d otherwise.

It's me rhat's going through the roller coaster ride the past couple of months
and it's like, I'm glad he's here [chuckle]. We help each other out. [100, 7275, 801.
Their decision to become roommates was a mutuai felt need for shared expenses and

companionship. A supportive fkiendship quickly became estabiished.
Margaret and Harry share sirnilar family of origin characteristics, growing up in the
same nirat cornmunity, shanng the same culturai heritage, and speaking the same rnother
Longue. Margaret's immediate family consists of nine brothers and three sistee, who range
from 28 to 47 years of age, the oldest king married by the time Margaret was boni.

Margaret States that her family is suppomve of her and that she has maintained strong family
ties. This contrasts Hamy's family circumstances, where although he is "open" about being
gay, his famiiy is having difficulty accepting hmi.

From what 1 hear, 1 think 1 would be very stressed to have a family so. -1don?
know, that's not as understanding as mine would be. He talks a lot about his
family. How rednecked they are even in today's society and it's like he said,
they don? realize that they have children growiag up too. [lûû, 454-4641

Margaret maintains her family relationships at a geographicai distance. In the past year. she
has visited her parents once. Although Margaret bas discussed her perception of herself as

female since she was about two yean old, the reality of her transformation oniy recently

becarne physically evident for her parents.

You know they never redly, it never really dawned on them that it wouid go
this far and, you know, what thcy could bave done to help or, you bow [1002, 293-296JIntegrating the changes in her physical appearance, she states her parents have now offered
to support the financial cost of the surgical change.

Margaret relates that she can openiy discuss gender issues within her family, and
demonstrates a concern for the w e k e of the next generation.
My nephew, he sat down and we taiked about it (sex) yesterday, like asking
about, ow's old enough having sex already, and I says, "Where's your
condoms?" 1 bought him a box of condoms. My brother kind of laughed- I
says, not to mean it as a joke. Like if he can't supply his condoms and he
can't &ord them. I've have lots at home (chuckle) Not that I'm sexually
active myself, but, it's like, you h o w . There's, I've seen too many people go
d o m in al1 kinds of diseases such as not only AIDS but. [100, 468-4871
She feels a respomibility to ensure her family is aware of safe sex and that they have the

means to practice it.
Where Margaret works at educating her biological family, Harry works with the gay

HIV positive family. His roles are diverse and plentifhi, including king an advocate, peer
counsellor, educator, and activist for the HIV/AIDS communîty. Together, Margaret and
Harry entertain in the gay community to fund raise for AIDS-related projects. Recently,

Harry has become involved in the coordinaUng of HIV/AIDS related seMces under an

umbrella group. Margaret states that Hany is her main AIDS information support.
Although acpuaintances for eight yean, Margaret was unaware of Harry having

AIDS, a disclosure he made upfkont and prior to Margaret's decision to accept Harry as a

He say's, "Weli, there's something, a few things 1 shouid teii you." It kitxi of
shocked me because he didn't, it never dawned on me that he might be
sick. [lm, 165-1671

Harry readily shares that he has been living with H N since "theybegan testing it." An
illness event in 1980 is pinpointed as the time of seroconversion. A diagnosis of AIDS was
established in January of 1990, a fact he is open about. His weii appearance is deceiving to
most observea. Harry's opemess as a PLWA conhasts Margaret's pnvacy and feeiings
about disclonire. Her HIV seropositivity was Fust established in 1988 and is related during
our third interview.
Well, the fim time 1 tested HIV positive, 1 went to a group that were meeting.
And, um,1didn't see it [stating HIV seroposiavity] necessary because 1 guess
in the gay scene, it was üke if you're seen at a meeting then you know. Just
always an assumption and it's like, 1don't med that in my life right now. Got
enough stress to deai with than having people point kgers and going, oh, you
know, that she's HIV positive or, you h o w . It's not anyone's business [lm3, 708-718, 7221

In the course of day-to-day iiving Margaret safeguards her prÏvacy, recogniting the
additional psychological mess it would generate to be "open." She copes with the

psychological stress of her HIV positive status by denying it the ability to take over her life.
1just don? think 1 am [HIV positive]. Weil, not that 1 d y don? think 1 am,
1 just don't live my life with HIV on my mind aU the time. 1 have other things
in my life and other priorities and, to me, it's just another ïilness. Don't treat
it with a lot of stress or with less stress or wha~ver,then you live longer.

[lm-3, 774-7821

Observing several of her niends and acquajntances rapidly succumb to the disease,

Margaret does not understand what occurred to promote their rapid death. She has

interpreted their deaths as a consequence of givhg in to stress, however, she is unable
substantiate this as the reason.

And I'm, I've had a lot of fiiends that have M
y died fkom the disea<re. It's
me, uh, in a way I'm kmd of left iike with the misunderstandhg on my part.
Like, what did you d y go through. YOU ~ O W WEe
.
you had it two, three
years and yodre goae aiready. Lke what did, what happeneci and wbat kind
of did, what part of that disease reaiiy to you so bad that you had to go ahead
and die right away and.. it's ail, 1 would think, from what I've seen, it's aii
psychological ami part of it is your Life. 1100, 948-959. 965-9671
She idenafies stress reduction as the fundamental key to rnaintaining health when coping with
the knowledge of her own HIV positive status as well as that of AIDS in ber roommate

The main factor is get rid of a l l the stress you can possibly get rid of, because
you know, it's wt healthy. Sometimes you can't you know. but I don? think
there's a lot of stress you know going for us. You know, 1 would know. Like
we're close enough rhat 1 cm, 1 can tell if there is something bothering him.
1100, 1144-115q

Margaret asserts that she can teli if there is something bothering Harry. However,
discussion of the issue, identined as the main strategy for stress reduction is not aiways the
outcorne.
He's very private, he's quiet you know. If somethhg is really b o t h e ~ ghim
and he's gor to talk about it, then 5 ' U talk about it. Other than that he won't.
[lOO, 871-8781
(chuckle) Have to get it out of him sometimes, but he tells me, you know. 1
tell you, 1 tell him everythhg that's going on in mine. We try to taik. [100,
1161-11691
Their ability to share their feelings and concerns with each other has helped them in their
daily management of issues associated in living with HIV and AIDS. Margaret has shared
with Harry the recent awareness that her youngest brother age 28, who has been living in

Vancouver for the last six years, has tested HIV positive. For Margaret, this has elicited a
"hitting home" response. There is the stress of uncertainty associated with the family's

antïcipated response and that of her brother's disclosure to yet be dealt with.

Iust the, I guess, the reaction of my brothers wouid k really, 1 don't know. 1
don't lmow if they'd be, mm, hard to deal with this or they were prefidiced
with the fact that 1 was gay so. 1guess not knowing tbat my younger brother
was, wiU really shock them... A lot of deep secrets are going to come out.
[100-3, 389-395,406-407

Margaret's mother has been told by her brother of the diagnosfs, but the mit of the family
are currently unaware. Harry is able to empathize with Margaret, her family as weil as his,

Margaret and Harry share the belief that their quiet Mestyle which combines healthy

eating, relaxation and reduction of stress, use of humour, and a positive goal oriented
attitude, conmbute to their long tenn healthy sumival with W .On a daily basis, Harry's

health is defmed by Margaret as the ability to maintain a daily routine.

But jus by his, his daily routine and activities and stuff, 1 know he's not sick
sick sick you know. And 1 know he'li be here for a couple of years yet. He's
got to see me go, come home with my change. (chuckle) And then he'll go.
And then heYUget sick (iaughter). 1100, 832-8391
Margaret's perception of health has been grounded in their daily abiiity to be there for each

other. It is this daily ability to be there for each other that bhirs the boundaries that
differentiate who is the caregîver and who is the care recipient in their relationship.

Freda
Freda is a mother in her f i ' s who had watched the A I D S vinis kiii her youngest

son, Derek. Freda is a self-descn'bed homemaker. She lives with ber husband James in a
well appointed, large custom built home in the suburbs. lames' business a6ords them

fuiancial security and the Iuxuries of many comforts, including travel. They are at the stage

in life where their blended family of thtee boys and three giris are &romand living
independently. Their chiidren range in age h m 27 to 38 years of age. with two residing in
Manitoba and the rest out of province. Derek, her youngest son has now sucnimbed to

Ams.
Freda illustrates the penrasive caring of motherhood. king attuned to her "rnotherly
instinct," she had a feeling that something was seriously aEecting Derek's h e m .

But I dways Say it must be a mother's sense that she can always tell
whenever, you know, her offspring's not well because 1 would just look at him
and 1 knew right away that, hey. you know, tbat there was.. .[lO2-1, 128012863
Freda feared for Derek's health and the possibility of a diagnosis of AIDS for over five
years, despite Derek king thirty years of age and Living independently in his own home.
Previous to that (the diagnosis), uh, 1 would Say, it was something you thought
about before you went to bed and something you thought about when you
woke up in the morning. [102-1, 425-4301.
For w o years Freda quietly watched fiom a distance as her son's energy declined to the
point where he was unable to continue working full t h e for her husband. She was concerned

for his survival. Freda recounts that she helped Derek "more or iess, you know, exist. "
And. uh, 1 knew that he didn't have that much money because he hadn't k e n
worloing for, well, way over a year. But he had been working for my husband
and 1 always made sure that he had like food in the house and everything and,
ah. Ail of the bills came up and 1 make sure that those bills are paid. 1102-1,
664-67 11

It would appear that the unspeakable threat of AIDS was more than either Freda orher son
could bear to openly confront.

Derek did not corne out and tell us that, that he has AIDS but 1 personally
lmew that he was very sick and evexy time AIDS came to my mind 1 always
said, I blocked it out. 1 thought, oh no, it can't be. And 1 did this for two

years. And
one night 1 approached h i . ami said, "WeU why don't you
go to a doctor?" But then he wouid say, "Oh, it9Ugo away." You know, or
there wouid be some excuse me, or 1% get better or, uh, he would go ïnto
sort of a SM
and not m l i y m e r and, or he wouldn't cornplain around me
or anything because he knew that 1, in the back of his mind, 1 know he h e w
that 1 was concerneci. And, uh, he was sort of starting to die, you know, he
was very pnvate about it. 1102-1, 450-468].

In the two months preceding Derek's coming to live with Freda, her concem for his
heaith intensified. Aithough she was away on a six week trip oveneas while Derek was in

Halifax working, she maintaineci telephone contact once or twice a week with h i . .
Recognizing her son's failing h e m , Freda offered her son the airf'e home, but it was a

work-related accident which moavated him to seek medical advice and r e m home. Derek
protected his family from the knowledge of his AIDS status and his Lifestyle, as he feared he
would hurt his family.
You h o w , and what doctors he saw and what went on, it was a i i very private,
just like very private. And 1 thiak he did say to one of my sons that asked
him, you know, why didn't you tell us that you were this sick. And he said, 1
didn't want to hurt any of you. [102-1,638-64q
The shroud of secrecy which permeated Derek's Me was one which Freda describes as

protective of his lifestyle and his need for privacy.
1 don't know how he did it, 1 don't know how a person can live almost like
two separate lives that he iived. 1jua,1 dont know. 1102-1, 1245-12481

And we did not know of how many fnends he did have beûiuse he actually
lived two lives. 1 don't think his friends h e w that much about his personal
farnily . And 1 don't think that his personal close family knew his mends. And
that's the way he wanted it 1 think. And that's why 1 think that he knew from
the very start that he had ALDS and that he was going ro keep it as his own
personal problem. [102-1, 1514-5241.

On his r e m from Halifax,Derek is descnbed by Freda as king unable to do his
laundry or to manage his home, or to be able to drive himseIf over for dimer. The decision

by Derek to reenter and stay in Freda's home occurred foliowbg much dehiration of the
costs and benefits to be incuned by both of them.

Well, he'd come over a f w he got back for a meal and that. And. uh, and then
when he phones he wasn't feehg good enough. 1 had to pick him up and 1
waked in, 1 knew that, you know, 1 guess this is, there's probably no cure for
this. He seemed to fight everything else off but this tirne. So he came and
stayed here. He wanteâ to go back and stay in the house and 1 said, "No. I
would rather he be here hstead of me drivïng over there everyday and looking
after him, making sure you're o.k. 1would rather you come and stay here".
And 1 said, "besidesyou know, there's no one there. We have, the T.V.'s are
here and everything and you'd have your own room and everything". So that
was fme. So he came and he stayed here. And that was into March. Uh. And
we had the greatest time. [l024, 760-7811
Following this decision, coping with his illness although a "personalproblem," was one
which his entire f d y became involved in seeking a solution for. The family rnobilues their

caring efforts to protect Derek when his grandfather fiom out of t o m cornes to stay for a
visit.

But ar that particular time was when Derek was the worst that he had ever
been. He was just on the verge of, uh, of 1 guess that's when everything
started detenorating, eh, 1 mean, he was on, very rnuch on edge. And it was
very hard because grandpa, we med to keep, you know as much away fiom
him as we could and he wanted to know why like Derek wasn't coming up to
have meals and aU that. But Derek at that point was gening so he couldn't eat
by himself and that. Uh, and, uh, that was the very, that was very hard at that
particular t h e . iike you know. And so Derek said, "Weil, I don't want
grandpa and everybody to know how 1 feel, 1 want to go back home. " And 1
said, "Well, you can't go, you just can't stay by younelf. 1'11 corne and stay
with you". And so anyway, at rhat pamcular point, 1 was very, very
concemed and very upset and all. 1102-1, 864-8W]
As well, Derek's step sisters who live withia the city, offer to stay with him at his place.

Freda surmises this offer was not acted upon because of its possible consequences.
And, uh, 1 think he figured, hey, that way, you know, uh, the famiiy wouîd
get to know too much about his private Me. So he figured that if he stayed
here then, you know, everything would be O.K. and, uh, he would try and

conquer this, this t h e , for the f i t h e , he wouid try and conqyer this. [1021, 889-8971

However, Derek does not conquer his W s s and Freda's distress intensifies as she observes

his daily Mering. She persistently encourages Derek to seek medicai attention and herself

seeks out resources witfiin the communiry.
How, how the doctor was chosen was, my husband and 1, we sat down and we
talked and 1 said, you know, we've got to get him to the doctor, just have to
get him, which he was fighting a i l along. No, didn't want to see any doctor.
And, I couidn't sleep. I couidn't eat. 1couldn't do nothing. 1 mean 24 hours a
day 1, my determination was to get him to a doctor but at this point 1 wasn't
going to make him hate me. And ali along 1 thought if 1 approach hùn and
Say, hey, 1 know that you have AIDS that he wouid tum around ami he wouid
hate me and he wouid nui away, commit suicide, do sornetbirag because he
didn't wmt to face up to it. And face me. And I don? h o w , there was so
rnany thi~gs.So 1 f d y went, with my husband, for, to see a doctor. [102-1,
953-9731
Derek's reiuctance to see a physician is perhaps grounded in knowledge of what this wiil
entail. When he agrees to king examined he undergoes a battery of testing at a local
hospiai, which c o n f i i the unspeakable diagnosis. Freda is appalled by this hospiral

experience.
But it was the most horrible thing ever, to ever happen to me in my Me. And
uh, he decided, uh, at that point when they did teii him, hey you know, you
don? have long to live. He decided, he m e d to me and he said, "Mom, I
don? want to die in a hospital, 1 want to die at home." And, uh, I was hophg
he'd Say that. 1102-1, 990-9991
Renirning to the family home, the family rallies to provide the assistance to realize Derek's
wish to die at home. His brothen fly home weekly. Shce April they have been keeping daily
vigil. The physician visits daily and engages the assistance of a m t e d caregiver within the

community. By June, Derek is losing the battie with AIDS. He is no longer able to feed or
toilet himself and he is losing his eyesight. The hospiml experience has been pinpointed as

83
"drainhg" his life force. In particuIar, the physician's recommendation to tell al1 the family
members his diagnosis and status is identifid as energy wasting. Freda loses a i i her nails
uing bleach as a disiafectant, &aid to place any type of barrier between herself and her
son. Derek's wish to die at home is fulfiued in June.

Derek is fondly remembered by Freda as extremely creative. king a man of many

dents, though a master of none. His creative legacy is captured within the intenor
decorating of Freda's home. It is manifested daily in his self portrait which is prominently

hung in the living rom, and in the use of his special recipes and plants. Freda's caregiving
is a testament of her unconditional love for Derek,
He never ever came out and said I have AIDS to me. No right, ever, right up
until he died, he never ever did. He assumed that we knew and I'm quite sure.
And he, well, 1 don? know if he ever told anyone, I reaily don? know. And 1,
uh, never thought chat it should be to my satisfacüon of howing he ever did
that. It wouldn't make any difference, no. 1102-1,480-488, 4941

Mie
Lizzie is a divorced mother in her 50's whose two children, both male have recently
lefi her home to pursue independent careers. With a sister, she CO-ownsa stately three storey

home nestled on a tree h e d Street in a weU estabiished part of the city. Their living quarters
are separate, an arrangement which af5ords them the privacy of detached households. As
well, this has allowed them the opportunity of residing in a home in an area which neither

could separately afford. Their s h e d mortgage however, also equates to shared decisions
regarding the home. Problems arose in their joint ownership when Lime recently aiiowed an

HIV positive male who she had befriended, to stay with her.
We got to the point a couple of months ago whether she wanted to seli the
house. She wasn't cornforrable with the boy in the house. Um, I'm O.K.,jus
saying this boy, this boy, is that o.k. with you? [104-1,501-5041

The "boy" Lhie refers to came into her Me following a request by a nurse in the
community. The nune identified to Lizzie that "the boyn was in need of a friend of the same
erhnic background within the city. As the reqwa had come nom a coileague for whom she
had previously done voluntary work, Lizzie agreed to meet with him.

I was cailed actually by Peter, you know Peter? I've done some volunteer
work with his organization. He called me f k t . Anyway, I was called and
asked if 1 would meet a young man who is {of the same ethnicity) and who
has, who is HIV positive. Doesn't have ALDS. Nor yet 1 believe, And, um, he
wanted a contact in the community and 1 said, absolutely. So this was in um,
December 1994. 1met him at the ... hospital with the nurse and we didn't...,
and then he had been in a car accident, he was on bed rest somewhere at his
parent's home, and we didn't get together again until the end of January. And
then, since then, we've had a very, very musuai and intense relatioaship.
[104-1, 79-1031
What is noc u n u d is the need to protect Tommy's anonymity. Liaie carefully always

refers to "the boy" who I refer to as Tommy, in an effort to maintain his anonymity. As
well, the interviews wbich took place at Liuie's place of employment, were charactetùed by

several dismptions as she checked the hallway and dwrway for his presence. She feels

obligated to fully share this participation, in a sense a need to seek his permission, but she
also srates she is afkaid that chis will betray his m a in her, a trust which has been carefully
nurtured. It is not mtil the second interview tint she is able to do so.

What is described by Lime as an "unusuai and intense" relationship is clarified
wirhin a historical context. Three months after thei. initial meeting, Tommy asked if he

could come to stay with Lizzie for a weekend and subsequently the weekend evolved into

months of stay-

" C m1just come and stay for the weekend," he said. Could 1jus. I'm just
looking at this face and I'm thinking. of course you can. 1have this big house.
And how can I Say no? How can 1 Say no to somebody who needs a bed to
sleep in when I've got four bedt.ooms upstairs on the third floor. 1mean, 1 feel
too guilty. [104-1.401-409]
Lizzie speculates that she has difficulty semg boundaries on her caring rehtionships.
She had previously provided safe haven and shelter to a friend who was coming to terms
with his homosexulity. However, she points out Uiat that relationship was more egalitarian.

In her work Me she attends to the needs of others.

Um,I don't, 1 dont. It's difficult for me to Say no. Its's difficult for me to,
uh,. if somebody ne& me, it's ciifficuit for me to say no. And this person has
been, has just come into rny Me. He's,he's just a very unusuai boy and, um.
He's just become iike one of my kids. [104-1, 160-1671
Tommy is a year older than Liaie's oldest child, a man in his late twenties. She describes
her biological children as the sun and the moon, who epitomize perfection and self

acnialization, sharply contrasting her perception of Tommy.
And when 1 look at him [Tommy], he's the same age as my sons, a year older
than my son and, you know, my kids, got to say this one wonderful thing
about my children (chuckle) if you called central casting to send me two sons.
they'd send my chüdren. Because they're perfect.(chuckle) 1 mean they're just
perfect. They're wonderful human beings. This boy [Tommy] isn't. He's
damaged in a very , very basic way. He's very damaged. Damaged. [104-2,

1462-16741
The damage that Lime alluded to is not the physical consequence of his illness, but rather
the psychological trauma of his Me she discovered is rife with decepuons.

He came into our lives and he lied. He told this unbelievable, excuse me,
(tears), he told this story about who he was. And slowly it just started to
unravel. 1 believed everything. And then afkr, 1 was on the verge of a nervous
breakdown, felt 1 was. [104-2, 2037-20453
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Lizue related that although she loves having h i . around, Ï t is time for hlln to leave.
At present, she senses she has become "too involvedn with Tommy.

He has now lived in her

home for ~o months. hiring this tirne, she has felt herAf k o m e estrangeci from her
family and fkiends, because of her relationship with Toimny. She stated aithough he had said
he had an apartment and fiuninire in storage, he does not appear to have the financiai means
to move. Lizzie feels he is afraid and reluctant to move. She too is afraid and uncertain
about what the firme will bring as resuit of this friendship.

ITmwomed for him and I'rn womed for me. I'rn womed for the relatiomhips
in my life and I'rn womed if I'rn, I'rn giving up too much. If I'm, if giving
up is the right word, but if I'm, do 1 have priorities straight? 1 don't kww, 1
donTtknow. 1104-2, 137-143, 147

George
George is a single gay male in his early fourties. He lives with a HIV positive
roommate and Brian, his former lover who has AIDS, in a large estate like home. Their
neighbourhood is a quiet older area of the city, close to a well estabLished hospital. George is
gified with creativity, energy and a positive attitude. These combined characteristics have

influenced his ability to work at three jobs, twelve hours a day, seven days a week, while
caregiving. He chooses this work scheduie to manage "ail sorts of financial mains put on
me, just to get me back on uack." He is fortunate in that "workjust cornes" to him and that
"it doesn't matter what it is, if

I feel like doing it, 1 c m do anything."

George met Brian, the "loveof his life" 12 years ago at a restaurant where Brian was
working .
We met at a restaurant where he was working and he invited me home with

him and 1 stayed 2 yean. Oaughter). We lived together for 2 years, um, and
we are, we were very different people. He was a musical gennts. Um. And
had things that he wanted to do rhings and he was 10 years younger than me.
So as I was rolling imo my 30's. he was oniy rolling into his 20's. you kww.
[106-1, 118-1311
George's love for Brian was substantiated regardiess of their age difference. However,
Brian's youth was a factor in the demise of th& iive-in relationship.
And 1 knew that it was never going to go away [George's love for Brian]. It
was comfomble for both of us. And it's kind of lïke of you love something,
set it fkee. So 1did. Um, but we stiil, aside nom a 2 year imerval right afier
that when someone else rnoved in with him three days later, um, we still

stayed close. [L06-1,135-1431
In spite of the heaaache George endured following their breakup. he maintained bis
fnendship with Brian.
We were social, uh, if Brian ever needed something, it was always me that he
would fail back on. Um. So thar's how we got together and 1 was there the
day that he got bis test results back and, uh, at a point when 1 h e w that he
was starting to get ill and yet everybody else didn't seem too aware, I said to
him, you know, if you ever need me, I'U be there. " [106-1, 147-1571
l1

George's iove for Brian was enduring. Love embled George to extend his commitment to
caregive if needed in the future.

Brian had tested HIV positive 8 yean prior to re-entering George's life and home.

The two years prior to Brian's r e m were spent out East. Inspite of their geographical
distance and the 8 years that transpired, George maintained a watchful eye on Brian. George
was ready and wiiiing to have Brian home when the oppoRunity arose.

Bnan had jua gotten out of the hospital and the doctors encouraged his parents
to have him home. They [the doctors] didn't think he would make New Year's
if he didn't corne home for Christmas. Um. So I was there. 1 made sure 1 was
there when he came in and wasted no thne in telling him 1 wanted him. 11061, 165-1741

George believed that it was "destiny"that Brisa r e m to live with him. George had moved

to his present address that ûctober. He tecalid the diffidties he encountered trying to find

1 had moved in here last October. Could not find a roommate who wanted to
live here. Just could not. Three months 1 struggled by myself and at Brian's
arrivai made me realize that he was the rwxnmae 1 was supposed to have, you
h o w . It's no wonder nobody wanted to be here. He was supposed to be here.
We had good space. Um. Close to hospital. 1was very close to work so for
the first while 1 could look after him myself bounchg back and forth. DO6-1,
174-1931

George believes it is his d&y

to have become engaged in caring for Brian.

So, it was meant to be Brian and me in this place. And it worked weH, you
know. But, had a lot of advantages that worked weli for us. [lO6-1, 208-2111

George recognired his location and space were advantageous in assisting him to care for
Brian. However, there were aiso barriers in engaghg to caregive, incIuding the uncertainty
of Brian's physical requirements.

1 didn't know what 1 was in store for, whether I'd need a wheelchair for him,
you h o w , in the house or what. [106-1, 205-2073
George utilized his creativity to overcome the physicai limitations within his home

environment. To provide for Brian's hygiene care at home, he devised a system to enhance
the ease of bathing Brian. Using an assortment of plumbing and mechanicd devices, George

learned how to improvise. As well, George quickly learned the skili of becoming proficient

in caring for Brian's central line.

I'm just a guy trying to do the best that 1 can here. Um. 1 had exactly 20
minutes training on doing the home IV. 1 was in between a job and had a NI
and one in the West, the hospital happened to be in the middle. 1 said, O.K. 1
can stop there between this job and that job. 1 get in there and the girl says,
O.K. we're going to. 1 says you got 20 minutes. So we ran through it. 1 ran
through it. And she said, "When c m you corne back? " 1 said, "1 can' t. This is

it babe.

Bye." And with that did home TV's for the next month. [106-1,637-

6511
George managed Briao's care with W e assistance by othea for the fim month. However,
with his demanding work schedule he recognized that he alone couid wt maintain Brian's
care. Brian's parents were calied upon to assist.

üh, so his parents wouid corne in and take one day int the beginning. weU,
one day when they went to the doctor, when they were in, he said someching
that they considemi rude. And said, what, you're going to be rude. we're not
staying. And they Lefi. And never said boo to me for 10 days. Just never came
back, you h o w , for the day so that 1 could go to work. [106-1, 783-7931

Nthough George was left without the support of Brian's parents, he was not deterred. His

awareness and use of community resources enabled him to maintain Brian at home while he
continued to work.
1 finally got [help] in here so that 1 could spend more t h e focusing at work.
And the volunteers would just keep him Company, make him lunch, bre&asr,
whatever. 1 mean, he had no problems with incontinence or anything else.
Um. He didn't require help except he needed someone to cook for him. [IM1, 773-7821

George's resourcefuiness was a factor in king able to caregive to Brian at home. A CMV

infection resulted in Brian's subseqwnt hospitakation and demise. George recognized that
he was able to fulf11 his commiment to Brian through the support of others and his love for

Brian.
So 1 got encouragement, financial support even from people I hardly knew. So
it's things like that that give you the strength to keep going and 1 loved Brian
dearly, you know. There was no way that 1 was going to fold before 1 got
through this. No way. Nuh, nuh. [106-2, 1038-10421

Robert
Robert is an articulate, young. gay aduit, who works full time in a smaU family

business. His day-to-day work M e is one which is smssful and demanding of his t h e and

I'm workhg in a family business, full tirne, five days a week. It's demanding,
you know. There's certainly a lot of stress there. [107-1, 57-59]

As weU, Robert's daiiy home Me is also demanding. Roben Iives with a roomrnate and his
former lover Andrew (PLWA), in an older, well kept home.

Andrew and Robert have known each other for 10 years. For seven of the ten yean,
Andrew s h e d a Iive in relationship with Robert and was hû lover. Robert was aware of
Andrew's HIV seropositive status and history pnor to his becoming engaged as a caregiver.

He tested positive in June of 1985. BeOoinningof June of 1985. He was the
second person to be tested positive. And that's from a reliable source. [107-1,
97-1011
Andrew had been able to live a "good" ten years with H W before havîng 'full blown
AIDS " . For Andrew , this period of thne living with symptoms was relatively short, "no

more than a year".

That was a very short span. Um. His appendix blew up. Like he was relatively
healthy. Like nobody, he did nor look Iike any AIDS (PLWA), his counts
were, you h o w , 300, 250, somewhere Us that and, you know. And even at 2
he was stiii r e d y good and, uh, he's maybe feeling a littie more tired but he
was SUworking fuil tirne. And, uh, he was having pains and like anybody,
you know. Not just some of them with AIDS or HIV virus, you laiow. [107-1,
124-1341

Andrew had lost a lot of weight foliowing the ruptured appendix, however, he recovered and
resurned his independent life.

And looked like he had AIDS, but he bounced back fkom that. You know, his

count levels went up and he seemed to be doing O.K. and uh, took a trip out
east and smehow dong the Lines, CMV came in, so he came back.1107-1.
172-177
However, Andrew's circumstances have changeci, from being able to work and Iive
independently, to king unable to work and requiring a wheelchair for mobility. As well,
Andrew had become increasingly concerned about his appearance and subsequently had

become more home bound. Robert believed that as Andrew perceived his quality of Iife was
affected. his downward slide in health occurred.

It was really fast but part of it 1believe was Andrew could not handle what he
had staned to look B e . That was the biggest dHerence. Like 1 couidn't get
him out of the house, home. We got a wheelchair here. 1 couldn't get him to
go in the wheelchair ro go outside. He didn't want people to see him. He
couIdn't stand mirrors and 1 mean there's mirrors here in the bathroom in the
wall unit and in his bedroom. 1107-2,180-1951
Robert believed that Andrew's downward spiral was quick and that somehow Andrew had
given up.

Certainiy there's people who live longer with full blown AlDS 1 guess, but he
didn't want to. It was enough. He had had enough. He could have probably
lived with it but his biggest concem was quality of life and there was no
quality of life living with full blown AIDS. 1107-2, 200-2111
Within a few short weeks of the first i n i e ~ e wwith Robert, Andrew had given up his fi&t

Section II- The Work of A I D S FamiIv Caregiving

The Work of AIDG F d y Caregiving

The psychosocial nature of AIDS family caregiving has beeu identifiecl as work tbat
caregivers engage in thmighout the AIDS ihess aajectory. Five themes have been identified
to depict this work, each is m e r dehed by categories which characterize the attri%utes.

The five themes inchde: Monitoring; Letting In: Becoming a Caregiver; Protective Labour;
Labouring the Emotions; and Carïng Transformations. The themes and categones are
delineated in Figure 1.

Categories

Themes
Monitoring

Lettïng In: Becoming a Caregiver

Engaging the PLWA
Engaghg the Caregiver
Mutuai Engaging

Protective Labour
Labouring The Emotions

Labomg in Exile
Estrangement from F d y
Exile fiom Community and Society
Exile Çom the PLWA
Exile as Consequence of Anger
Labouring the Losses
Facing Loss
Letting Go
Labour of Uncertainty
Uncertainty within the hesent
Future Dimension of Uncertainty
Past Dimension of Uncertainty

Caring Transformations

Self Perspectives
System Penpectives

F i w e 1. The Work of A I D S Famity Caregiving

Monitoring may be descnbed as those caring behaviows which the family caregiver
engages in to assess the health stanis of the PLWA. Monitoring entails the caregiver seekuig
out specific funccional health information about the PLWA. The caregiver's historicai

knowledge of the fiinctional health of the PLWA when well, is compared to their knowledge
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of the PLWA's present disease/Wess symptoms. Particulariy, family caregiven examine the
PLWAs psychological, social and physicai resources for their wellness or presentation of
sie-

of disease or ilhess processes. Through monitoring, the famiiy wegiver detemines

what type of supponive responses or aids are perceived to be needed. Monitoring is

pervasive in that it occurs prior to and throughout the caregiving expenence, either through
direct or indirect appraisals.
The theme of monitoring is comprised of three categories, surveillance, vigilance and

hypervigiiance. The type of monitoring, whether surveillance, vigilance or hypervigilance, is
distinguished within the contexts of temporality as weil as the caregivers' physical proximity
to the PLWA. The physical opporniaity to observe the PLWA helps to differentiate wherher
the family is in surveiUance or in vigilance. The timing of the caregïver's monitoring may be

such that it occurs episodidy or on a reguiar daiiy basis. As weli, the amomt of tirne the
caregiver invests in the these behaviours, as well as the PLWA's progression through the

A1DS ilhess uajectory, assists to defme the type of monito~g.

Surveillance

Surveillance consututes those family wegiver monitoring behaviours when the
PLWA is not living withui the context of the family residence. The f d y maintains a
guarded, watchful eye, or "surveillance"on the PLWATshealth. Two family caregivers who

were ex-lovea of PLWA dexnbe how, despite their f ' e d relationships from some years
prior, they maintained an close awareness of their ex-lovers situtions and health.

He was diagnosed with CMV and he had a roommate downtown and, uh. his
roommate was kind of you know, just met him out of the newspaper cause he

had. When we spiit, he went to live with this guy named Joe. We lived
together for a couple of years but he Iand of got transferred with the bank. So
anyways, he acquired a new roommate out of the paper. And the guy was jus,
weli he'd done a lot of scam here. He never stoie h m T h or 1 but he got
into a whole mess of trouble, and took off mi Tim kind of d e d a little, a
place to go. He couidn't afford a one bedroom apartment in a decent type
setting d e s s it wouid be in some city housing. [107-1, 967-990]

He was heaithy. He was driving his car. He was getting mund doing his own
were prew independent living and, uh, then things
stated to slide. [107-1,328-3321
m g . And, uh, so we

In surveillance, the PLWA may present as king well and living with AIDS. The
family compares their present knowledge of the person's h a o n a i status to their historical

knowledge of what comprises weliness for the PLWA.
Surveillance may be done overtly or covertly by the family caregiver, through weekly
visits, telephone conversations, supper invitations or dimission with munial acqua.ktances.

One caregiver expressed his knowledge of the PLWA's health despite his living in another
province.
We were social, uh, if he needed something, it was always me that he would
fail back on. Um. So that's how we got together and I was there the day that
he got his test results back and, uh, at a point when 1 knew that he was
starting to get iil and yet everybody else didn't seem too aware, [106-1, 1501551
As well as the geographicd distance which is apparent during surveillance, a

emotional distance may also be present, which affects the monitoring process. One mother
whose son was living with her, maintained surveilIance of her son as an ongoing activityAithough she is aware of his AIDS status, their relationship is maintaineci within the

boudaries of his need for privacy. She feels she lacks Imowledge necessary of her caring for

her son. in this case seeking out health information about the functioning of her son is done

without his knowledge or his sharing.
I was on to the dentist, I was on to the secretary of the doctor's office, you
know because 1 was so ~ O U you
S know.
~
What's going on, I wanted to fiad
out. I didn't want him to go out, you know. but 1 wam to kaow exactly what
he was doing and what was happening to him. [101-1, 684-6931

in another instance when her son is hospitalized, she maintains her surveillance of his statu
through telephone contact.

So every day I phoned and the nurse in the hospital WUtell you. Every singie
day 1 phoned to find out how he was. 1 would never let a day go, even when 1
wasn't going. 1 wouid aiways phone and I'd Say, "Don't tell hirn 1 phoned but
1 want to know how he is." 1101-1, 912-9191

Her surveillance of her son's weii-king is evident when foiiowing a brîef stay in a hospice,
Lier son retunis to reside with her.
And when he waiked in through that door 1 neady died. I thought it was
somebody coming out of a torture chamkr. He looked itwfûi. He hadn't slept
for 4 days. 1101-1, 1044-10501
As well, surveillance occurs when the family caregïver suspects that there may be

something wrong with the penon but the knowledge of their HIV status is wt known. For
some families, the HIV/AIDS diagnosis of the PLWA is ~spected,but not openly shared or
sought out. One mother stated that she suspecteci there was somethhg seriously wrong with

her son for more than five years. However, she never confronted her son for fear it could
aiienate her from him or disrupt their relationship. In this case, she observed her son's

energy levels decreasing, and noted that he seemed tired ail the the. As weli, she was
concemed when he became unable to work full time at the family business. In the months
preceding his re-entry into the home, although away on holidays overseas, she rnaintained

surveillance through her contact by telephone.

He was in New Brunswick and 1 would always keep in touch because I wouid
keep, I especiaiiy wouid go out of my way, you know to nnd out. [lm-1,
6576601
1 phoned him when we got back anci he was very, very sick and that's when,
at this particuiar time right now, 1 feel that that's when he, um, you know

when it reaiiy hit him and um. Yeah. Cause he spent tbree weeks more or Iess
in bed in N e w Brunswick. but he just said oh no, its just the flu, its's just this,
its just that. You know, and what doctors he saw and wbat went on in New
Brunswick, it was di very private, just Iike very private. [102-1,623-6343
These interactions led ber to suspe!ct that her son was "very sick" and in need of aid.

Surveillance behaviours encompass concerns not only about the PLWA's physical
health, but also of their physical resomes. Appraisal includes how the PLWA is managing
financidy, and the ability to obtain the necessities for daily living.

But 1, uh, 1 helped him more or less, you know, stay. exist. And when he was
in New Brunswick, 1 was concemed because 1 knew he wasn't weil enough
and 1just kept in touch. So at least once a week or twice a week 1 would
phone. And I'd Say, phone c o k t back cause he was staying with someone
[102-1,692-6971
And when 1 met Dean, actuaily when 1 met him was 1 gave him an estimate
for his patio so that's the fmt day that 1 met him and as soon as he started
taking to me 1 h e w that he was W .And, uh, 1just came in the door and 1
saw that he wasn't living properly. He ope& the fndge and 1 knew that he
didn't have food as I thought 1 would want in my fridge. So ever since that
day, 1 made sure he had some. [103-1,378-3881

Surveillance may continue to d e h e the caregivers' min effort within monitoring, or
a transition into

"vigilance"may occur.

Vigilance
Vigilance can be differentiated from surveillance, in that there the caregiver has a

shared knowledge of the PLWA's iiiness. The AIDS diagnosis has k e n rnedically estabiished

and is laiown by both the PLWA and the caregiver. As weil, the PLWA resides with the

family caregiver. Vigilance can be d e m i i as those appraisal behaviours which the family
caregiver partakes in on a daily basis to assess the PLWA's health statu. The family
caregiver is knowledgable about the manifestations of AIDS in the PLWA and of the AIDS
m e s s trajectory. They have a historical perspective of how the PLWA has manifested the
illness and changes in the PLWA's presentation. In vigilance the structure of the caregiving
relationship has changed and as weli, the PLWA may have progressed dong the AIDS iIlness
trajectory .

Dean's not feeiing weIi today, so, um,he had to go to bed early. Otherwise,
it's an everyday thing. For the past year, it's been much the same. It's been
very good. But usually around the sp~gtimeit seems iike something always
happens. So I'm not saying that he's coming down with something because he
might wt be it. Let's hope not, you know. But if he is, then I just have to
ded with it. 1103-2,8-22]
His health seems to be aii right but 1h o w in the past couple of weeks or so
there's something different, you know, there's something wrong. Cause he's
taking medication and, 1 always ask hùn, "Are you O.K.?"Let me know if
you need anything (chuclde) you know, just if I'm in the kitchen or my room,
j u s don't feel that you're going to bother me if you're hocking on my door
(chuckle). It's been ail right, o.k., we've caught colds and flus (Iaughter) as
well as everybody else that 1 how. But he hasn't r e d y been sick sick sick
where 1 had to b ~ him
g out or. 1100, 199-221)
Like a couple of weeks back he started some kind of new medication, 1 don't
know what it was. 1 knew he had started something dEerent just by his habits
you know. His coughing imreased. Uh? "Did you s t a n something or did you
catch a coid?" [100,623-6351

But just by his, his daily routine and activities and sniff, I lmow he's not sick,
sick, sick, you know and I know he'ii stiIi be here for a couple of years yet.
He's got to see me go, corne home with my change, (chuckie) and then he'iI
go and then he'll get sick (laughter)[100, 832-8391

He just one morning he was sick in the bathroom. And he hadn't k e n sick in
a long t h e . Like he was healthy, lïke 1 Say. Like he wasn't sick at aii. 1107-

VigiIance is also evident in the caregiver's appraisal of the PLWA's self care. Severai famiiy
caregivers took watchfiil actions regarding the PLWA's management of medical therapies.
One caregiver related concems regarding the PLWA's central lirr site, another their ability

to safely manage their medication.
Anyway, um,on one of his Tuesday trips into the doctor, uh, 1 asked his
parents to make sure they looked at this site. Didn't look right. 1 saw it every
day. 1 knew what wasn't right. They said it was h e . Was not fme. Uh., Bill
went in for a transfusion. He was transfiision dependent, the following week
and so while he was in there 1 paged the nurse and 1 said, you know, have you
been up to see Bill. Yeah, m,m,nn, I said, "Weii, what do you thuik of his
site?" She said, "didn'tlook at it" . 1 said, "well, didn't the nurses Say
anything to you about it?" She said, "no". 1 said, "don't they look at this?"
And she said "1guess not" .[l06-1,659-6753

Vigilance results in the caregiver seeking out nuning or medical assessment and treatment of
the PLWA. Vigilance is a characteristic of the ongoing nature of the work of caregiving.

Hypervigilance may be described as those caregiver appraisai behaviours which are
intensive in their effort to keep informed of the PLWA's statu. This type of vigilance rnay
occur when the diagnosis of AIDS has not beea confirmecl medically. In hypervigilance, the
caregiver has a heightened awareness of the PLWA's functional statu, possibly due to the
timing and occurrence of illness events in the AIDS illness trajectory. As well, this
heightening of awareness and imensity in the monitoring processes rnay be af5ected by the
lived uncertainty and period of waiting for the confirmation of the test results. Perhaps it is
dso affected by the anxiety of the PLWA as well as the cacegiver.

Hype~giliancewas observed in one f d y caregiver, L i i e . Her attentiveness to the

physical changes her tiend Tommy was undergomg, and atteoding to his medical wodc up
and treatment, demonstrated an intensity beyond that of vigilance.
And 1 took a hoiiday day to go with him to the hospitai and 1 know the
Doctor, so I phoned the office and jwt pleaded could 1 go into the OR with
him. [104-2, 1209-12131

Lizzie has k e n scrutiniting the changes in her fiend Tommy. Her fears for Tommy are
bound by both of their anxiety .
So 1 haven't told you any of that but, m.1 think he's, he's on the verge of
AIDS. Like Iast week he had two biopsies and 1 was with him in the 0 p e r a ~ g
room and, um, his results, he'n get his results tornomw. I'm sure they're
Kaposes. He's got a homble. homble lesion in the roof of his mouth. 1 mean
he's absolutely terrified and so am 1. [104-2, 40-531
L k i e is temfied of Tommy's physicai changes which are heralding in the AIDS diagosis.
As his illness progresses Lizne recounts one week's events and it's illness management.

He was in the hospirai Thursday and Friday. Had a very high temp. And they
did a CT scan. They were looking for toxoplasmosis. That was negative. He
had no lesions in his brah. They did a lumbar puncnire. [104-3, 3 1-42]
L h i e articulates with knowledge the types of medical examinations and theû resuits. She is
acutely aware of Tommy's ongoing ihess events. As LUne awaits the outcome of the

biopsy mentioned above, her anxiety heightens. She is unable to attend the doctor's oEfice
with Tommy as "it was during the working day and there was just no way 1 could go. And 1

wanted to .

"

And then 1 was sitting al1 day Tuesday on pins and needles. 1 was just in
agony . 1didn't hear. 1 said to him, "Phone me the minute". He said, "I'U
phone you fkom the hospltai." Didn't hear from him until about 3 o'clock in
the afiemoon. 1 was thinking that they sent him directly to the Cancer
Foudation. 1104-3, 289-2981

Unable to physicdiy go with Tommy,Lime attends by awaiting the test results. L a i e waits

IO1

in agony and specuiates on the worst possible scenafio. She continues to caregive and is

bound by her cornmitment to Tommy to support him through his illness.
And I told him that when he bewne iil that. this was before he was Living
with me, 1 said that he couid. 1would bring him into my home and that 1
wouid take care of him. And that's what wiil happen if he needs me. [104-2,
1187-11931

Lettin9: h:Becomim a Careeiver
Lemhg In explicares the process of becoming involved as a family caregiver. Lening

In may be descnbed as the mechanism rhrough which the family caregiver makes a deliberate
and conscious decision to engage in the roles and fiinctions of a family caregiver with the
PLWA. The theme of Lening In is defined within contexaial factors which involve

relationship issues, as weii as strategies and personal motivations for becoming a caregiver.

Entering into the role of caregiver is also in part deiineated within a time element. For some

of the family caregivers there was time to cognïtively prepare for this role. As well, the
decision to become a caregiver may have followed a precipitating event encountered by the

PLWA. For example, for one PLWA the precipitating event was the loss of a roommate.
The PLWA's response to this event may have led to the defintive timing of the decisîon to
engage in caregiving.

In this study, most family caregivers have had no previous caregiving experience to a
PLWA. Through Lening In, the family caregiver defined the con-

of the caregiving

relationship and established boundaries around his or her perceived caregiving roies and

those perceived by the PLWA. As well, the PLWA also negotiated the boundaries associated
with the roles and functions of that caregiving relationship. The theme of Lening In
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encompasses the physical, emotionai and cognitive work associateci with the pmcess of the
PLWA's entry into the caregiver's home and We. Both the caregiver and the PLWA care

recipient become engaged in this process.

Lening IR is comprised of two categories, Engaging the PLWA and Engaging the
Family Caregiver. As weii, one family caregiving situation encompasses both categones and
is described as Munial Engagement. The type of iening in which occurs is defined by the
actions taken by the caregiver &or

PLWA to establish the caregiving reianonship within a

home setting. In both categories, a conscious decision to "let in" the PLWA to the
caregiver's Me and his or her home, is groueded in the caregiver's cornmitment to caring.

Eneaging the PLWA

Engagement constitutes the process by which the family caregiver pursues a person
living with AIDS with the intent of becoming their caregiver. For most of these family

caregivers, the decision to engage as a care provider was grounded within their compassion,
based on their past or enduring love for the PLWA. This compassion or love was rooted in
the caregiver's historicd knowledge of the PLWA reaked through a commiaed relationship.

As well, engagement occun in part, through the process of the family caregiver's monitoring

of the PLWA. For these family caregivers, monitoring constituted the means by which they

were kept apprised of the PLWA's situational needs. The caregiver took an active role in
seeking out the information felt to be necessary on which to base his or her decision for care

provision. Through monitoring, the caregiver has both the knowledge and a time to formulate
his or her decision to become engaged.
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AU of these family caregivers engaged in estabhhing physical contact with the
PLWA through which they shareâ their &nt to provide care. The f d y carrgiver mgï'bly
sought the PLWA's presenœ, bridged the physicai distance and established the caregiving

connection within the midst of bis or her home Me.

This category descnks the majority or four of the seven family caregiving situations

in this study. AU of these family caregivers cornmitted to provide care to the PLWA
throughout the mess trajectory. Of these, one continues to provide c m , while three had
sustained caregiving roles until the tene of death of the PLWA.

For two family caregivers, the decision to enter into the caregiving relationship was
predicared by their level of past involvement and previous commitment as tbat of lovea. One

family caregiver, George, whose past love relationship with Brian had eded some 10 years
previously, was motivateà to become a caregiver because of his enduring feebgs of
attachent.

My relationship with Brian was the love of a Metirne. And 1 knew that it was
never going to go away. It was comfortable for both of us. And it's Like if you
love something, set if free. So 1 did. [lm-1,1 10-1 151

Like 1 said the love of a Metirne. And just the bat. And, and, I think part of
what 1 deal with on an ongoing bais is 1 was never quite sure whether Brian
ever loved me at all. [106-1,287-2921

George's uncertainty regarding the reciprocity of Brian's love did not diminish his own love
for d i s man.

Although their pnor relationship as lovers was over, George extends his previous
feelings of cornmitment to Brian's present needs for assistance. George had continued to

maintain a friendship and monitor Brian's health through surveiiiance.

We were social. uh, if Brian ever ne&
somethuig, it was always me that he
wouid faii back on. Um. So that's how we got together, and 1 was there the
day that he got his test resuits back and, uh, at a poim when 1 knew that he
was staaing to get ili and yet everybody else didn't seem too aware. 1 said to
him, "Youknow if you ever need me, I'ii be there". Um. So, he spent his lasr
year, year and a half and went out to P.E.I. [106-1, 147-1591
Aithough Brian was out of town when he was hospitalued for an AIDS related

illness, George was aware of the recommendations of the hospital physicians who encouraged

Brian to return home. George feared that Brian wouid not survive, and knew of Brian's
intent to r e m to live with his parents. It was at this point that George decided to take Brian
into his care.

He had gotten out of the hospital and the doctors encouraged his parents to
have him home. They didn't hi& he would make New Year's if he didn't
corne home for Christmas. Um. so, 1 was there. 1 made sure I was there when
he came in and wasted no h e in tellhg him 1 wanted him. [106-1, 169-1761
George had previously Let Brian into his Iife, committing himself and never really let Bnan

Roben also decided to enter into his caregiving relationship with his former lover and
parmer, Andrew. Roben and Andrew had previously lived together as lovers for seven years

before their relationship had ended. Despite the three yean which had passed and the intense

nirinoil Roben suffered fohwing the breakdown of his "marriage"with Andrew, his love
endured.
When we split up, like in any m a g e 1 guess, friends kind of go one way
with the one person and one of the spouses is left out. Weil, 1 guess 1 wasn't
reaily lefi out but 1 ceaainly chose not to participate in little clique groups
anymore, you kww, that un, especially where Andrew was involved cause 1
didn't want to be around him. 1 mean, we had split up and seeing him 1 would
have feli to my knees I was so damn weak a that t h e . 1107-1, 838-8501

1 mean, I've literaily crawled across the floor before throwing up, crying when

I've had a relationship breakdom with this guy. And. 1mean, my love
certainly is Mecent when he came to Live with me than when we were in a
relatiooship. It's a different love but yet it's the same love. Like it was like we
were never broken up with,just now we didn't sleep in the same bed. 1107-1,
911-9221
Robert's love enabled his continued surveillance of Andrew's circumstances, despite
the personal upheaval this caused him. His decision to become a caregiver was

made with the

awareness of the difficulties Andrew was encomtering in both his heaith and in finding a
suitable roommate.
He was diagnosed with CMV and he had a roommate downtown and uh, his
roommate was kind of, you lmow, just met hmi out of the newspaper. So
anyway, Andrew acquired a new roommate out of the paper. And the p y was
just, weli he'd done a lot of scams here. He never sole fiom Andrew or 1, but
he got into a whole mess of trouble, and took off. And Andrew kind of needed
a Iitrle, a place to go. He couldn't afford a one bedroom apamnent in a decent
type setting unless it would be in some city housing. Which 1 don't know how
well an AIDS (person) would fit into there to stan with. What kind of abuse
they'd go through Living there. So, and it was just when 1 went to see him, 1
just thought, he's, he can't care (take c m ) , 1 shouldn't Say that, he could care
for himself. [lO7-1, 967-9901

Roben consciously committed to sharing his accommodations with Andrew because
he knew he could provide some stability in a smssful period of Andrew's life, a penod

marked with many losses.

Febnxary of 95 he moved in and he needed a roommate. Actually, what he
needed was some stability because he had gone through two room ...three
roommates. Andrew's mother had passed away aiPd he really needed a
roommate quickly. This guy took off. This other guy ended up buming him,
taking off and Andrew wanted to know that he could corne home and there
would be somebody in the house always. Or not always but there was
somebody coming home. [107-1, IM7-10651
Robert's concem for Andrew's weli being enabled him to set boudaries on the stresses he
could conaol in Andrew's Me. The impact of his decision to bring Andrew home and to

provide care was made with the knowledge of the stnses it wouid add O his own Me.
And it was ciifficuit for me to b ~ him
g in anci cenainly my group of friends,
not Andrew's, oh yeah. 1 guess in some respects, Andrew's fiiends too.'What
do you want to go Live with bim for?" you laiow. Like "he did this, this, and
that to you after you split upn, you know. Like, "1can't srand himnand "I'm
never going to visit youn. And uh, I don't know thar it was said to Andrew,
but it was cenainly said behind. in conversations in other room. And my
fitends kiud of said, "Youknow Robert, you should go and hey, talk with him
and see him and s m f f and then be his fnend in the hospitai, but bringing him
to your house is just insane". "Your an ex-lover you know and ail, IiLe put
that behind you, you dont owe this guy anythmg anymore." And 1just
couldn't do it (not bring him home). [107-1; 1074-10963

Despite the advice of his friends, Robert camed out his commitment to Andrew and brought
him "home".

Freda's commitment to engage in caring may be viewed within the context of the love
relationship a mother has with her son. Freda secretly feared for Derek's health and the
possibility of a diagnosis of AIDS for over five years. In the two years prior to engaging in
home caregiving, her monito~ngintensifed nom that of surveillance to that of vigilance.

Previous to that, uh, 1 wouid Say, it was something you thought about before
you went to bed and somethhg you thought about when you woke up in the
morning 1102-1, 425-430]
Freda's decision to engage in caregiving is rooted in her pervasive role as a mother
caring for her child's welfare. Her close oogoing monitoring of Derek's health, as well as

her knowledge of her own resources, both physical and emotio~lifl,infiuenced her decision

regardhg where and when caregiving wouid occur. Freda had for some years assisted Derek
with his self maintenance, purchashg a home for him and assisting him financially.
UlUmately, Freda decided to caregive in her home when she noted Derek's bability to drive

himself over for to her home for supper.

And, uh, and then when he phones he wasn't feeliag good ewugh. I had to
pick him up and 1walked in, 1knew that, you know, 1 guess this is, there's
probably no cure for this. He seemexi to fight everything e k off but this tirne.
So he came and stayed here. He wanted to go back and stay in the house and 1
said, "No. " 1 would rather he be here insstead of me driving over there
everyday ami looking after hirn, "making sure you're ok. "1 would rather you
come and stay heren.And 1 said, "besides, you know there's no one there. We
have the T.V.'s are here and everything and you'd have your own room and
everything. " So that was fine. So he came and he stayed here. 1102-1, 7607801

Although Derek initiaiiy agreed to Freda's caregiving conditions, when relatives
began to ask questions regarding his statu, Derek wanted to r e m to his own home.

Negotiations occurred berneen them to ascertain the boundaries surroundhg the context of

care provision induding the involvement of new family caregivers, and the provision of
medical care by a physician. Evennially, Derek decided to remain in Freda's care. Derek's
decision to maintain the present care arrangements were perceived by Freda within the

boundaries of his need for privacy and the secrecy surroundhg his AIDS diagwsis.
I think he figured, hey, that way you know, uh, the farniIy would get to know
too much about his private Life. So, he figured that if he stayed here then, you
know, everything would be O.K. and eh, he would try and conquer this, this
Ume for the final t h e , he would try and conquer this. At that particular
time,he got an abscessed tooth. And this abscessed tooth just made his face
swell because, like. his system just couldn't fight off any more, you know.
And, uh, he just was in. just the most agony. He just, in fact at one point 1
wanted to caii the doctor here at home. He wouidn't. Every tirne I mentioned
the doctor, he would just shove me away. And he knew that if he saw a
doctor, then, hey, everything would probably al1 come out. And every day I'd
Say to him, "Derek, we're taking you to a doctor". "No, 1 don? need one, 1'11
go, 1 can do this" and he'd get angry and he'd just lash out at me. And finally
1 sat down with him and I said, "It doesn't really matter anymoren,1 said,
"you're not getting bener, so will you see a doctor?" "NO". 1102-1, 900-9191

Freda's steadf't vigilance of Derek's statu was made possible by their mother - son
relationship. She appreciated the boundaries Derek established surrounding her caregiving,

however, she identified the scope of the care required was beyond her abilities. Through her
vigilance, Freda negotiated with Derek to "let in" a physician and he agreed to aUow medical

For one f d y caregiver. the decision to engage to provide care was made without a
historical knowledge of the PLWA through a love rrlationship. This f-

caregiver was

unique in that he chose to engage because of his strong compassion toward orhers who are in
need. Prior to entering into the caregiving situation, the caregiver was unaware that the
PLWA had been seiected to become the next recipient of care provided through a caregiving
group in the commwzity.

The intended care was to be provided by the group of commuaity caregiven to which the

caregiver belonged. The family caregiver coincidentiy became engaged by performing some
work for the PLWA-

I knew of him, iike, but 1 didn't know he was him cause our group, we were
gening ready to deai with Dean and we have to prepare ourselves. The ones
that if there are five people in the group that's going to take care of this
person, then we have to see, uh, does he seipire, does he have this, does he
have that and so we have to l e m to deal with the person iike that. And, uh,
when 1, when he started taiking, 1just started thinking about this person that

we were gettïng ready to deal with and then it jus happened that it's Dean.
[103-1,405-4191
At that initial meeting four years prior, Jeremy decided that

Dean's living situation was

wanting and made the cornmitment to become engaged in caregiving.
And uh, 1just came in the door and 1 saw that he wam't living properly. He
opened the fndge and 1 kmw that he didn't have food as I thought 1 would
want in rny fridge. So, ever since that day, 1 made sure he had some. And it
was about a year and a half later that 1moved up. He put up his house for sale
and 1 put up my house for sale, whichever house sold fust, then the first
would have to move in with the other. 1103-1, 383-3941

The decision to engage as a family caregiver was not entemi without some dehiration and

planning by both Dean and Jeremy. Jeremy's cornmitment to caregivkg necessitated their
negotiation of the home context for the caregiving and as a remit, his subsequem move to
Dean's home.
Jeremy has k e n involved as a gay caregiver for other PLWAs for five years, but he
had never before venaired into the role as the sole caregiver. His motivation for caring for

others is a simple one. "1, 1 Iike to be wanted, you know, Wre 1 need, 1need that. " [103-1,
444-4451 Although his motivation for caregiving was simple, there was complexity in its

impact. Jeremy became perplexed by the reaction of his gay fkiends.

They, I saw who my fkiends are by moving in here. There was another step in
my life. 1 lost a lot of niends or people that 1 thought were my friends. And if
1 had 20, I'm lucky if 1 have 5 left. So, you know, Like when you're emotiooal
and you Like people and ail of a sudden these people do this to you, you know,
it makes you wonder, you h o w , its, "ükewhat kind of people did 1r e d y
know?", you know. What kind of people are t k y ? [103-1,508-5191
1 need him too but they don't see that 1103-1,7021

Jeremy's cornmitment to caregiving has suMved despite the personal loss he has
encountered. The loss of support from his gay fkiends is endured by a need to care which is

deeply comected to his personal history of d e r i n g .
And I think that 's why I do what 1'm doing, 1 think 1've said this before, I
cannot stand people s u f f e ~ gand d e r i n g is, there are a lot of ways you c m
suffer, you h o w , but this pain caring heais. And it heals a lot of things. And
if 1 show Dean, or any other person that 1care, 1 think that heals. 1103-1,
1586-15911

And by feeling like that black sheep 1 guess, he's doing a lot for me too
because I'm needed. Otherwise, I'd be alow. 1 have a fkiend. 1103-1, 162016241

Having himself suffered, Jeremy continwd to cafegive because of its healing propemes. For

-
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Jeremy, suffering the stinigma of king gay is healed by caring.
For most wegiver's, the decision to seek out the PLWA was deiiberate and based on
the ongoing meillance descn'bed in the firn category. When the caregiver's awareness of

the PLWAYsneeds became apparent, the decision to engage in the caregiving relationship
occurred despite their howledge of the difialties this might bring. As well, the caregivers

motivation .to become engaged was grounded within their historiai knowledge and love for
the PLWA-

Engaoino the Careeiver
Engaging the caregiver constitutes those letting in behaviows which occur when the

PLWA approaches and engages the individual who then becomes his primary family

caregiver. A conscious decision by the PLWA is made to deliberately seek out the carepiver

prior to becoming a resident within the caregiver's home. Unlike enguging rhe PLWA,
engaging the caregiver does not occur bough a process of monitoring. The caregiver's
living situation is one the PLWA is familiar with, either through kiriship or by accphtance.
As weli, the caregiver is apprised by the

PLWA of the information they feel may help the

caregiver decide to engage in this process. The amount of information sharing is at the
PLWA's discretion. However, once engaged, the caregiver begins the pmcess of monitoring.

In this study, the decision to engage the caregiver seemed contingent on the PLWA's
need for residence and the h e l y availabiiity of it. The PLWA initiated the physicai contact
with the caregiver through which they shared this need. As a result, the caregivers may have
had little time to cognitively make their decision to engage and to consciously prepare for the

These family cafegivers remhxi control of the opporainiy to chose how to face this
role. Choosing to accept the PLWA irw their home may have been inauencecl by feelings of
obligation because of fkiendship or familial ties. The obligation to provide assistance and
service to "one's own" (as in a mother - son relationship) or to "someone in need" (as in a
ffiendship) when experiencing difficdties, may have both a moral and cultural context. As a
result, this feeling of obligation may have motivated the caregiver to engage in and provide
assistance. As weli, the motivation to engage may be influenced by the characteristics of the
previous relauonship held with the PLWA. If the prior relationship with the PLWA was
unstrained histoncally, then there may be more willingness by the caregiver to engage. Thus
the motivation underlying the caregiver's cornmimient to engage may d a e r fiom the

compassionate motivation underlying Engaging of the PL WA.As weli, the naaire of the
cornmitment to caring which is noted in Engaging the PLWA may be inherently different.

The family caregiver has committed to providing residence or shelter to the PLWA and may
assist in the managing of financial snain. However, as the caregiver did not engage the
PLWA, the onus to negotiate other aspects of the caregiving relationship is with the PLWA.

In this study, the family caregiver was engaged by the PLWA as contemuai factors
influenced their ability to live independently. Engaging the caregiver represents two of the
family caregiving in this study. One PLWA actively sought out care fkom his mother and

another from an acpuaintance. For both of these PLWA's, the need for conjoint housing
evolved while dealing with changes in their physicai health and financial status.
Margaret has been Harry's rmmmate about a year. Although acquaintances for eight

years, Margaret was unaware of Harry having AIDS, a disdosure he made upfront and prior
to Margaret's decision to accept Harry as a roornmate and becorne engaged as caregiver.
1 had a roomrnate that had moved out of here, 1guess July iast year. 1 wasn't
going to get another roommate, 1 was tired of a roommate over here. And 1
guess deep down inside he didn't lmow if he was going to stay in his own
apartment or. Cause he had broken up with someone himself. And one night
he come over and 1 was getting ready to out. And 1 says particularly, 1 says,
"1don't know, I've had like five experiences with ail kind of roomrnates, but
1'11 let you Imown I says, "in a couple of daysn. 1 says, "1don't really know if
1 c m mord to rent here myself" 1 says. He said, "Weil, let me know", he
says, "I'm looking for a different placew.And he cornes in a couple of days
later and 1 says, "Yeah, you can come and live. We just kind of taked, this is
what you've got, you've got it already, (chuckie) you know. He says. "Weil
there's something, a few things 1 should teII you". It kind of shocked me
because he didn't, it never dawned on me that he rnight be sick. 1100, 126-

1671

Hamy had approached Margaret regarding a living arrangement which would be mutually

beneficial, as both had recently ended Iive-in relationships. Their living arrangement has
evolved into one where Hany now identifies Margaret as his primary family caregiver.
Margaret views the decision to accept Harry into her home as one which is mutuaily
beneficial. At present, she is living on social assistance and having Harry as a mommate has
Iessened her financial strain.
Margaret ponders whether her decision to accept to engage has had an impact on her
life physicaily or emotionally. Margaret feels there has not been much impact on her present

life as Harry is independent in his ability to manage his own m e .
Yes and no. No, because it's 1 thiak we kind of needed each other because
we're a lot simila. and, 1 guess, a lot different. 1100,768-7701
Their shared connection is that they both are coping with the HIV virus. Their differences lie

in contextual factors mounding their personal ne&.

Margaret bas coosciously considemi her role as caregiver when Harry might need to
rely on her more.
I've prepared in my mind but not in my heart. Cause 1, 1 keep wondering, Wre
"what if", O.K. "What if", you h o w , you always, there's always that "if"
part. O.K. If you get sick then 1 b w where t h ' s going to lead, if you get
sick because I've seen it so many times aIready. Will I be able to hande that,
you know? It's like if he does get too sick to the point where 1 know he's not
coming back, gocorne back here, then it's going to be D e , O.K., this has
been your home and my home for a long time and, you h o w , can 1 go back
to that home type thing, you know? [100, 798-8191

Her uncertainty of the fiinire reflects concerm for the management of Harry's needs as well
as her ownMargaret recognized that it is within Harry's prerogative to chose to disclose the
information she may require as his caregiver. She conceded however that his "privacyn is an

issue which affects her caregivhg.
That's the only, that's the only thing that's really, that really bothers me
sometimes. 1 h o w he's, he's sick but reaily he rnight not be telling me, like
maybe, how sick he might be, you h o w . [100, 823-8281
Inspite of this deficiency, she makes it her business to keep abreast of information which

may be beneficial to Harry's care.
And when it cornes to some cures about all the stuff, 1'11 Iet him know. Like,
it might be, it might not be my business, but 1 would like to know, you know.

[LOO, 616-6191
Margaret demonstrates her concem for Harry's weIl-king and continues to negotiate the
caregiver role.
Negotiation of the caregiver role is a central issue for Isabeile and Jerald, a mother
and son. Isabelle as a parent must re-integrate J e d d her son ùito her home and her life.

Uh, he came in Juiy . It was let's see, he came up nom the Fringe Festival

because he's in the theatre. 1101-1,73-75]
There was insufficient time to consider the decision to engage, as Jerald's rem
heralded his re-entry.

WeU, as 1told you, lüce when he came in, he was fine and everything was
really, was good. No problems or, you h o w . Uh, he did have outbursts of
anger and 1 was very sensitive. 1 was looking afkr my mom too. She was 93
so 1 had two people that were, needed my attention. 1101-1, 51-58]
Isabelle was akeady committed as a caregiver to her 93 year old mother who resided
with her. Ptior to Jerald's r e m , she was satisfied with her

H e and her caregiving abilities.

Jeraid's r e m prompted her to question her proficiency in this capacity.
And, iike 1 personally, 1 th& 1 keep a clean house but according to him,
everything's wrong. Nothing's right. Uh. Mom didn't do anythhg right, she
was 93 for God's sake. She put up what she could. She had a Little problem
with toilets and, you know, she'd jump and maybe she didn't get there, you
laiow. I'd go and look after it. Maybe 1 didn't get time to maybe wash around
the toilet and that. He'd w a k in, He'd blow bis top. And 1 didn't Iike him
saying this to mom because mom and 1 had been living on our own, Like since
my daughter got marrïed, and we were quite happy and he corne in. Then he
came in and he wanred to be in charge. He wanted to take over, take over
everyrhing. [101-1, 76-10]

Jerald's "coming in" illustrates Isabelle's perspective regarding her &dom to choose to
accept to engage in the role of his caregiver. It appean she feels littie control of the process

of engaghg as his caregiver.
I felt that, um, he had control, he was controiiing everything. Uh, 1 was, 1
didn't feel free in my own home. 1 felt like the visitor. Because no matter
what 1 went to do. it was wrong. [102-1,68-76]

Isabelle's ability to engage as Jerald's caregiver appears impeded by his attempts to "control"
his caregiver and the caregiving environment. As weU, the anger ami negativity she senses

promote an hostile caregiving environment.

Uh,Jerald got angry with me, like, uh. iike he was omery and I'd shout
which I shouldn't have but I've never, never done fhis before. From the day
he came to my house up to last November, I don't think there was a &y went
by he didn't have me in tears. 1101-1, 62-68]

Isabelle cognitively acknowledges Jerald's need for connol of care as governed by the
physical losses he is experienchg. However, the negativity has a impact which is heardelt.

Uh. 1 didn't reaiize that but somebody brought it to my notice. He had lost
control of his own body. He's got no conaol over his body any more. So he's
looking for somebody to connol. So that was me. 1 didn't reaiize it at the
time. 1 think 1 did but 1 was fighting it. [101-1, 98-1 111

Isabelle's "fighting"with Jerald. appears to be a central issue in the communication to
regarding their negotiation of the each others roles following his re-entry. After Isabelle's

mother's death, both negotiate a need for a "break" during one episode of hospitalization .
1 said, "You're going to Beny's". He said, "Yes". "Mom", he says, "1 think
you need a break. You need a rest." 1 said, "you know lerald, 1have been
lookuig after people Iike a l l my He." And he says, "O.K., and then you look
after me". "Son he says, 1 think he said. 1 didn't mean it to corne out that
way. Like what 1 was trying to Say to him. It didn't bother me looking after
people but he rook it up the wrong way, do you understami? And what 1 was
trying to Say "well, 1 don? mind looking after you Jerald, but you cannot be,
ab, abusive to me". [101-1,786-768-7893
Isabelle defmed the emotiooal Limits surroundhg her caregiving, when she became uncenain
of her ability to endure the strain of this caregiving relationship. Although she was

comrnined to caring, she c m o t "care" under the present cirçumstarrces. Somehow, they
have been unable to successfbliy negotiate the caregiving boundaries. +

For both of these family caregivers, the PLWA's identification of a need, active

seeking, and deliberate pursuit, motivated the caregiver's decision to engage. When the
caregiver decided to engage in the caregiving relationship, it was the responsibility of the
PLWA to initially negotiate the boundaries of the relationship. Where unsuccessful in
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sustaining a harmonious relationship, the caregiver, despite her kinship ties, may have opted

out of the relationship.

One family caregiving situation was unique in its process of engaging. The pmcess of
munid engaging occurred when the both the PLWA and the family caregiver concurrently
engaged in esrablishing the caregivhg connection. Both engaged in ensuring the physical

occurrence of the contact needed to initiate the process. Both consciously decided whether
they engaged the other.

Ln this process, the PLWA and the family caregiver had no previous historicai
knowledge of each other. Their lack of previous history aiiowed both to engage without the

consnaints of feeling obligated. Both sï~~~ulamously
sought to engage because of a mutual
need for caring in their lives. Their personal history however, influenced the present void

felt in th& lives, which they hoped the other might fuifil.As weii, their p a s has helped
shape the present decision to muaidiy engage. There is comp1exity in negoriaring of the roles
and functions of the caregiving relationship, as it is mediatecl by this personal history.

Lizzie, the family caregiver was approached through a coileague in the community
who had identified a need for establishing a friendship with a PLWA.
1 was called actuaiiy by Peter, you know Peter? i've doae some volunteer
work with his organization. He caiied me m.Anyway, I'm {ethnicity) and 1
was called and asked if 1 would meet a young man who is {of the same
ethnicity) and who has, who is HIV positive. Doesn't have AIDS. Not yet 1
believe, and, um, he wanted a contact in the community and 1 said absolutely.
So this was in um, December. 1 met hirn at the hospitai with the nurse and we

didn't, and then he had been in a car accident. He was on bed rest somewhere
at his parent's home, and we didn't get together again until the end of January.

And Then, since then, we've had a very, very umisual and intense
relationship. [lWl 79-1031

Lizzie had k e n experiencing a void in her life wirh the move of her adult children from her
home. Tommy, the PLWA, although he has family of origh. chose to look elsewhere for

care. The intensity Lime refers to is illustrated by the events which trmspired in the six
months following their meeting. Her life quickly changed since chooshg to engage as a
fiiend six months previously.
A whirlwind. He's now living at my house. Oh, God. Um. 1 think I've
become too involved with him in that, 1 realiy 1 really don? know how to Say
this cause it's going to sound really weird. Because it's a friendship. 1 get too
involved with people, you know, like 1 can't son of, 1 have, I have bowdary
issues. You know that old boundary raised. I have them in evexy part of my
Me. Um, 1 don't, 1 don't, it's ~ i c u lfor
t me to Say no. It's difficult for me
to, um, if somebody needs me, it's difficult for me to Say m. And this peaon
has been, has just come into my Me. He's, he's just a very unusual boy and,
um. he's just become Lice one of my kids. [LW-1, 143-1671

.

Being unable to Say "non influenced Lime's decision to let Tommy into her home and life.

Her inability to tum away sorneone in need has a solid historical foundation. As a single
mother, she has devoted her adult Me to professional caregiving while raishg her two

children. As well, she has previously provided "sanctuary" to a fiend when "he was coming
out in his homosexuality " . Lizzie acknowledged personality traits and her history , past and
present as factors in her decision to engage.
1 couldn't Say no. T a n 1just come and stay for the weekend," he said. Could
1just. I'm just looking at this face and I'm thinking, of course you cm. I have
rhis big house. And how cm 1 Say no? How can 1 Say no to somebody who
needs a bed to sleep in when I've got four bedrooms upstairs on the third
floor. I mean 1 feel too guilty. [lW3, 3974091

Lizzie felt guilty as she possessed the means to provide assistance to sorneone in need, both

physically and psychosocially. Her past experience in offering sancaiary was "fine because it

was a totally egaiitarian relationship". However, in this relationship. her guilt is mitigated by
tangible differences ifs quaiity.
But in this case its not egalitarian at aii. It's, it's, um, it is very much aimost a
mother-child relationship . [104-1. 42-29]

Lizzie vacillates between enjoying Tommy's presence and her motherly concem for ensuring
his best interests.

I mean 1 love having him arouml and, but ifs become, he's got to get out. 1
mean he's got to get out on his own. He's got an apartment and he seerns
reluctant to leave. He needs to be taken care of. Ami, um, he's just, he found
the rïght person. And 1, just today, 1 was saying to him on the phone, you
know stan thinking. But on the other hand, 1 don? want him to feel that I'rn
kicking him out. 1 don? want him to feel rejected. I'm feehg, I don't want to
hurt him in any way. But 1 think that for his own independence and self
esteem that it would be better for him in his own apartment. So, it's jus
become very complicated from that point of view. [104-1, 177-2031
The complications L i e perceives are affected by her knowledge of Tommy's past and

present history, factors wbich led to Tommy's mutuai engaging.
Oh, gosh, his parents, his family. They don? really undemand hirn but then 1
don't understand him either and they've lived with him and know him much
more that 1 do. Very cornplex. Very complicated. Very manipulative. Very
spoiled. Very egocentric. Needs to be the centre of attention. Very charming .
Very adorable. Just loving. 1 mean, you would just fail in love with him the
minute you see him. Um, ami his mother, 1 mean he just told her about a
month ago. [104-1, 437-4501

Tommy's need to be understood was thwarted by behaviours which appear to estrange him
from establishing connectedness, with both his family and Lizzie. For Liaie. there is a wed
to distance herself from feelings associated with a mother child relationship and its'
responsibilities.
But as Say,,this siiuation, even though 1 am as deeply involved with this child
as I could be with anybody, there's that distance. Theregsstiil that knowledge
that this is not my child. And 1 will sorrow when he dies. 1 mean 1 love him

as pan of my hem, but he's not my chiid. 1 keep saying that to myself. And
that maybe doesn't help me, I don't know. 1 mean he's somebody else's child
but he's not miw. [104-3, 1488-1500]

Protective Labour
Prorecrive labour is an ongohg process in which the family caregiver engages in
specific activities that are aimed at maintaming, conMuing and repaïring the PLWAysworld

so that they can Live in it as well as possible. The family caregiver seeks to promote the
PLWA7s psychologicai and physicai integrity through their monitoring of the PLWAyssranis

and environment. Using theïr knowledge of the PLWA, the family caregiver seeks to
reco,sgize and limit those events or activities which they perceive as threats of harm to the
PLWA7s integrity. In recogninng these threats, the family -ver

attempts to ward off

fonns of disruption and establish or maintain safe, protective care boundaries surrounding the
PLWA. At times, actions taken to protect the PLWA rnay be detrimental to the caregiver's

own physical or psychologicai integrity. When conditions permit and if recognized, the
caregiver may dso take actions to aiso protect his or her own integrity.

Protective labours demonstrated the caregiver's depth and breadth of caring. The
caregiver's actions presume "moral" caring and a h to address threats of harm by others.
The caregiver's intemaiized values and beliefs were the moral boundanes which guided his

or her protective caring. Caregivers believed in controlling M e decisions, the quality of He,
expectations to be treated with respect and dignity, and supporthg the individual in times of
trouble. This belief system was then acaialized with the PLWA, the caregiving relationship,
and with others. Caregivers managed their own behaviom and those of others to protect the
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PLWA's integrity baseci on these values and beliefs. As weU, caregivers asskted the PLWA
*

-

to manage his own Me, so that his integrity could k mmîamd.

The theme of protective labour is comprisedaoftwo categories, Prorecn'ng
Psychoiogicaï Imegrity and Protecting Physcal 11rifegm.Caregiver strategies inciuded

protecting the PLWA's independence, preveIuing harm, conserving resources, promoting
qualiv of Life, negotiaring care needs, promothg welkbeing, and managing stress. These

activities also represent the work of advocaiïng for or protecting the PLWA's best interests.
Some consequences of protective care are discussed within Labouring the Emoriom which
details the responses of anger, fiutration, and h m . Only those caregiver interventions which
contexnially reflect protective work are dimisseci here. As weU, some of the effects on the
caregiver as a consequence of protective care are discussed.

P r o t e c ~ gpsychological integrity is comprised of the activities the caregiver engaged

in to maintain the PLWA's positive feelings toward self. Protecting the PLWA's
psychological integrity included caregiver actions to preserve personhood, promore quality of
life, and respect the PLWA's expressed wishes. As weii, protection also ïnciuded the

caregiver's actions to affect the actions of others.
Maintainhg personhood denotes preservation of the PLWA's dignity, independence,

respect, and value as a human king. For one caregiver, this involved focusing on what the
PLWA could do and de-emphasizing his limitations. For exampie, Jeremy ensured Dean's

feeling of being able to maintain care of his household and environment.

So if 1 see that he's not weU, then I'U tell him to cIean the carpeting and 1'11
do the rest or he'ii sweep and I'U vacuum or 1 sweep and he vacuums but
otherwise he'd rather do it himcrelf because he likes that control of behg able
to do something. [103-2. 158-164

Like he wanted, he'ii come d o m anci cut the grass. So, then 1 lose a lot of
plants when he does that, but I want tiHn to (go outdoors). Lke, I don't want
him to feel like dont come outside, you know, because I want him to feel
vev comfortable d by making the garden look very nice to Mn, it's heaven,
you h o w . [103-1,982-9881
Having recognkd Dean's decreasing abiiities and shrinking environment, Jeremy sought to

maintain his independence, despite the costs. As well, Jeremy recognked a need to balance

his interventions to maintain Dean's independence.
And sometimes you jus have to learn to stand back, be there if he needs you,
but don? push your help on him, because sometimes he doesn't Iike that. [1032, 150-1531
Caregiven also preserved the PLWA's feelings of self-worth through their use of
empathy. Two caregivers expressed the importance of empathy in AIDS caregiving.
Caregivers expressed empathy as a consequence of caring about the PLWA which maintained

dignify and respect. For exarnple, Jeremy tried to envision what it would be like to iive as
Dean,
And uh, Like 1 look at things as what about if it was rnyself? How would 1 feel
if 1 couldn't go to the store anymore, if I couldn't go to the bar anymore, if 1
couldn't dnve here. a h i d to wallc down to the corner. How would 1 feel, you
know, by living his life? And to me, it's Wre a jail only this is a pretty one.
[103-1,245-2521

Beuig able to put himself into Dean's shoes gave Jeremy the outlook fiom which he managed
his caregiving. In contrast, another caregiver felt an empathic approach to caregiving was

lacking during her son's hospice care. For example, Isabelle sensed her son's appearance and
his care demonstrated a lack of sensitivity by other caregivers.

Like he knows that he couldn't come back to me tbat tmie after Christmas,
cause he was treatiag me so badly and everythilig else. And thw out of the
blue he's there one day crying and he looked to me like he had been tornired.
You, never, if you had a saw him, he was pretty sloppy. I nearly died when 1
saw him. He haddt slept for 3 days, you know. And, if a person is ill Mce
that, um,they're sick, very sick ami if they had one person to come dong and
Say "O.K." and sit d o m and "I'U make you a nice hot cup of tca" and 'We'li
make sure nobody's going to bang over you headn and tbar. It would've made
ail the dBetence in the worid. 1101-3,433-4501
Isabelle's distress was felt empathicaily and she fek that same empathic approach by other
caregivers was needed.
Protecting the PLWATspersonhood also included managing the responses of others.
Strategies employed by caregivers were maintaining secrecy, controlling the environment and
acting as an advocate. Maintainhg secrecy of their caregiviag and the PLWA's seropositive
status was protective of the PLWA, but had a detrimental effect on the caregiver which

contributed to his or her Lubouring in M e . As weU, one caregiver related maintainhg

secrets or not M y discloshg information about othes, to protect the feelings of the PLWA.

For example, Jeremy resorted to keeping silent about friends who inquired about Dean. He
had become disheartened by Dean's fiiends behaviours.

A lot of his people that used to come over before 1 came, before 1 was around,
they would ask me, how is Dean? And it's like, well, Dean is doing weIi and
uh, they would go, "Oh, I've been meanhg to go and see him or give him a
call." And 1 said, "Well you shouid." And 1 felt good by coming home and
saying "Dean, I mer somebody that knows you and he said that he was going
to give you a cail or corne by for coffee." And 1 could see t h , he said,
"Who" , you know, "Good", lüre he got excited. But then a week went by,
another week went by and two months go by. This person never caiied. Then
he sees me again, "Oh, yeah, I've been meaning to go" and 1 says,
"Whatever. If you want to go, go. Cali. " And then this goes on and on and
on. And then it gets to a point that is, they come up to me and Say, "Well,
how is he doing." Like 1 don't think he really cares. It doesdt make no
difference if he's alive or dead to you. Because if it meant anything, if he's iil
and you lcnow he's ill, and if you think he's dying, why don' t you go and visit

him before he does happen to. And 1stopped telling Dean that 1 saw so-and-so
because he doesn't need that- 1103-1, 835-8671
Jeremy chose to not tell Dean about his niends inquiries as their inability to act on their

intentions was perceived as a lack of caring and a let down for Dean. Jeremy felt that
sharing this information was harmful to main&g

Dean's feehgs of self worth.

Several caregivers worked to conml environmental factors which threatened the
PLWA s self-respect and dignity. For example, Jeremy ennired that Dean's home

environment was respective of his dignity and feeling of king accepted.
Sometimes he can go on tallring for hours and hours and hours. Yet that's very
hard for me, it was hard for me to hten to that. And 1 sat there and 1 sat and
1 listened and 1 iistened and, and it was iike putting on that tape recorder and
playing it over and over and over and over again, thousands of times. But
thatyswhy I'm here. And if you corne to visit me, and you're aware that this
rnight happen and you put him d o m , 1'11 show you where the door is. So, 1
think that's what being a good, uh. caregiver.
So, I've had to kick a lot of people out of the house, because they donyt
respect. [103-1,668-6691
Jeremy preserved Dean's dignity by patiently bearing the repetitive nature of his conversation
and evicting those who couid not. Other caregivers ensured the PLWA would be treated with
dianity and respect when seeking medicai care. For example, Isabelle's past laiowledge of

other's responses toward her son motivated her to seek out an advocate to accompany Jerald

ro the hospital.
1 h e w he was very, very sick, you h o w . And then 1 said to Peter, "He's
very sick. " 1 said, "Please Peter, don%let him go back by hirnself. " You
know, heysnot going to go back by himself. Peter said, "Nowhe says, "1WU,
1 will arrange for that." So things didn't get, things didn't settie down with
us. He was still angry . [101-1, 457-4641

Perer, a nurse, was effective in negotiating Jerald's hospital admission while maintiiining

respect for his personhood.
And when they went back to the hospital that time, they, they admitted hun.
But as soon as he went in, they said, "Oh, Mr. Smith, no more questions of
your name, your address, your birth. " I mean it's on the computer. When a
person is sick, they donPtneed a i i these questions king asked. [101-1,4995081

Isabelle sought Peter to protect Jerald nom the exhaustive process of repeating information

which could already be known. Isabelle felt unable to act as Jeraid's protector. However, she
ensured that Peter who was well versed as an advocate, could.
Ail of the caregivers spoke of the importance of protecting the PLWA's @ty

of

Life. Numerous caregiving strategies were employed to maintain, promote or presewe the
PLWA's quality of Me. The importance of mmging or reducing stress and the promotion of

well-being was identifïed by severai caregiver. For example, L e e encouraged Tommy to
think posiùvely .

Um, but you know, he's talking very negatively and this and that. And 1 said,
"Oh God, you Imow, try to be positive. You know how important that is. " But
he said, "That's easy for you to Say." 1 said, "1know." 1 mean, 1 know that,
easy for me to Say to somebody who is dyhg, think positive.[l04-2, 680-6891
Caregivers recognited the effefts of negative thinking and stress on the PLWA's health and

encouraged actions to manage it. For example, L i e recognized deaimental amounts of
stress

in Tommy's life and encouraged the use of meditation and music.
Because my fiend has so much stress in his He. He has so much family
stress. Today he's at the lawyer with his mother taking care of this and that
and the other so he has, he has ail the family sort of financial stuff he's son of
helping them deal with plus himself, plus his own illness, plus, plus, plus.
And he's just totally stressed out. And he hows that he shouldn't be. He
h o w that it's not healthy. And I'm trying to urge him to do some rneditating,
to txy some vinialization. 1 don't. I just know so little about it but, not enough
to help him with it, but you know, oh, no 1 can't. I'm too nervous, I'm too,
you know, 1 don't have t h e to do yoga. 1 don't have time for anything. [1W

We have a i l kinds of wonderful music at home, that M y spinnial, new wave
stuff, you know. We have a i i this fabulous wonderfiil stuff. Um. But Tommy's
very, very cerebral. So that's (out). And he has to be in conml. 1 mean, he's
very much a control W. So, 1mean, those kind of people don't, they don?
give in easily to this kind of philosophy, you how. Give up their, they don?
give up themselves easily tu this kind of SM.But he needs it. He needs
something. [104-2, 942-9561

The significance of stress was aiso recognized in the He of the caregiver. For example,
Jeremy spoke of the effects of living as with Dean's dementia.
A lot of people with H I V , they just sit there and they think and think and think
and then they just go crazy, you know. I've gone through that experience with
Dean, and thank God, that things worked out because otherwise 1 don't think 1

could take another year of that. And 1, maybe 1 could, 1can't Say that. You
know I took it for a year so maybe 1 could take it for another year, 1 don't
know. But 1 suffered, 1 went down to about 160 pounds. Oh God, it was, I
don? know what it was. I ate weU. But it was just stress. 1 was going through
stress and e m o a o d y 1 was. And I don't h o w why sometimes tears come to
my eyes. O.K. ItysWre my life right now is O.K. you know. But the stress of,
1 would leave here and I'd always make sure I'd let him know where 1 was at.
There's aIways a phone number to reach me. And as soon as 1 get there, it's
like, "Jeremy, come home, they're here, they're here. They're taking me
away ." And to me, it was idce, stress of knowing what he was going through
cause 1 kww there was nobody here, you know. It could have been the cable
van or some van in front, but he thought it was somebody else. And not king
able to finish my coffee with a friend or my farnily member that 1 went to
visit, it's iike, no, 1 have to leave. And they don? understand. 1103-2,2783 171

Jeremy recognized the taxing effects of AIDS dementia on Dean, as well as himself.

Three caregiver's identifid the use of alternative therapy to promote well-being. For

example, Jeremy discussed the positive effects of cannabis on Dean's mentation and appetite.

Uh,1 don't know if 1 should Say this now but he uses marijuana. And 1 find
that when he doesn't smoke his joint, that he is different. He understands that
when 1 cm't get it, he understands that. But, uh, when he doesn't have, he
pushes for me to get it for him. Which is fme, you know. Um, and if it makes
him feel better then 1 see no reason why not. And Wce right now there's none,

so I see the effect that has. LiLe he doesn't eat as weU. He gets, he feeis sick
more o&n. 1103-2, 323-33a
And to me 1dont see nothing wrong with it (marijuana). 1 mean* there is
something wrong with it because I can get caught, you know. Like finding it
to me is hard. Going to places to get it, to me, scares me lots. Like, oh Gd,
will 1 get caught? Am 1 going to go to jail? [103-2. 372-3791

Jeremy weighed the benefits of Dean's ushg cannabis against the risks to his own safety. In
spite of these risks, several caregivers ennued the PLWA's use of this plant.
Most caregivers spoke of preserving the PLWA's quality of life by respecthg and
attempting to fulN their "expressed wishes." Wishes expressed iucluded privacy, advanced
care directives, the right to chose death, and dying at home. The caregiver fiinctioned as an
advocate to ennire these requests occulTed. For example, Jeremy appreciated the signifcance

of his advocacy role in guaranteeing Dean's advanced care directives.

I have a living will that 1 take with me if 1 have to take him to the hospital.
Uh, because that's his wish. He was seinuing a lot, thought he was dying.
Um. They did not do anything against his will because if bey did he would
never forgive me. And if 1 did that to him, 1 would not be able to iive with
him. That 1 beli ..., 1 am here to see that his wishes happen, you laiow. And if
that's his wish, then he has it ail in writing, that's what Dean wants. Dean
cannot tallc right now. 1 can, you know. I'm his friend, you Imow. I'm Dean's
right arm and he knows it, you lcnow. He knows it. 1103-2, 920-9351
Several ocher caregiver's sought to respect the PLWA's request for confidentiality or secrecy

of their stanis. For example, Freda recognked her son's "wish" for privacy and as well
would have granted him any others.
So 1 sort of med to foliow through on his wishes and because 1 knew then tbat

he wanted and he kept his Me so private sort of thing that 1 knew he wanted
that. He couid have anything he wanted. We, we never, you know, said no,
you can't have this or you can't have that. We fo..., tried to follow through
what he wanted ro till, you know (his death). 1102-1, 1540-15491

The most profound wish Freda honoured was Derek's reqpst to die at home.

At that point when they did tell him, hey, you know, you dont have long to
live. He decided, he m e d to me and he said, "Mm,1 don? want to die in a
hospitai, 1 want to die at home." And, uh. 1 was hoping he'd Say that. So
that's a c W y how he, 1 mean. there was no way 1 wouid have let him go
anywhere or any place anyway. And I Imw at this point, after king in the
hospital overnight, that he was in there overnight. Ami after xeing the
treatment he had, 1, 1 would, I wouMn't care what it cost or anything but 1
would have specialists or whatever it was that would corne right to the houe
here. And he wanted it that way, uh, he said he didn't want to die in the
hospital, he wanted to be at home. And, uh, and 1 was glad that he asked, you
know. And 1 didn't carp if it was, if it took night and day or whatever. And
once 1 knew 1 couldn't hande it, 1 knew that aU the family would be there to
help and they were. They were there, you know. [lm-1, 1002-10181

Freda had hoped Derek would choose to die at home. She felt the hospital environment did

not fit with her expectations of the care Derek had needed. Freda's resolve to ensure Derek's
request was substantial.
He said he didn't want to die in the hospital and when he said that to me, that
was the, uh, Wre asking me, uh, for maybe the only thing in his lifetirne that
he asked me that 1 knew that 1 was going to, hey, do that for him and if it
rook, you know, my Iast breath, yeah, my last, you know, breath myself, that
I was going to do that for him. [102-2, 105-113
Freda was detemineci to ensure Derek's request at any cost. Her determination was based on

ensuring the quality of Derek's life.

Emotionally, the energy that he wouldn't have had if he had been in a place
where he felt, schedules are ali sort of routinized and whatever is available is,
you know, as opposed to having control, some sense of control about it's
occurring. Like with you (meaning henelf), you were able to meet whatever
needs he had. That way if he wanted lunch at 2 in the aftemoon as opposed to
11:30 in the moming. He had food b i d e him a i i the the. 1 mean, there was
jeiio there, there was, uh, miit saiad. He loved fnins and he aiways did al1 his
Iife. And there wasn't any f i t . My husband drove across the city to buy
honeydews, cantaloupe, watermelon and aii those things 1102-2,10lg-IOY]
Freda's decision to carry out Derek's request was w t without consequence to her own
health.

1 never slept. 1 don't thirilr, for 3 months. I reaiiy don't remember sleeping
more than four houn at a t h e in the 3 months. For, I would say, almost 3
months, O.K. And 1don? h o w . 1just, uh, it didn't matter, you h o w what 1
mean? 1just wanteà him to be cornfortable and. uh, when 1, when he was
sieepy 1 couidn't relax. 1 was dohg things. In fact 1 wouid do ùiings in the
house and stuff Iike that, jus to get my a d off of somethuig e k . But he
wanted me to be with him, you know. Like some days, oh, like mom. Leave
me alone, you know,sort of thuig. And then the next the, it would be, he
would, he wouid just grab my hand and make me sit dom. He just wanted his
mom to be with.[lO2-2, 359-3811

Freda's decision to caregive at home required her invernent of thne and self. At times, this
investment tbreatewd her own integrïty and her family felt the need to intervene.
So finally my oldest son fkom Caigary said,

"Thisis it now." You know.

"Hey, you're huaing, not only hurting, you know, yourself by not going to
the doctor, yod re hurting everybody else. " [102-1, 927-944

For several other caregivea thek most diffï~ultdecision to maintain the PLWA's
quality of life was their knowledge that the PLWA expressed a right to die phiiosophy. For
example, Jeremy struggkd moraliy with his knowledge that Dean may decide to chose his

own fate.

And 1 know that, uh, the day might corne when he realizes that he doesn't
want to live anymore. He believes in quahty time. And he's mentioned things
to me that 1 don? like to hear. 1 don't want to know. If that's what you have
in mind, that's fme- He's not suicicial, he's not that. But he could not see
himself in a hospiral. And he cannot see himself in the bed, on a bed for
mon& and months. He can't do that. So if he does have any plans that's
something 1 don't want to know. [103-2,880-8963
In conaast, another caregiver did not struggle with the PLWA's belief in a right to die.

However, George struggled with king too late to help Brian execute the idea.

Um, if he had been in better health and chosen his own day, 1 was quite
prepared to help him pick his own day if that was the route that he had
chosen. When he finally figureci that would be a good idea, and was all ready,
he was aiready in the hospital. And 1could no longer help him. That was very
hard for me. 1106-2, 474-4801

Once Brian was hospitalized, George's quality of M e also cbanged.

Bnan had just gone into the hospital, 1 was there to feed him three times a
day. 1 got up in the morning, 1 met the breakfast cart, 1 fed Brian, 1 went to
work. I left work at lunch, 1 went to the hospital, I fed Brian, and 1 went back
to work. 1 did not eat. After work I went back to the hospititi to feed Brian. I
still did not eat, you know. 1 lost 14 pounds which 1 never do. It's just killing
me to spend this much t h e there as 1 feei 1 need to or want to. 1106-2. 181918291
Although death was feared as a Ionely, painful process which the caregiver wished to protect
the PLWA frorn, Living

Me as an AIDS caregiver could be equally as painfiil.

For one caregiver "quality of Mie" was something which was desÏred but w t attaïned.
For example, Robert voiced his perspective of Andrew's Life with full blown AIDS.
And there was no @ty

of Me living with fidi blown AIDSJl07-2, 2101

Robert felt Andrew deteriorated rapidly once his quality of life diminished.

It was really fast but pan of it 1 believe was Andrew could not handle what he
had s w e d to look like. Like 1 couldn't get hïm out of the house, home. We
got a wheelchair here. 1 couldn't get him to go in the wheelchair to go outside.
He dicin't want people to see him. He couldn't stand rnirrors. Cenainly there's
people who Iive longer with full bbwn AIDS 1 guess but he didn't want to. It
was enough. He had had enough. He could have probably lived with it longer
but his biggest concern was quaiïty of Me. 1107-2, 180-204)
As well, living with

AlDS affected Robert's quality of Me.

And, uh, for the most pan, it seems my life is reaily busy and 1 want to spend
as much time with Andrew as possible. But yet, he ne& so many other
things, he needs so much done. That there were, that the amount of rime 1
spend with him im't reaily great. It was, I'm doing things with him, like if 1
wasn't trying to cook, or do the dishes or do his laundry, my laundry, keep
the bathroom clean, um, change buckeîs for him every time he's been sick
which could be, you know, every 5 minutes anyways, you know, like he'll just
lie back down and he'11 get sick again. You kww,you don't want, who wants
to get, 1 mean, 1 know he couid get sick in another pail but you know,you can
run infect. ... another chance of infection or something and you just want to get
it out of the room cause maybe he'il just settle d o m if it's not there. NO, it's
just, who wants to sit in a room with puke. [ l O M ,341-3691
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For both the PLWA and the caregiver, rnainrainmg quality of Life was a significant aspect of
AIDS caregiving.

Phvsicai Intemifl
The caregiver's approaches to maintaining the PLWAYsphysical integrity was not a

specifc research question addressed withm this study. However, physid protection
consùtuted part of the caregiver7s&y-to-day management of the PLWA. Only those

caregiver actions which demonstrate protection of the PLWA's physicai health or
environment from an advocacy perspective are examineci.
Several family caregivers related protecthg the PLWA from receiving less than

sufficient medical care. For example, one mother ensured her son received diagnostic tesring.
And 1 had to fight t e , you know, the whole world to get Derek in there to
have that MRI: done and once chat was al1 done and, ub, and that was the final
blow. [102-1,1089-10931

Another caregiver negotiated with several health care providers to ensure examination of the

PLWATscentral line site for infection.
Anyways, um, on one of Brian's Tuesday trips into the doctor, uh, 1 asked his
parents to make sure they lwked at his site (Groshong Catheter site). Didn't
look right. I saw it every day. 1 knew what wasn't rîght. Doctor said it was
fuie. Was not fine. Uh, Brian went in for a transfusion. so while he was in
there, 1 paged the HIV nurse and 1 said you imow, "Have you been up to see
Brian?" "Yeah, mm, nnn. nnn. " I said, "WeU what do you think of his site?"
She said, "Didn't look at it. " 1 saîd, "Well, didn't the nurses Say anyrhing to
you about it?" She said, "No."1 said, "Don't they look at this?" And she said,
"1guess not. " I said, "Areyou nuts?" you know. Like when you've got a
person who's got that sort of an IV and they're there, wouldn7tyou
autornatically just check that site and make sure that it's O.K.? Apparently not
you know. So they decided, oh yes, it is indeed infected when they f i y
looked at it. 1106-1, 665-6963

. -

Advocating to enwc the PLWA's physical care was effective and safely mmtamd
was also done within the home. The singuiar importance of the PLWAYssafety was stressed

above ail else.
And, uh, that is the key thing with the volunteers, you h o w . They'd look
around, nice place. There is nothing more important in this house than Brian,
you lmow. If you have to h o c k the TV on the flmr to stop him from famg,
he is the most important feaaire in this house, you h o w . Nothing comes
before Brian. Nothing. O.K. (chuckie) Yeah. [106-1, 899-9091

Caregivers reported their diligent use of hygiene precautiom to promote the PLWA's
physical comfort and safety. For example, George spoke proudly of his actions to prevent

infection in Brian.
And he got more infection by king in the hospital than by being here. 1 mean,
this was an infection-fkee household, I mean, bleached down his bathroom
every morning. If he so much as did anything on the sheets on his bed, pffft,
change them. Dishes were stenlized every single tirne they were washed. Like
scalding water. Had to use rubber gloves. There weren't nothing in this houe
more important than that boy. 1106-1,886-8951

For Freda, prorecting Derek from possible infection also involved protecüng his sense of
self.
And like 1 mean 1 was washing sheets every day. In fact, hey, 1 lost al1 my

fmgernails. Al1 from Javex. AU of them. And I'm down to this is the last one
to corne back. So that's, I did, 1 had lost them aU and, uh, because 1 was
using like pure Javex. Stupid. 1 was putthg my han& right in pure Javex.
Didn't even like, 1 was numb. 1 was so sick putting gloves on constantly and
that was one thing that, in a sense, um, 1 felt very uncomfortable around
Derek with gloves on. And 1, you know, 1 didn't want, cause 1 didn't want to
make him feel uncomfortable but finally 1 mentioned it to the doctor and the
doctor said to Derek, "Do you mind if your mom wears gloves?" And he said,
"No, 1don? care." "It's O.K. mom, you cann, he said. So then 1 felt, you
know, better, at ease son of thing but 1 would go through three and four jugs
of Javex a week. [102-2, 1942-19781
Wearing gloves was perceived as a barrk which could put
distance between Freda and
a
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Derek. Rather than put any barriers between herseif and Derek, Freda bore the effects of the
Javex.

For one caregiver, maintainhg physical safety ais0 meant protecting the PLWA from
harming himself. For example, Jeremy baianced Dean's need for independence againn

actions that could be Iife threatening.

Uh, iike this, 1 know what pilis be takes but 1, that is something that 1 realiy
don? want to know about- Peter deals with that. When he needs to order his
piiis and 1 know that he's not there, aii there, (mentaiiy orienteci) then, yes,
1'11 order his pus. Peter had to do his pus for a year cause Dean overdosed
on us and 1 think that's why he got sick with the seizures. So we had to take
his PUSaway and we had to keep them under lock and key, cause we thought
he was trying to commit suicide. 1 don? think so. He just, just was gening
mixed up, you know, he didn't know if it was moming, he didn't know if it
was aftemoon. We took something away from him. [103-2,1654-16741
Although Jeremy took away some of Dean's autonomy, he protected him when his confusion
could have led to disastrous consequences and a fatal error. As well, Jeremy took actions to
protect Dean's physicai assets in their environment. For example, Jeremy prevented others

from taking advantage of Dean's acts of graciousness in his iliness.

What kind of people are they? Taking advantage of the sick. When 1 first met
Dean, uh, let's say you would come to visit Dean, and you knew it was for
your own benefit because he would Say, oh rhank you for coming and uh, and
then you would comment on a knick-knack, "Well, that's a really nice dish."
"Here take it, take it home." And people would come back. And more and
more. And every time I'd come back to visit Dean, 1 would Wre, "what
happened to that, you know, that thing you had there?" "Oh. 1 gave it to soand-so. " And his house was bue. And 1 said, Dean, this has to stop. 1103-1,
519-5381
Protecting physical integrity encompassd those actions caregiver's used to maintain
the PLWATsphysical health and enviromnent. Protecting psychological integrity

encompassed those caregiving behaviours which sought to preserve personhood and quality of

Iife. One caregiver comparatively reflected on the meaning of protecthg the PLWA.

1have a nephew that's autistic. How hard is it for my sister? She went through
a, a good 2 years of not taking him out in public because she was
embarrassed. Oh, she didn't like people lookuig at hmi, lïke he was a freak.
She was protecting him. Ami 1 thuik that's what 1do with Dean at the
moment. 1103-2,1521-15291

Labourin9; the Emotions

Laboun'ng the enzonons descnbes the dynamic emotional reverberations of the work
of f d y caregivers. Emotionai labour is an outcome of the c a ~ aspects
g
of the family

caregivers' efforts. It is shaped by the sense of connectedness the caregiver bas with the

PLWA. This theme describes the expressive consequences rather than the instrumentai or
objective work associated with caregiving. Labouring the emotions is integral work
associated with ongoing caregiving throughout the A I ' S Wess trajectory. It describes the
enduring impact perceived by the caregiver, which is associated directiy or indïrectly with

his or her caring for the PLWA. This labour entails the family caregiver's emotional

responses to the caregiving situation as a r e d t of engaging to caregive, the monitoring of
the PLWA and the protective work associated with caring. The theme of Iabouring the

emotions is defmed within temporal, affective, relational, and contexnial characteristics.
Labouring the emotions relates the caregiver's expressive labour which is both felt
and managed. The caregiver uses tirne, cognitive skill, presence, and emotional energy to

make sense of the experience. The temporal dimension of labouring the emotions combines
the past, present, and htwe consequences of the caregiving experience. The past can act to

reinforce positive emotional feelings or to remind the cacegiver of the difficulties encountered
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which may have negatively affectai his or ber emotional energy reserves. The present

provides an opportunity for the caregiver to immerse in the work of laburing the emotions
and to reflect on prospects for the future. As weU, the present dimension situates the

caregiver within the AIDS illness trajectory md the emotionai labour associated with the
current presenting problems of the PLWA's iliness. The fume dimension of labourhg the

emotions is defined by the caregiver's unceRainty surrouoding the AIDS iiiness najectory for
the PLWA. As weii caregïvers are often uncertain of their own anticipated responses to the

PLWA's status.
The essence of Iabouring the emotions is that it is hem-rending work undertaken by
the caregiver. The emotional component of care, lilre the physical component, is labour in
the sense of hard work. In substance, Iabouring is evoked when the caregiver acknowledges

his or her h m ' s feelings. The caregiver anests to his or her heart's ernotions. It entails the
intangible emotional work the wegiver does to manage feelings and ascnbe meaning CO

events which are a consequence of caring for the PLWA.

This emotional work is actualized by the caregiver's experience of feelings and
through a sense of his or her connectedness with the PLWA. The relational characteristic of

c o ~ e c t e d r l eimpiies
~ ~ more than the caregiver " j w being there" in a geographical COIIteXt,
although this is inherent in the relationship. Comectedness is a munially felt experience of

caring which is developed throughout the caregiving process. Through connectedness, the

caregiver's heart realizes the emotional impact of its caring efforts.
The relational dimension includes the responses of others outside of the caregiving

situation which influencc the heart's feelings. Contextuai factors distiaguish the social or Me
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situations and exert boundaries which may influence the carrgiver's emotionai labour. For
example, the contexnial influences of work, the availability of support, and the responses of
the extended family, were identified as conm%uring to and compounding the work of

labouring the emotions. As weU, the ability of the family caregiver to use existing resources
infiuences this labour. These contemial factors increased the demands on the caregiver's
time, presence, and eaergy, and couid greatly tax his or her emotiod responses.

Labouring the Emotiom is comprised of three categories: labouring in exile, labourhg
of losses, and the labour of uncertainty. Each of these three caregories comprise a substantive
source or domain of labouring. Although each domah is described independent of the othen,
they may not be munially exclusive. AU three domains may occur concurrently to

synergistically connibute to the labouring of emotions. For example, the labour of
uncertainty may be simultaneously experienced while the caregiver is labouring in exile and
labouring the Iosses. The dornain of Iabouring which occurs is defined by the caregiver's

perceived emotions and the outcornes associated with the caregiving experience. Inherent to
dl the categories, is the caregiver's emotional work associated with attaching meaning and

the rnanaging of feelings attributed to the ccargiving experience.

Labourine in Exile

The category of labounng in exile is the caregiver's sense of feeling separated or

forced away from those resources which may otherwise have k e n used to help manage the

emotional consequences of AIDS caregiving. Caregivers may feel forced away from their

home, or isolated from their family or community, as a consequence of AIDS caregiving. As
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weU, contextuai restraînts which affect bis or her working through feeihgs associami with
the process of caregiving may be imposed- For example, one factor may be the secrecy

swrounding A l D S caregiving. This forces the caregïver to manage his or her feelings without
sorne of the unial avenues of societal support offered to farnilies caring for a chronicaliy ill
member. Exile denotes the family caregiver's sense of king aii alone in his or her

emotional work and its attendant feelings. Attaching meaning and managing perceived
feelings encountered as an AIDS caregiving consequence, are singularly accomplished by the

caregiver. The emotional outcomes of laburing in exile are experienced by the caregiver as
feelings of hurt, anxiety, anger, fear, frustration, and isolation. As weli, because of these

feelings, these outcomes themselves may act to M e r isolate the caregiver.

Labouring in exile may occur because of managing the contexmai restraints imposed
by farnilies and sociery. In some of the families, there was a need to maintain secrecy

associated with AIDS and it's caregivhg. Imposed secrecy may stifie the caregiver's

communication with the PLWA, the family, andlor in social circles. AdditioWy, some
families perceived there was stigma in ûuegiving to a PLWA. These forces contnited to

the caregiven being isolated. Feelings of isolation and distancing nom family, fkiends, and

society occurred when the secrecy and stigma intluenced the caregiver's feelings. The
caregiver was then subject to labour in a socially isolated context while experiencing the

emotional strains or messes of caregiving work.

For most wegivers, the availability of support from at least one of the expected
sources such as family, friends, coworkers, or a social group, was not readily accessible.
Five of the famüy wegiver's expressed feelings of isolation fiom their families or fiends
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when they engaged in caregiving. Of the remaining two family caregivers, one related king

supporteci by her f d y . The other cacegiver did not specifically relate feelings of exile as a

consequence of caregiving, but realized exile as a personal cinxrmstaace in her transition to
becoming naasgendered.

Labouring in exile is muiti-faceied in its characterizatio~It is comprised of several
different kinds of estrangements. Each of these are interdependent and affected by the othen.

For clarity, labouring in exile has ken contemaily grouped by the source of estrangement.

This section will describe exile as comprised of the estrangement fiom farnily and or fkiends;
estrangement from commmity and or society; and estrangements as a consequence of anger.
These are presented with supporting data as a set of causes, contexts, conditions and
interactions that account for labouring in exile.

This category describes the exile felt by caregivers as a consequence of their
interactions with family and their respective responses. The contexnial issues surroundhg the
estrangernent of support from family and fiends are diverse. For Robert, his estrangement

was self initiated. Aithough Robert had a good relationship with his family, he never told his
farnily of bis engagement as an AIDS caregiver.
And my family did not know what was going on. They didn't even know that

Andrew was living here. My parents or my brother and sister, or know that
Andrew was, had AIDS even. Nobody hew. 1 told my family when Andrew
decided to die. [107-2, 14194424]
Roben had decided that to maintain secrecy was the best course of action because of his

concem for his family. His past history of a relationship with Andrew may have influenced

his choice to not infom his family and to access their support. Robert recognized he was
emotionally spent in his labour witb Andrew and didn't have the time to spend with his
mother.

How do you tell your mom that your ex is dying, your ex-lover and fiiend û
dying of AIDS? You know, try to make her beiieve for one that you don?
carry the virus. To reassurr her because you don't, you donTthave any time to
spend with her to make sure she's O.K.with this. You kaow, at this thne.
Because you're spending aii your t h e with AncLrew. That was my concern.
How can 1 reassure my mother? Cause 1 have no time to spend with her, you
know, so I'U jus wait. [107-2, 1451-14681
Robert decided to wait until Andrew was dying in the hospital to iafonn his family of his

caregiving. The decision to share was pragmatidy made when Robert recognized that he

would not be able to be reached at his home in case of an emergency.
1 started sleeping at the hospital and I told my brother and sister. Didn't tell
my mom and dad. 1 told my brother and sister just in case something
happened, where to find me. Cause I wasn't phoning home and checkkg
messages. Just so people knew that, if there was an emergency, where to
contact me. So that was a littie dficult, trying. you know, pamci.. ., iike
every Sunday is a family dinner, but you don? miss it. So to go there and,
"What have you been doing?" "Oh, nothingw,you know. You're lying again

and you think after coming out to your family there won't be any more Lies.
1107-2,1426-14461

Robert refrained from sharing his AIDS caregiving involvement with his parents as he was
concerned for the di"cu1ties that would ensue. However, the wait was not without its

dificulties. When his parents became aware of Andrew's death, the difficulties Robert was
crying to aven were realized.
So, she (Robert's mother) ran into actually Andrew's parents, or dad read his
obiniary after he passed away. My mother actualiy caught it (Andrew's
obituary) before she went to work so she phomd my brother and sister, aU
crying and this and that. And like, "yeah, we hewn.Like "Robert phoned us
last, the night Andrew died", and that I'd phoned and told them. So it just set
off a whole can of Worms which 1just wasn't ready to deal with. [107-2,

Robert limited the opportunity for receîvhg support h m his family, because he knew that

his family 's responses to his caregiving would requin! both his time and emotionai energy .
He recognized that aii his time and energy were required for caring for Andrew.
As weli, Robert had M ~ c u l t yaccepting a fiiend's perspective of

Andrew's physicd

starus. In essence, Roben exiled himself from the response received.
A fnend was temg me, he's in the latter stages of death. His body this. His
body that. And everyow thinks they know so much. Like, you know, it' s Iike
leave him alone. Like 1 think you may think he's dying and 1 don't want to
think he's dying. 1 don? want to rhink anything except how he's feehg. He's
feeling the shits you know,so that's where we're at today. You know, don?
go and tell me he's dying. He's just feeling the shits. He's having a bad day.
You know like people have bad days, especially when you have AIDS. [107-1,
505-5201

Robert did not want to hear the fiend's assessrnent of Andrew's present status as it forced
him to corne to rems with the reality of Andrew's illness. For Robert, the ability to maintain

his caregiving was limited to the interna1 sense of support gained from "doing" for Andrew.

But I don't think 1 leaned on anybody. I mean, at that t h e , what gets you
through is just Andrew. 1 mean, sitting there with hEn himself. You know,
even if he doesn't need something, you gotta do something. 1107-2, 808-8131

Robert chose to labour e m o u o d y while maintainhg a self-imposed exile from his family

and at times his friends.

Two caregivers expressed that their famiiies disapproved of their caregiving. For
these caregivers, their family's inability to support them in ttieir caregiving efforts

conmbuted to their feelings of exile. For example. Lime's access to her family's support
while workhg through her feelings as caregiver, was limited by severai factors. Her family's

negative response to her caregiving relationship with Tommy was a consequence of history.

m e n Tommy entered Lime's life, he had engaged her anci everyone in her famiy through
deception.

He came into our lives and he Iied. He told this unbelievable, excuse me,
(tears), he told this story about who he was. And slowly it just starml to
unravel. 1 believed everything. And then, after, I was on the verge of a
nervous, a breakdown, felt 1 was. [104-2, 2037-2043
I have a psychiatrist that 1 see off and on and I'm seeing him now, cause 1
need some help here. And I've said to him, what, you know, am 1 crazy?
[104-1, 779-7831

When the a ~ t h
surmunding Tommy became known, both Lime and her family were

distressed and overwheimed. Lime's sister with whom she shares her home, responded by
a t t e m p ~ gto banish Tommy from their midst.
When this whole thing with him came out, she (Lime's sister) said, "1do not
want him in the house when you're not there." So 1 found a place for him to
stay which was next door, but he would Say to me and he would be over at my
house every day and every evening. " C m1just sleep on the floor. I'll just
sleep on the flmr. Sleep in a corner." Uh, 1said, "O.K." He wore me down.
[104-2, 2471-24851
Conflicts occurred between Lizzie's family and Tommy as a consequence of ber engagement

as a caregiver. With pressure from both her family and Tommy, Luzie's resolve wore down.
When Tommy reentered L i i e ' s home, she was confronted by her sister with being exiled

from her own home.
She said, "We have to sell the house. 1 can't live l k e this any more." Blah,
blah, blah. She was always dangling this over my head, that we have to seli
the house. Then 1 came to a point where 1thought, it's only a house, even
though 1 love my house. I love it. 1 said. O.K., you can seli the house. [1W
2, 2504-25141

Lizzie was forced to choose between losing the support of ber sister or king banished from

their home, because of her caregiving to Tommy . When presented with this choice, she

chose to foliow her heart. As a collSeQUenceof this choice, she SUffered*dienatexi fiom her
family and friends.
Anyway, when he reveaied himseif, my family has just =ver forgiven that.
And they don? trust him. And they feel that he's just maaipulating me, whkh
he is. That he's continuhg to lie to me, which he is. 1 don? tell tbem anything
anymore. [104-2,2118-21241

The ripple effect, the reverberatiom in my family, 1have two sisters, in my
famüy have been enormous. Enonnous! I'm, I'm a h o s t estranged Born di my
fkiends because he's just totally demaiiding on my t h e . [104-1, 5 10-51q

Lizzie identifies feeling forced away or estrangeci h m her famüy and friends because of
Tornmy 's demaads on her rime. However, it is also her family's discornfort with Tommy's
presence which iimits their accessibility to support Lizzie.
What has been the, what bas k e n the, uh, 1 don? lcnow wbat the word is, the
thing that's keeping my farnily away. 1 don't know. You cm see why people
with AIDS are so feamil of other people h d m g out, because my sister. Oh,
it's so complicated. [104-2, 1888-18931
The compIications Lizzie alludes to are historically based. Her disclosures detail the

contexnial history which has exiled her family from her.

It's just, it's just very complicated but in teof, terms of his iliness. I'm
uh, and 1 guess I'm feeling isolated. Like 1 spoke to my son last night and 1
just want to talk to him about this (the caregiving) and his girlfiend doesn't
want to have anything to do with this person. And they can never corne, the
two of them for dinner and my son's not aii that cornfortable with him. My
other son was the= last night, it's Like I'm baiancing, I'm juggling. So he's
(Tommy)away tonight, so my sister and 1 will have dinner tonight. And um,
I'm just feeling sort of sick inside. Like my h a r t is. [104-2, 111-1211
Lizzie's hem felt sickness is in response to feeling isolated fiom her family. She juggles

accessing her family's support, which precludes their ability to support her while she
endeavours to support Tommy .

So the boys (her sons and theu cousin) are in town and, but my friend

(Tommy) is not inviteci for dinner. Now 1feel badIy about that but they don?
wam him there. They want me without han. They don't want him. And 1said
to him, "Wouid you go if you were invited?" ard he said, 'No." And he said,
"1 wasn't even invited. 1 didn't have that option. ' And 1said, "You
understand." And I fed sad, you know, 1 feel 1don? want to hurt him. But 1
need to be with my family too. 1104-1, 1043-10581
In choosing to access her family's presence and not feei isolated, Lime contends with her
need to not hurt Tommy .

Isabelle's labour is also one in exile from her family. Although she has famiiy living
in the city, she feels alone in her caregiving efforts.

Her son has been the force which is

exiling her from the help she perceives she ne&.
And 1 phoned Jerald's doctor to get help. 1 said 1have to get help or 1'11 lose
rny mind. 1 spoke to the doctor and 1 told him the position, what was
happening, you know. And 1 said, I could go through my house walking on
egg shells. If somebody phones me, I'm afr;rid to answer because I'm, not
maybe speaking properly to them. My friends would come in and he'll Iiterally
bock them down to get out of the way. The fimi is not good and 1 can't, 1
need help. I need someone to come and help me. 1101-1, 120-137

Isabelle feus for her mental state and seeks outside help. Her fea. of Jerald's behaviour has
exiled her from her friends. As weU, her family feels unable to support her in sustaining this
caregiving effort under these conditions.

My daughter phoned and he was very, very rude to her. My daughter phoned
and asked, "What's going on there mom?"I said, Jerald is in one of his
tantrums." "Oh", she says, "mom get him out of the housen, she says, "even
if you get the police to get him out because" she says, "you're going to have a
hem attack." She says, "get him out of there." But I can't do that. I couldn't
phone the police and Say get h i . out, you know. [101-1, 612-6271
Isabelle continued to caregive because of her ability to seek out those resources which
offered a Iiberation from exile.
One caregiver expressed feeling a Iack of support in his caregiving from the PLWA's

family. George felt disconcerted by Brian's parents control of decisions during his
hospitakation, in Iight of the distance of their relationship.
They (Brian's parents) had aIready distanced themselves fÎom him, you know,
whatever their family relationship was, 1 mean Brian had been weii distanced
for many, many years. [1û6-1, 1260-12641
And on his living will, it was his parents and 1. Only need two out of three.
His parents should have had m, right quite frankly. They didn't want him.
Yeah, they were hoping for a miracle and 1 was it. And they were quite
relieved that 1 was M i n g to do this. [1061, 708-7151
Brian's parents may have been relieved that George would care for Brian. However, the5
relief did not translate to the support George felt he needed.

They (Brian's parents) were also the type of people, "If you need anything, let
us know." "If you need anything," um,and I'd Say, "Well, you know, 1jus
fmd it hard staying on top of everything around the house, like housework,
cooking, da da da da da. " WeU, bis mother says, T o u have to learn to make
things up the night before so that you cm just put it in the oven the next day."
1 have time for this? I really have time to do that. 1 don't have time to do
when 1 get home fkom work, what makes you think I have time the night
before when doing his IV or trying to get him into the bathtub. Uh. And
anytime 1, if 1 said 1 needed a break, "Weil, you can go to work." That was
my break. Eight hours a day at work, 16 hours a day caregiver. That was my
whole iife. So, his parents are not big in my books.[l06-1, 807-8321

In this example, the distance which was present in the PLWA's relationship with his family,
aiso extended to his wegiver. In effect, both the PLWA and the caregiver were exiled from
the family 's support.

One predominant contexaial factor that affecteci caregiver's feeling of isolation was
secrecy. Secrecy acted as a force which distanced the PLWA, the caregiver, the family, and

fnends. Distancing occurred when the caregiver was unable to openly commuaicate~about
AIDS caregiving with others. Caregivers felt morally bound from openly communicating to
maintain the PLWA's secrecy. For one family caregiver, knowledge of the PLWA's

seropositive status was maintained a secret nom extendeci family and encompassed her AIDS
caregiving efforts.

Like 1 know even the family members would come and say, "What's wrong
with Derek?" And you know, "He's not right, he's not fit" you know. And
they aii had their suspicious thoughts of course that something was wrong.
And, uh, and I'm sure between them they discussed. you know, their thoughrs
but it wasn't something that anybody just come out and said, 'Weli, hey, you
kww,there's something definiteiy wrong" and that's how weil Derek kept the
secret away h m , tbat he was sick. And even his fnends that he had known
for 5, 6, 7, 8 years did not even know that he was sick and were completely
surprised when they heard that he was so sick that, you know. They just
didn't, they couidn't believe it because they had you know, k e n wÎth him a
lot of tirnes and he never ever, ever told ?hem he was sick or anythhg, you
~ O W [102-1,
.

12541280)

And it was very hard because grandpa, we trkd to keep, you know, as rnuch

away from him as we could and he wanted to know why like Derek wam't
coming up to have mals and ail that. But Derek was at that point was gettïng
so he couldn't eat by himseif and that. Uh, and, uh, that was the very, that
was very hard at that particuiar the. And so Derek said, "Well 1 don't want
grandpa and everybody to know how 1 feel I want to go back home." [102-1,
869-8761
Secrecy functioned to protect Derek and Freda fkom the possible negative responses of his

family and fnends. However, it conm%utedto their social isolation, reduced their availabiiity
of social support, and their ability to ask for help. As well, interfamiIy communication was
also affected.

He (Freda's husband) fin& it very hard to rallr about Derek. He very rarely
will bring up Derek. I'm the only one that talks about Derek really. Nobody
eise in the family will. [lm-2, 1332-133q
The secrecy surrounding Derek's Me, left Freda with uncertainty.
1don't know how he did it, 1don? know how a person can Live almost like
two separate lives, that he lived. 1just, 1 donit know. 1102-1,1245-12481

For Freda, Derek's secrecy was one which exiled them fkom potentially available support.

Two gay caregivers spoke of maiimhing secrecy of their knowledge of other f d y
members who were HIV seropositive. For both of these caregivers, this imowledge was

1 have a relative who tested positive that does not deal with it. Um. And that's
tough. That's the toughest one. It's a nephew. And I'm the oniy one that
knows. And ultimately, everybody gets to know. And 1 don't envy my position
when that happens. Yea. So that's a nightrnare I'm not looking forward to.
Um. And 1 don't go for the test, so 1 could be just as precarious as everyone
else. I personaiiy don't feel there's any great advantage to knowing. I'm quite
hap.., weiî right now I could increase my happy. [106-1, 243-2601

George's knowledge of his nephew's HIV positive stam, reinforced his position of
maintaining secrecy and not to seek HIV testïng.
I h o w that when it cornes down to the c m c h , I'm going to bet the, why
didn't you tell us? You h o w . It's not my business to tell. It's his business to
teil. Um. Ami besides they don't want to be going through this heli you know.
1 know that ultimately this is going to come out. Do 1 want his mother going
through that? No. My mother? No. Nuh, Nuh. Would 1 add stress like that to
other people's lives? 1106-2, 1425-14391
George maintaiwd secrecy of his nephew's statu to protect his nephew's right to disclosure

and to protect his family.

Another caregiver maintained secret the knowledge of her brother's recent
seropositive status. Margaret had experienced the reactiom of her family to her HN positive
status and was

concerned about her family's anticipated response to her brother disclosing

both his gay and HIV status.

Just the, 1 guess, the reaction of my brothers would be d y . I don't know. 1
don't know if they 'd be um, hard to deal with this or, they were prejudiced
with the fact that 1 was gay so. 1 guess not knowing that my younger brother
was wili really shock them. A lot of deep secrets are going to come out.
3, 389-3941
But 1 think he, he's wanting to have the whoie family know about it right

away innead of when it's too late. Which is kind of good in a sense, you
know. [loO-3, 410-415j

Margaret's pan experience with discloshg her gay identity and tW positive status to her
family hfiuenced her concems for her brother. She is hopefbl that his early and complete
disclosure to the family WU have some positive advantages. Margaret recognUed that if her

brother rnaintained the seaecy of his HIV status it may delay the usefulness of her family's
support. For these caregiven, secrecy s e ~ e as
d a form of exile to distance the i n t r a f ' y

communication and possible opportmities for support.

Exile from Communitv and Societv

This category describes the exile felt by -vers

as a consequence of the responses

of community, society, and the health care system. Several family caregivers related that
they felt exiled because of the stigma surrounding their homosexuality. For one family

caregiver, the capacity of the gay community to respond compassionately to his caregiving
efforts contrïbuted to his feeling of exile. As a member of the gay community, Jeremy

expected understanding of his AIDS caregiving.
But one thing I did not expect was I thought if any people would understand
somebody with AIDS, would be a gay person. And 1 found out the gay
comrnunity is very cold towards understanding about AIDS. 1 thought if
anyone wouid understand or be compassionate, they could, don't treat him bad
because I'm treated that way. [103-1, 1365-13741
Jeremy detected his commmity's lack of compassion in the neamient of PLWA's and felt

unsustained in his efforts. As well, because of his caregiving, he felt judged with the same
lack of understanding and compassion dkcted towards a PLWA.

It's like, there's a chance that people wiil s t a n thinking that you might be HIV

because, you know, guiIt by association. [f 03-1, 1422-14m

And then, that's where, now it's not just the heterosexuais 1 have to deal with,
now it's my own comrnmity. [103-1, 1488-14911
As weil as his "owncommunity," Jemny felt the need to hide his sexual orientation from his

neighbours and the heterosenial community.

So that's why, you lmow you have a 6' ferre and you how, you adapt to live
inside of these wali, you know your i i f i l e . And then as soon as you walk
out the door, it's like you take a big breath and you hold it in. And it's Wre,
no, now you have to pretend you're somebody else. Being 35 years old and
stiii doing it, that is hard for people, you know. [103-1, 356-3641
Jeremy expressed his experience as k i n g exiled from his gay comrnuaity and society, as a
remit of both his homosexuality and his AIDS caregiving.

For one famiy, the caregiver and care recipient were both HIV positive. Their
feelings of exile are experienced through king gay and a PLWA. Margaret and Harry
engage in the discourse on the meaning of king a gay PLWA.

Harry- It's like "coming out" ail over again king a PLWA. I thmk it's even
worse. Being a gay person, you kiow you have people who are you know,
prejudiced 1 guess too, that sort of thing and everything else and. But uh, as
far as king a PLWA is concerned, it's even worse because the people you
thought would back you up king a gay penon, who are very educated on the
subject, wouldn't be this way, but they are. Just as prejudiced as everybody
else.
Margaret- 1 say, if you spit up in the air, ifs goma land right on your head.
Harry- And so like people who were supportive maybe outside of the
commmity and stuff like this will not be supportive, you know, like won't be
seen with you. Because then people WU think, oh, talking to that one, he must
be too. [100-3, 3257-32721

For another gay family caregïver, there was a wed to maintain secrecy regarding his
homosexuality and his statu as an AIDS caregiver at his piace of employment. Robert feared
that this knowledge could exüe him in his work Life.

Here it's a littie family nui business. One of the girls is extremely
homophobic, extremely. Um. So 1wouldn't feel cornfortable in that situation
ami it's just, you know, uh, even with the AIDS disease itseif, you know, for
hem to lmow that you took care of somoae, that this petson was living in
your home. "You've got to have it Robert". and uh, and then nying to work
with them after, trying to, uh, for them to even, uh, just even to hamihg
cases, you know,fearing that oh, you're gohg to put AIDS back to a patient
or sornething like that. And then it's just pure silliness but that wouid be her
mentaiity of the disease. She wouldn't even waat to deal with it. So no, 1
didn't share it with any of rhem. [107-1, 2271-22921
The st@na of AIDS and homosexuality affiected Robert's ability to openly share his s t a t u as
an AIDS caregiver with his coworken. Robert secretiy maintained his AIDS caregiving for
fear of reprisai at work.
Semcy nirmmding AIDS was also exigent for heterosexual f a d y caregivers,

because the PLWA or family caregiver feand alienation or reprisal nom others in society.
For example, one caregivefwas unable to seek the support of her coworkers, because of the

PLWA's fear for his confidentiality. As weU, the caregiver's perceptions of societal support,
either through past experiences or within his or her present social situation, affected feelings

of exile. For example, one mother related the afkmnth of her son's disdosure of his HIV
sranis while fiequenting his favourite drinking establishment.
Jeraid got to know a waitress up there and she said to him one day, she said,
"Don't you work?" And he says, "No, I've been a." Now to me, he should
have said no more. Should have stopped nght then and there. But she then
said to hbn, "Well, what do you have?" He says, "I'm HIV positive. " "1 have
AIDS" just like that. O.K. The next day, he went up for a beer and he was
back very fast. Came back and went up to his m m and 1 didn't see him a i i
day Saturday, all day Sunday. Just came dom, went to the toilet, went to the
kitchen, to the bathroom and went back again. Monday he came to me and
said. sat on the couch and he says, "Mom,something happened. " And I said,
"What happened?" And he started to cry and I said, "Jerald, what happened?
Tell me. " He says, "The fellown he says "that owns the bar" he says, "put me
out." "What"? So then he told the whole story and I said, "What the heck did
you tell them you have Hnr positive," you how. "Shouldn't have said

lerald's expulsion nom bis favourite drinking establishment was perceived by Isabelle as a
form a exile. Isabelle perceived this Rsponse and reinforceci to Jeraid their need to maintain
the secrecy of his AIDS illness fiom society or M e r the consequence of reprisal by sociery.

IsabelIe and her family felt the stigma of society toward Jeraid and sought to redress this
grievance.

The family was already upset. My son-in-Iaw was furious. My daughter said to
me, "Pmgoing to write to John Doe,(newspaper columnist) 1 going to phone
John Doe. " And 1 said, "No, I'm phoning himn.And the next &y John Doe
had it in the paper. But John Doe didn't side with Jerdd. And as I said to
John Doe, you know, 1 said, "You could have it in your own family." "Oh,
no, no, non, he said. 1 said, "You don? how." 1101-1, 260-265, 290-2951
Despite this nonconnrming response, Isabelle's faith in society was renewed when other
responses received were supportive of Jerald.
So in any case, there was quite a few (responses to the story), even one of, a
counciilor and ail, heard about it and they phoned and they wanted Jeraid to
take action against them. And we said no. We didn't want anything Iike that.
All we wanted to do is let people know the AIDS patients are people
discriminated against. We weren't doing it for monetary gain or anything like
that. t101-1, 306-3 17

However, Isabeile notes the toll of society's reprisal taken on Jerald.

But fkom that day on, he started going down again emotionally. Reaiiy bad,
really bad and his anser fits were coming more often. Ard uh, then he was,
he's been in and out of the hospital, you know. [101-1, 331-3371
Responses such as the above by society towards the PLWA and the caregiver, encouraged
both to maintain secrecy of their statu or be exiled. The discrimination and stigma felt as a

consequence of AIDS was poignantly summarked by one family caregïver.
So, but 1 can see why people with AIDS are so temfied by the people finding
out, because ifs like leprosy. [104-2, 1960-19631

Interaction with the heaIth care system aiso contributeci to some caregiver's feelings of

exile. At times, some of tht family caregivers felt forturiate in theu interaction with the
health care system and satisfied with specific tare providem. Frequently mentioned were

Dorothy, a HIV nurse clhician, and Pew, a nurse with expertise in AIDS caregiving who
provided home care in the community. For example. having met Peter has helped both
Isabelle and her family in dealing with Jerald's anger and other needs.

So I met Peter, and it's turned out very heipful. Peter had a meeting with my
two daughGen and me and we talked about what the disease was me,what
would happen, so on. And um, 1 asked Peter, like could he take seinues and
that. And Peter said., "Oh yes, he couid. And if he ever does, " he says,
"Don't get aiarmed, just lay him d o m " he said "on the floor. " He says,
"Hold him. " And to teU me thac, tbat's how he took seizure. 1101-1, 181-1921
However, at other times and/or for other farnily caregivers, the health care system was
perceived to be deficient in meeting expectations for are. Fxustration was one emotion cited
by family caregivers and the PLWA when the healrh care system was unable to provide the

resources or care perceived to be required.
And Bnan had a Groshong catheter in his chest rather than in an arm,
something that St. George's in Halifax,they 've been successful with. And
some of the numea tirne 1 went with, would be talking to someone in nursing

on the phone and I'm explaining, "nmi,min, and Groshung cacheter in his
chest." "Are you sure?" You h o w . "It's not in his m?"
1 think 1 know the
difference between a chest and an arm. Like, corne on, please, you know.
Um. That fnistrated me a M e bit, um, the home IV program hstrated me. If
you had any problems with your pump and you phone them to ask them about
it, they didn't have a clue. It just seemed like the system was not going to
help. The system was not prepared, um. So it came to the point whne 1 was
always prepared to muddle through because 1 didn't feel supported by the right
people. [106-2,571-5981 [106-2, 617-6221
George felt fnistrated and alow in his management of Bnan's centd line. As a
consequence, he became exiled h m the health care system which he felt lacked in

supporting him with the expected expertise.
Frustration with the healtb care system was also experienced by another caregiver.
Freda was frustrateà in her efforts to obtain the medical services she perceived her son
Derek required.

And we were getting like the mn around here and the= and everything and 1
waited and Wre 1 was just very fhmated at that point. And finaily when they
phoned and said, weii, it will be 2 or 3 weeks or whawer, I just said, that
isn't good enough for me. 1 want it done now ami I don? care what it takes. If
1 have to hke and ambulance and go to the States or whatever, 1 wanted it
done as soon as possible. I wanted to do what 1 could to my best ability. And
yet I think down deep 1 knew that within me there probably wasn't anything
that could be done other than just make him cornfortable. [102-2, 141-1581
Severai farnily caregivers expressed their concerns regarding the heaith care system's
treatment of thei. loved ones. For example, Freda was aghast with the hospital's care of her

son.
So finaly we got Derek to go and he had his blood tests done and that and,
uh, he was taken fkom there. 1 took hun into the hospital which was, was a
scene all by itseif. And uh, 1 don't l i w w if you want any information on that
at all. But it was just the moa horrible thing ever, to ever happen to me in my
life, [102-1, 9û4-992]

Freda expressed M e r distress regarding Derek's subsequent hospitalization and the

doctor's advice that Derek personally dûclose his AIDS status and his near death to his
family .
And that was one thing that 1 don't h o w if 1 reaIly accept that, like the doctor
just came right out to him and, while he was in the hospital on one of the bad
occasions of going there, and said to bim, "Now you're dying and you have to
tell your parents, iike your mother, that you are dying and I'm not gohg to
teii them, you are." And I think Derek found that very hard. It wouid have
been so much easier for the doctor to Say, you know Derek has oniy 2 weeks
or 2 months or whatever. But that was very hard on hun to tell each one of his
family. [102-2, 182-1971

Freda had difficuity accepting this advice and felt Derek deterioratecl and dismced himself
with each disclosue.
And 1 think in a sense he shut out a i i bis fnends and al1 his relatives other
than, uh, his immediate f d y . And 1 think that was why, because he was so
drained aîready. [102-2,235-2391

in essence Derek became exiled h m his fkiends and extended family as it drained his energy
to disclose bis status.

Similariy, another mother related concerns regarding the noncarkg approach to her
son when seeking hospital care.

He was vomithg and he was ~ 0 m . i ~and
g he was vorniting. And he was
dehydrated. And he went off to the hospital. And 1didn't realue at the time
that 1 should have went with him. And 1 shouid have phoned someone to come
and go with him. But he went to the hospital, he was, preay weak and went in
and he said to them you larow, 1 need, he knows the medication that he wants
that wiii help him, you know. We've gone to the Childten's Hospital when a
child is over there, a littie kid when she's got cancer, she can tell you exactly
the medications that she's on and what they're giving her. So he med to teil
them, like this is what he needed. He knew he was dehydrated fiom his
vomiting, but no, they insisted that he would have to sit down and give a i i the
information that they al.. , they already had a l i this, you know . And then a
young feilow came dong and he says he was an intem. And he told the intem
what he wanted you know and the intern says, "Hey, you're not at
McDonald's that you can go in and order a milkshake". And Ierald says,
"We11"he says, "1 wouid have got the milkshake a lot faster than I'm gening
medication that 1 need nght here." So the next thing, they came back, the
inteni, and gave h i . exactly what he had, he had asked for. So afier starting it
or something, they told h i . they were going to put him in the hall. He says,
"You're not putting me in any hall." And the nurse says, "Well, we have a
patient out here with tenninal cancer that needs that room. " This is in the
emergency. Now 1 might be getthg confixsed because so much has happened,
you h o w . Uh. He said, so the nurse came in, he says, "I'm not going in any
hall." He says, " I l go home fim." And the nurse just come in and she said,
"Well you better sign this." And she puiied the IV out of his a m . It wasn't
even finished. 1101-1,353-4151
And Jerald wrote to the paper and said he's sure that the Premier if he'd went
to the hospital. wouldn't have k e n shoved in the hall. And he said "They

hadn't even a blauicet for me." They told me the reason they didn't have a
blanket for him because the= was no fimhg to get-blankets for thern. 1101-1,
425-4371

Isabelle descriid Jerald's inhumane tteatment as an ordeal which lacked in respect and
dignity. As a conseqyence, Isabelle requested that Peter accompany Jerald on subsequent

trips to the hospitai to act as his advocate. As well, Jeraid aiso had a month long stay at a

hospice which was felt to be less than satisfactory.
So then he went to [a hospice] and that was a disaster. Complete disaster at
[the hospice]. Now, I think right now, he's quite happy at home. He came
home 1 s t week Monday. When he came, he phoned me. He said, "Mom, I'm
coming home. " And when he walked in through that door I neariy died. 1
thought it was somebody corning out of a torture chamber. He looked awful.
He hadn't slept for 4 days. 1101-1, 1040-10511

For these caregivers, theû f b t hand experiences and those experienced second hand
through information shared by the PLWA,left them with a negative impression of care

offered within the health care system. These experiences acted to reinforce the caregiver's
need to protect the PLWA and to provide caregiving in the home. In this sense, the caregiver

became isolated or exiled from those health a r e resources which are usually perceived to be
supponive in Bmes of iilness.

Exile fiom the PLWA
The caregiver's ability to maintain a sense of connectedness with the PLWA was
affected by the ability to communicate in an open, honest fahion. Several family caregivers
reported breakdowns in king able to communicate openly with the PLWA. For example,

one family caregiver feared teUing the PLWA of her participation in this study. Lizzie feared

Tommy's response to her involvement in this study because of his concern for maintaining

1 haven't toId him that I've met with you because 1 know he's going to be
really, reaily womed. And 1 will tell him. Maybe mt ww,just waR and see
what happens tomorrow. But 1 shouid have toid him. 1just kept forgeaing

about it, um, because he's so worried about confidemWty. [10Q-2' 957-9651
Tommy's howledge of Liuie's participation in this study was inifiaIiy maintained as a
secret, for fear that it may disnipt the t m t she had built with him. As well, Lizzie also
feared confronthg Tommy with issues surrouading their daily Living.

But I'm on the verge, although I'm sure 1 won't do it, cause every time I've
confronted him he ends up in the hospital, attempting suicide, he bleeds,
vomited ail over my Living room floor. [104-2, 2256-22611
Oh, we have been to the wars and back, and the next time 1 confronted b,
1
can't remember what happeneci, wbatever the issue was. He waIked in the
house and he said, "Lime 1 pooped my pants, 1 vornited blood, call the
ambulance." He collapsed at the top of my stairs. Scared the shit out of me.
Um, I'm afhid of him, I'm afiaid of what he's capable of doing. [lû4-2, 268026911

Liuie's feared that confronthg Tommy had led to his reprisal with severe physical and
emorional responses. In effect, Lizzie was exiled by her family'S distancing and also by

Tommy 's illness related exacerbations.
Three of the farnily caregivers expressed feeling stifled in the^ capacity to

communicate AIDS related physical changes and concerns with the PLWA. The caregivers
felt inhibited by pnvacy and denial, in their ability to discuss these concem.

He was tembly private. You never knew what was going on in that kid's
head. Um. We never talked about his iiiness. We would sit here very quietly
and watch TV for days on end. He said that he was comfortab1e about tallong
about anything. 1 wam't. 1 wasn't conifortable about the whole idea of lethg
him go at ail. 1106-2, 442-4581
But when someone isn't dealing with it as he wasn't, you don? deal with it
either. [106-1, 237-2391

He's got someming here. He's certainly got a lesion here (pointmg), son of on
the nght side of the face. 1 said, 'Oh, what's this?" "Oh, it's an ingrown
hair." And 1 said to him, 1 said, "It looks iike the same things on the other
side of your face. " And he said, "Don't do that to me. ' He said, "I'm in such
a panic. ' He said, "Pleasedon't point those things out to me. " 1 said, "Oh,
Gad, I'm so sorry." [iO4-2, 596-6061

If a person doesn't let you know, well, you can't, you can't help them if they
don't, if they don't let you know how they fed. or what's going on. Cause
you don't know what's going on with them. [101-2,857-8621
When the caregiver was denied opportunines to openly communicate his or her fears with the

PLWA, the effect was that of distancing. For these caregivers, denial of the oppoMnity to
communicate fiinctioned as a form of exile fiom the PLWA.

Exile as a conseauence of anger
One of the most pervasive emotional responses reported by caregivea was that of
anger. Anger was identifcd as a dominant influence which affectecl caregiver feelings.
Caregivers reported the presence of anger infiuenced th&

emotional labour throughout the

caregiving trajectory. As weli, anger was identified among the PLWA,the caregiver and the
caregiver's famiiy. Caregivers were subject to their own anger, the anger of the PLWA and
the anger of family.

Anger acted as a destructive force which strained and emotionally distanced the

caregiving relationship. Caregivers bore the brunt of their own anger as well as that of the
PLWA and family. Feelings of anger were directed at the PLWA by the caregiver and or

fiom the PLWA toward the caregiver. As weil, the caregiver identified feeling angry at
family.

The PLWA's anger was identified as a consequence of the loss of CO-1

over the
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AIDS illness. This anger permeated their relationships with the caregiver and others. The

aftermath of the PLWA's anger affecteci not only the caregiver's relationship with the

PLWA, but dso hïs respective f d y . The caregiver's feelings of hW and resentment as a
consequence of anger, led to emotionai distarring and estrangement. The PLWA's anger
resulted in decreasing the caregiver's feelings of connectedwss and the abiiïty to sustain
caregiving. As weiI, anger was a response to the caregivers feelings of huct and Ioss. As a
result, anger engendered protective feelings and actions by two caregiver's family toward the
caregiver. These actions m e r conmbuted to dismcing and isolation within the caregiving
relationship. Combined, the effects of anger conm'buted to the caregiver's feelings of exile.

For one caregiver, help was sought to deal with the anger and to decrease her sense
of isolation. Isabelle, sought someone kwwledgeable about AIDS to help her and her family
leam how to deal with her son's anger. Since Jerald's r e m to live with her, his anger had
aflected their daily living.

He was so angry at everybody. He was angry to his toenails. You couldn't taik
to him. you know. Couldn't you know. 1got to the stage 1 couidn't have
anybody into the house because I didn't know how he was going to respond. 1
mean, 1 had some ladies come in, come in through here and he was coming
into the kirchen, and he just about knocked them down. He was the most
obnoxious thing . And as I've said many, rnany, Mies, as my son I loved him,
but as a human being I hated hmi. 1Say the whole trouble was, 1 have wver,
before this ail happened, 1, you know never, I had no one to cali. 1had no one
to call. That's it. But then after that, then 1 had Peter. [101-2,512-5361
Perer, a nurse and caregiver in the community, was the "outletnIsabelle needed to help vent
Jerald's anger and decrease her feelings of isolation. Jerald's anger was pervasive and

threatened to also distance caregiving relationships both within and ouside of his family.
And the day that Peter came with Linda, Jerald insultai them like you'd never
believe. He was just rude. But afterwards, when they had gone, he came d o m

and cried and apologized. Said he didn't want to feei he was on parade. 1 said,
"Jerald, those peoplen 1 said, 'are not wming to see you, they are coming to
see me. " "Because", 1 said, "when you get sick" 1 said, "1, they are the oniy
people that 1 wili be able to c d to corne and help." 1101-3, 19-33]

Prior to Peter becoming involved in helping Isabelle, she felt aione in managing her feelings
and Jerald's unrelenthg anger.

Oh, he was reaiiy very, very angry. And Iike that again, you see, the only one
he could take it up with was me. but it was very clifficuit. Very, very diffidt.
Uh, when a person is sick. well sure we have those times that we're angry.
And uh, we a i l get angry at the world, you h o w , but your anger doesdt
remain there for Say, a week, a month o n end. It's got to let up somerimes.
And uh, apparently anger is part of the course, you know, with this disease
but 1 don? know what we c m do, what 1 can do to help him. JW that he
knows ttiat the house is here. [101-2, 761-7771
Having lived with Jerald's anger for some time before receiving help, Isabelle felt managed
by it's impact.

It was bad. It was really bad, 1 found that 1 was snapping at everybody. Uh,
maybe 1 was at fault, 1 don? know but, you know, I was so, so tense. 1101-2,
109-1121
I've been told by lots of people that 1 have a heart of gold, you lmow and yet
he would corne dong and hurt me and then say, "oh well, you know, you
always hurt the one you love" and "don't take it personally".But that's all
very fine u t i l it's happening to you. You're living in it. [LOI-2, 657-6651
The enduring nature of Jerald's anger had severe effects on Isabeile's caregiving. One

consequence expressed by Isabelle was the feeling of hurt.

But what really hurt me is when he would get angry, he would Look at me
with so much hate in his face and in his eyes. His niends even said, Mrs.
Smith, why is he treating you like a dog?" The pastor in the church came up
and he said, "He's treating you like a dog, " he says, "Why is he doing this?"
[101-2,393-4031
Isabelle felt incapable to continue caregiving under the umelenting condition of anger. Living
with Jerald's anger became intolerable and affecteci her cornmitment to caregive.

So frankly, it finally got to the stage that 1 wasn't gomg to accept that and told
him to get the heIi out. 1 couldn't take it mymore. So then he tumed around
crying and told me how sorry he was, you know. But in the rneantime, 1 was,
1 thought 1 was going crazy. [101-2, 4134201

That's it, L. 1 said. "You're out." 1 said, I caa't raice this any more. I've done
the best 1 can for you and 1 can't do it any more." 1 said, "You'd better fied
somewhere to go." "And you shut up, shut up, shut up you bitch," he shouted
to me. 1101-2, 590-5961
Isabelle decided the only way to survive Jerald's anger was to distance herself both mentally

and physicaily from him, and it.
1 won? let him hurt me. 1 won? Iet him control me. Uh, that's the way it's

going to be. [101-3, 56-58]
So 1 told Peter that I wasn't going to see Jeraid. 1 said 1 wasn't going to see
him because, 1 said, there's no point in it, you know, he's, he's rude to me
when 1go. 1101-1, 49-53]
As well, Isabelle's family felt the need to protect her from Jerald's anger. They too distanced

her from his anger.
And um,my son Joseph took Jerald aside and sat him down. He said,
" Enough is enough" he said. "You' re not doing this to mom any more. " "1
didn't know" Joseph says, "You were doing this to my mom. " He says, "No
more. '' Jerald says, "1want to be aione. " Joseph says, "You are alone.
Nobody cornes to see you. " He says, "What can you expectn he says, "If this
is the way you go on with people" he says, "What do you expect them to do?
They 're not going to corne and see you" he says, "Whenyou're abusive like
that ." He says, "No more. No more Jeraid. " And he says, "You're not
phoning my mom any more. " He says, "She's had it with you. " So Joseph
came home. The first thing he did was got rny phone number changed. And
uh, then I think maybe that h m Jerald a linle because 1 think he'd been trying
to phone me. [101-1,881-9101

Anger was the mitigating force which exiled both Isabelle and her f a d y from Jerald. The
hurt suffered as a consequence of anger distanced Jerald fkom Isabelle and others.

Another caregiver reported feeling distancecl by resenment experienced as a

consequence of her own and the PLWA's anger. Lime for example, felt managed by

Tommy's resenmient and his substantial d e d on her presence.

He resents it. He resent's my, he's very, very possessive. And he's just, so
angry, you know. "I'm not going to corne with you any more. You're always
taking to people." 1 said, "weil". He just resents rny, my having any life that
doesn't involve him and, you know he's very isolated. He has no fnends that 1
know of. [104-2, 4114201
Tommy lacked other resoufces besides those of fnendship. Money was another resource
which conmbuted to his isolation. Ongohg debt became one issue which contributed to

Lizzie's feelings of resentment toward Tommy.
1know, 1 lent him money. He owes me $1200.00. He promiseci me, this was
in March, O.K.,he's promised me that on August 1st I'm going to get my
money, but I'm not. Because something else is going to happen. [IW-2, 2118-

21301
So I feel resentfül because here he Ïs, here he has ken. Oh, he did pay me for
M y ' s rent mw he did. But not to me, but he paid, or was it June, 1 can't
remember. He knows that I'm a single parent. Nobody helps me. Um. 1 could
use a couple of hundred bucks. That would be nice. 1 mean, I'm buying aU the
proceries. I'm paying aU the utilities. Um I donPtknow if he has any money or
not. 1don't know. We don't talk about his money situation. [104-3. 817-8291

It's unconditional (her acceptance) but its' providiug me with a littie bit of
resentment. I'm feeling a iittie bit resentful and, 1 mean, he owes me money .
Tomorrow's August la,O.K. [LW-3, 712-7161
As well, Tommy's indifference to her personal sacrifices affected Liaie's resentment and

anger.
I was just so pissed off with him. 1 mean, here 1am at 1 o'clock in the
morning, 1have to get up for work the next &y. And he's only fantasking
that the pnvate duty nurse is going to be there. And uh, 1 told him how much
that had hurt my feelings. And he said, "WeU, 1 was just so doped up." He
said, "1didn't know wbat 1 was saying. " And 1 th&, yea, you did. 1104-3,
443-4601

Lizie "works"at managing her emotions and recognizing their impact. She is aware that her

anger extends beyond the PLWA to her family.
And you know w b t Sonia, as I'rn talkuig to you, I'm for the fim the,
feehg angry. Like I've never said the word angry in the last 6 months. I'm
feeling angry at my sisters. I really am. How d m they? [104-2, 2021-20271

As well, Lime is aware of feeling the impact of her AIDS caregiving.

Um, and a word came to me today as to how I'm feeIing. I'rn feeling isolated.
I'm feeling that this person who is in my Me is isolating me from other
peop.. , like 1 feel just isolated. 1 can't explain it any other way. [104-2, 15-21]
In this sense AIDS, has isolated or exiled not only Lime, but also Tommy from those
resources which couid assist them to manage their respomes to the illness.

Labourine the Losses
Labouring the losses consritutes the emotionai work of famiiy caregivers as a
consequence of the tangible and intangible Iosses incwed throughout their AIDS wegiving.
Loss denotes that something is being taken away from the caregiver, or that he or she is
behg deprived of somerhing they ought to have. The labouring of losses entails developing

awareness, atmchhg meaning, and managing the feelings associated with the loss. Loss is
suffered within a temporal context and is iaboured over the entire ilhess trajectory.

Consequently, caregivers may sustain multiple losses and feel these additive effects. Losses
pervade ail aspects of the caregivers' lives affecthg their primary relationships, work,

recreational activities, hobbies, and their wncaregiving hours. The constancy of caregiving
activity and demands may initially obfuscate the recognition of loss. However, over M i e

caregivers becorne aware of loss, and its meaning for them. Caregivers manage their feelings
of uncertainty , anger, guilt, anguish, and sadness as consequences of these losses.
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Intangible losses coIlStitute the caregiver's loss of social circles, personai needom,
interpersonal relationships, t h e for caring for oneself, and watching the loss of the PLWA's
personhood or physïcal seif. Tangi'ble loss constitutes those economic losses such as a job,
fuiances, or home. As weU, for one half of the caregivers (three) this labour of losses
included the physical loss of the PLWA through de&. At the conclusion of the study, five

of the seven f d y caregivers had SuTViveci the loss of their loved one.

Labouring the losses is comprised of two subcategories, Facuig Loss and Lening Go.
Together they porhay the caregiver's smiggles associated with loss and dying. The type of
labour which occurs is primariiy distirguished by the temporaiity of the loss (acnial or
mticipated death of the PLWA), and the caregivers movement toward resolving the loss.
Each category is discussed in terms of its process, conrext, and consequences. Labouring the

losses is managed within the context of tabouring in exile and as well, is affected by the
labour of uncertainty.

Facino Loss

Facing loss describes the ongoing work of caregivers in developing awareness of, and
attaching meaning to, anticipated and incurred losses as consequences of their caregiving

The process of facing the loss requires that the caregiver reflect on the tangible and

intangible losses associated with their caregiving. Caregivers faced substantive losses
pertaining to relationships, persona1 freedom, and use of t h e . The range of losses
experienced included their relationships with the PLWA, family, and friends; their quality of
life; a "pre-AIDSwlifestyle; and fiiiancial stam.

The most profound, enduring loss suffered
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was facing the possible death of their loved one. the PLWA. The process of facing loss
requires that the caregiver confront the reality of the eventuaiity of the PLWA's death. As
weii, it involves the development of

an awarenw of loss in his or her Iife since AIDS

caregiving began.
Making a cornmitment to caregive marked the beginning of facing the loss. For one

caregiver, facing the loss represented coming to terms with his uncenainty to engage in the
role as caregiver.
1 knew Dean a lot, a year, almost two years before I moved in here you know.
And to me it was, 1 was facing, it was like getting h o a cage with a Lion, you
know. Like 1 didn't know. 1 was scared of him. Prejudice has nothing to do
with that, I'rn not explaining it properly. It was, what I'm trying to Say is that
it was a challenge, it was a big challenge for me and I'rn very glad 1 did it
because it made me a better man. It made me understand. [103-2,1162-11741

Facing his uncertahty to commit to caregiving provided Jeremy with a sense of personai

satisfaction and understanding. However, his cornmimient to caregive aiso resulted in social
and economic losses.

And uh, the penon that 1 was working for, he was going to fire me if 1 did
not quit. 1 did have to quit cause 1just couldn't go on any more with my back,
but he was ready to fire me because he was getting cornplaints fkom the other
worken that they didn't want to work with me. It wasn't that I'rn not a good
worker, you how, and it wasn't, it was just cause they lmew 1 lived with

somebody that was HIV and they were afraid to work with me cause they were
going to catch it. [ I O H , 281-2931
For some caregivers, the intense demands and s n a i n associated with caregiving resmcted
their personal freedom, time, and energy for other activities. The loss of personal fieedorn

translated into not king able to spend time with fiiends, to take trips, and or to work

ovenime. For example, Robert's social hctioning became resmcted as Andrew 's care needs

So we were pretey independent Iiving and, uh, then things started to slide. So 1
would miss functions, socials, you h o w , for imtance family socials, or get
togethen with fiends in the nei~bourhood.Um, 1was wanting to take a
French coune with my roommate. and 1 didn't emol with hmi because
Andrew needed my care. [IO?-1, 33 1-3401

Robert felt the need to put his own personal life on hold and postpone pirsuing his personal
goals while caregiving to Andrew. In contras, another caregiver felt that his Life was not

held back by his caregiving. For example, Jeremy was aware that his feelings of
protectiveness toward Dean affected his loss of time for himself.
I couid Say that 1 put my life on hold but when 1 really look at it, 1 reaUy
didn't. Because sometimes 1 look at Dean. yeah, sometimes he stops me from
going to Mexico for a couple of weeks. But he realiy doesn't stop me ftom
going because he doesn't. 1 think what's happemd to me is I'm overprotective.
Uh, he's not mine, but he's my responsibility and if something happens and
I'm not here, that's something that, again, is lüce I shouldn't have done that, 1
should have stayed at home. So that's one of the reasons why 1 don't go. 1 do
need a break though. [103-1, 1690-17051

For the three caregivers who worked, the strain of caregiving af5ected their ability to
work at their full time jobs. Caregivers reported their loss of ability to concentrate on work
while thinking of the PLWA's needs. For example, George expresseci his loss of focus and
evennial Ioss of employment.
1 was very close to work so for the fnst while I could look after him myself
by bounchg back and forth. Um. And although 1 couldn't stay very focused at
work and my boss finally laid me off, um,which made firiances even worse.
1106-1, 191-197

Of these caregiven, one ranked the importance of his status as caregiver as the priority in his
life. For example, Robert faced his anger at a colieague at work who suggested that "work"

was his priority without knowing the substantive details of his life.
1 was reaüy upset by him, especiaUy the point when he said to me, you know,
your number one pnority is work. And 1mean, here's Andrew lying in the

hospital bed and right now, my,yes, right at this point in time my number one
priority at this hour is king here, but when 1 lave nom here it's not the
number one priority in my Me. 1107-1,232-2341
The increased demands on Robert's time because of his caregiving efforts d t e d in changes

his Mestyle, including his abiiity to sociaiize at work.
Wheceas before when AQdrew was heaithy or before Andrew had iived with
me, you how, I'd sit aromd after work, you know, dnnk a cup of coffee or
go soc..go get a bite to eat or, you know, just be more relaxed. 1 wouidn't be
rushing out die door, or even going out every day for lunch, 1 mean 1don't do
that now. [107-2, 2296-23041

Severai caregivers experienced a loss of personal freedom as a loss of control over
their daiiy Lives and circumstances. Time with and away from the PLWA no longer seemed
under their conrrol and they felt the PLWA's needs affected their use of t h e . For example,

Robert felt his rime away ftom Andrew was preoccupied by his thoughts of needing to be

Didn't want to leave him. When 1 did leave, 1 thought about him aU the t h e ,
you know, wherever you go. Why would I want to sit here? You should be
sitting with your friend. You ain't going to be able to do that much Longer.
And so I was aware of that. It's probably why 1 didn't want to leave h i because 1 knew that it was, you k w w , he was, we only had him for a shon
time. Like time was, it was coming to an end and very soon. 1107-2, 769-7861
As well, the sense of time as an uncenainty was an apparent factor which affected loss of

control. For example, Ieremy chose «, remain at home because of his uncertain fear that

Dean may die aione.
And 1 think that's what keeps me at home when he's not weii. 1 don't want
him to die alone. I've been here for, I've been here this long and that moment
1want him to fiel as good as possible and if it means me laying next to hun,
me holding his hand, 1 will, 1 want to be there for him. When my time cornes,
1 might not have that. [103-2,113141411
Within the intensity and d e m d s of the caregiving experience whüe working, caregivers had

1found myseif stealuig an h o u for myself when I'd be dowmown, you icnow,
off work early ami, rather that comhg home and, uh, reIievZng the person who
was here. I'd steaï an hour for myself. Tell myseif don't feel bad about it.
And after he dies, don't feel bad about it either because you, this is a
conscious decision you're making. This is what you feel you mai. [IO?-1,
301-3 121
As the iilness progresseci, several caregivers related changes in the @ty

of thek time spent

with the PLWA, both at home and during hospitalization. The tirne spent doing caring thiogs
for the PLWA increased with the severity of the illness and the m
t
y deaeased. Two
caregiven spoke of their time spent caregiving in the hospital prior to the PLWA's death

(one spent three weeks and the other six). For both of these caregivers, their energy and time
was consumed by their cornmitment to care.

Brian had just gone into the hospital, 1 was there to feed him three times a
day. 1 got up in the morning, I met the br&ast art, 1 fed Brian, I went to
work. 1 left work at Lunch, 1 went to the hospital, 1 fed Brian, and 1 went back
to work. I did not eat. M e r work I went back to the hospitai to feed Brian. 1
stiü did not eat, you know. 1 iost 14 pounds which I never do. It's just killing
me to spend this much time there as 1 feel 1 need to or want to. [lM-2, 181918293

I would go to work. 17dcome back to the hospitai on my lunch hour and spend
my lunch there. And then go back to work. And uh, go fiom work right back.
Maybe if 1, if I come home, it was to have a shower. Um, 1 wouldn't really
eat here. I'd grab maybe something and eat it white 1 was driving. I slept there
for 17 days. [107-2,725-7321
As well, caregivers at home felt the time spent doing things for the PLWA was intensive.

For example, Robert's tirne was "busy," trying to maintain a clean, comfortable environment
for Andrew.
And uh, for the most part, it seemed my life was really busy and 1 wanted to
spend as much time with Andrew as possible. But yet, he needed so many
other things, he needed so much done. That there were, that the amount of

.

time 1 spent with him wasn't really great. It was, 1 was dohg things with him,
like if I wasn't trying to cook, or do the dlshes or do his Iaundry m y lauidry,
keep the bathroom clean, um,change the buckets for him every time he'd
been sick which could be, you how, every 5 minutes anyways you know, iike
he'd just Lie back down and he'd get sick again. You lcnow. you don't want,
who wants to get, 1 mean, 1lmow he couid get sick in another pail but you
know you can nui the rkk of iafection or something and you just want to get it
out of the room cause maybe he'ii just senle down if it's not there. No, it's
just, who wants to sit in a room with puke. [107-2,340-3691

Even when the PLWA did not reguire their cafegiving attention, the caregiver found it hard
to take thne for him or her self. For example. Robert had difficulty taking t h e to relax.

After Andrew was sleeping, my dishes would be done and the bathroorn done,
I'd probably sit down and read the papa and just, it was almost like a job,
like I had to sit down and read the paper but it was a way to force myself to
relax. [107-2,381-3871
The loss of personai tirne and fieedom was sisnificant as caregivers' day-to-day Lives became

more home- or hospital-bound. As well, the caregiver's previously established lifestyle
became resmcted when activities such as working ovenime, or taking a vacation were not

endeavoured because of his or her uncelzainty of the PLWA's s t a t u and or the loss of
resources to do so. Liiie, for example, was unable to take holidays as she laboured the
uncertainty of Tommy's mess and her loss of the financial means to do so.

Several caregiven reported social iosses entailhg f'riendship and family support as
consequences of their caregiving. Some of these losses were discussed within Labourhg in

Exile. For exampie, Jeremy felt the loss of fnendships when he engaged as Dean's caregiver.
They, I saw who my fiends are by moving in here. There was another step in
rny Me. 1 lost a lot of fiends or people that 1 thought were ftiends. And if 1
had 20, I'm lucky if 1 have 5 left. [103-1. 508-5131

Recognizing the significance or nature of the loss was at times made difficult for the
by the constant activity and needs of the

PLWA when i11. For example, Robert related

the

loss of friendships was not perceptible umü after Andrew died.
It wasn't till after he was gone and aii those rapkrnents you know that the
evenings are a l i of a sudden available, you realïze, you know, where ail your
time and energy was. And hey, where are ail my niends now? You h o w ,
because you've been out of their life for quite a bit of time too. 1 mean, my
circle of friends was not part of Andrew's support network. [107-2, 825-8341
Developing an awareness of or recogaizing the loss was not always something the
caregiver wished or chose to face. Anticipating the death of the PLWA was a difficult yet

integral part of facing the losses for several caregiven. Some spoke with uncertainty of their
funire and the PLWA's. Others were more certain that death was an anticipated outcome

they did not want to face. For example, Jeremy did not want to redize life without Dean.

It's like 1 have not been emotionai like this, (tears) but I'm
taking about dearh that I don't want to realïze. 1, it's coming right out in front of my face
right now. I'm talking about what is going to happen. Um, like he talks about that he's
dying. Oh God that's one thing that really.. , 1 had to te11 him to stop doing that. He was
taIkïng about dying, dying and it's Like, " Dean you have to stop that," because 1 have a
better chance of dying before he does.
Anticipating Dean's death was not someihing Jeremy felt cornfortable doing. For Jeremy, the

hardest part of caregiving was facing the uncertain yet probable loss of Dean to death.
The worst thing is lcnowing that you're living with somebody that might wt
wake up one day and 1 mean, that's, that can happen to me too. With Dean,
ifs a differenr thing you kww. 1think 1 lost a lot of niends which 1 didn't. 1
lost, 1 went fkom enjoying my Life of, before 1 moved in here, which was a
dflerent Iifestyle, to a responsible, responsive lifestyie. 1 did have
responsibilities at the other house but they were different you know. Dean is a
child, I'm a man, you how. And um, who wants to live with somebody that,
you know, they might not wake up in the morning. That he'li never say goodbye to you. I still can't take death very well. [103-2, 946-9631

Jeremy equated the prospect of losing Dean to that of losing a child, his child. The many
other losses he had sustained were not comparable to anticipating Dean's death.
Anticipating the loss of the PLWA was compounded by many factors inc1udiog witnessing

the physical and rnenral s u f f e ~ g
of the PLWA and the sensitivity of others when dealing

with death. For example, Freda felt the de1eterious effects of Derek's disclosure of his AIDS

That was, 1 think, the hardest part of, of the dying was him teIling because it,
you see, it drained hirn more and more every tirne. [lm-2, 221-2241
Another caregiver was affected by the PLWATsloss of memory and physical pain. For
example, George felt tomented by Brian's requests to go home, which he alone knew.
I'd see Brian at the hospiral. "1want to go home. 1 want to go home. Why
can't 1 go home?" And 1 would teil him, "Your parents are keeping you here.
I want you at home. There's nothing 1 can do about it. They have decided to
keep you here. Ir's not the doctors, it's your parents. " Um. And after we went
through a session like t h T like 30 seconds later, Dorothy (the HIV nurse)
waiked in the room and I was just in tean because he kept saying he wanted to
come home. And I said tell Dorothy what you just told me. He couidn't
rememùer. [106-2, 492-5 101

George's tonnent was cornpounded by his loss of comol to effect decisions for Brian. When
Brian's suffering becarne unbearable for George, he faced helping Brïan to let go and die.
And I went up to see him and he was really rough. They were giving him a lot
of morphine and, uh, he was sort of moaning and 1 said to him, you know, it's
not worth trying to make your birthday. This just, no, it's not worth it. 1just
want you to take aii the energy that you cm muster and you caii the univene
and you te1 them that you're ready and to come. And as 1 spoke to him the
pitch of his moms got, it changeci. Uh, they were louder, it was like, are you
hearing me? Are you trying to tell me somethhg? What is it? And 1 made sure
that, that 1 started from day one the iast words 1 ever said to Brian when 1 left
him was to remember how much 1 loved him. 1106-2, 1945-19641

George's love for Brian helped him face his loss.

The context in which the news of the death of the PLWA occurs also affects the
management of loss. For one caregiver, the insensitivity of others was an apparent factor
which affected his feelings of facing the loss. For example, Robert received the unexpected

news of Andrew's deatb over the telephone.

You know 1 found that Andnw passed away over the telephone by the
switchboard operator at the hospitai. And 1 never said nothmg. When 1 walked
in, 1just told the muse, you know, she said, oh it wasn't me and then the
nurse was so upset that 1 knew but t h % how it happened. She wanted me to
say SOT like Iay a cornplaint with the hospital and I just said, maybe its's better
that 1don't know the face who told me, you know. It's a blank face. 1107-2,
567-5791
Hearing the news of Andrew's demise, Roben was not able to face his feelings of his loss at
the time.

And 1 mean, I was standing at work. 1, alls 1 was actuaiiy doing was calling
Andrew's room. To talk to the wegiver and tell him 1 was going to go home
and grab a shirt, and she (the telephone operator) said to me, 'Are you
family?" And 1 thought why are they asking for the family before they connect
the room. 1 said, "Yeah."And she said, "Well, Andrew passed away this
afiemoon."Like, "Oh he did?" She said "Yes he did." O.K. And I just kind
of left work all shocked. [107-2,597-4091
As weil,

Robert's capacity to manage his feelings of loss were complicated by the cumulative

losses connected with Andrew 's family .
We had just lost Andrew's mom a year ago, and we loa Andrew a year later
and now it's his dad. Aiid uh, even now if fiad it, 1 never phoned his dad in a
couple of weeks. And I'm almoa scared to phone him. I'rn scared to go see
this man sick. Like 1 don't, I'm scared tbat he's dying too. 1107-2, 1594-15981

Roben feared he would soon again face the loss of yet another loved one. He had just b e p
to

face the meaning of his loss of Andrew.

Anticipahg the death and loss of the PLWA was for many caregiver's the most
emotionaily difficuit and painful aspect of the interview.

Letting go constitutes the process by which caregivers corne to te-

with the

accepmce of their losses and are able to let go of their past. Letting go is experienced
tempordly and affected by the labour of exile. For some caregivers, leaing go of th& prior

losses occurred graduaiîy. For example, the process of fucing Ioss helped the caregiver7s
gradually let go of usuai activities such as recreation or socialiùng with others. As welI,
Ietting p was incurred as part of his or her ongohg caregiving effort and many reaked loss
through the process of laburing in exile. The death of the PLWA required the caregiver to

let go of his or her past relationship, make sense of, and accept the loss.

For the three caregiver7swho experienced the death of the PLWA, letting go entailed

working through the loss and centered on finding acceptance. For example, for one mother
the process of letting go occurred over time and involved going through her son's personal

effects.

In fact, when I think when 1 was r d y able to let go is when I ! k ~ . Uwent
y
through a lot of his stuff that I had, we had just packed up and put in boxes
and, um,1 have an antique collection upstairs, but, anyway, 1 started going
through al1 his smff and sorting ali his stuff and uh, going through that and
day by day, 1 would do Like a box. And uh, I think 1 lemed a lot by that
knowing that hey, 1, the linle things that he did and I even read letten of his
of how he was so helpful to people. And 1 think that's more or less what does
help me, you know get over that. C102-2, 1209-12231
Working through the loss required the caregiver recognke the meaning of the loss for him or
her self. For example, Robert reflected on Andrew's importance in his Me.

But how can 1 go to work, like I've loa my best fkiend? Somebody who, 1
didn't even have ro ralk to. they'd know what 1 was thinkulg. Lie there's
nobody else on the face of the earth that 1 Iûiow, that knows me iike this
person. Ami suddenly they're gone now and a l l these Melong experiences that
I've made with this person, mernories. To be able to sit down and talk with
rhat person the way you did is not possible any more. To get those answers
from him and laughs and every little thing is not there. And why don't 1 feel
more devastated? Dorothy seems to feel that 1 felt a lot of it before Ancirew
passed away on a day-today basis. You don't even realize that you're already

For Robert, the abïlity to take t h e off work for compassionate lave was not a sanctioned
option. He mggied to work through his feehgs of pain, guilt and acceptame.
So when he died, I was almost disappointad that 1didn't r d y feel like this
big separation like when we broke up. For about three or four day, maybe
someone who loses a partnet' you rnight experïence that, it's Like an internal
pain. And Be, it must be in your heart, because it sure dam feels iike it. And
you can literdy fed over the course of a couple of days, it's going away.
Like it's getting l e s . It takes about, 1 dont know, took my four &ys for it to
go anyways. And I know A&ew went through it too. 1107-2,93û-948]
The physical pain of losing Andrew was let go quickiy as Robert had previously faced Ioss
with Andrew.
As the caregiver worked through the process of lening go, attention and energy

shifted from the deceased to him or herself and hidher own needs. For example, the focus of

Robert's time and attention shifted from caring for Andrew to caring for himself.
But when Andrew passed away, aiI's 1 wanted to do was corne home, be
alone. And just sit on the couch and go to sleep. Get up and have coffee in my
house. I'd k e n away from here for almost 3 weeks. 1just wanted to sit here
and have coffee. 1 would have been sorry that Andrew wasn't with me now to
have coffee with him. But he wasn't even a thought at that moment. It was, it
was just me now. 1just wanted some thne for me at home. [107-2, 1495-15051
Similarly, George realized the intensity of his caregiving efforts had left him feeling

emotionaily and physicaily draineci.
And get my energy back. 1 know it's slipped this year, it's like because I'm,
getting older. Or because my health is failing. Oh, I'm just bumeci out cause
it's k e n a heu of a year. [106-2, 178447891

The carepiver's ability to let go varied in its intensity of difficulty and duration. The process
of letting go was made dficult by the loss of youth of the PLWA. For example, George was

Brian's senior by several years.

And tough to let somebody so young go. Heu, if they could have given him
mother 10 years if 1 was dead the next day, take me. [lW-2, 861-8641
George felt the tragedy of Brian's death. He rrlived the experience and faced
l e b g go.
And they said tbat he didn't have any anger, he was @te accepting and ready.
Um. Of course we weren't. Never are. Even when we say we are, we're not.
We're not. We wiil do our very best to keep alive for whose sake? Our owa.
Which is too bad, you know.He was ready to go. Um, if he had been in

better health and chosen his own day, 1 was quite prepared to help him pick
his own day, if that was the route that he had chose. When he W
y figured
that would be a good idea, and was all ready, he was already in the hospital.
And I could no longer help him. That was very hard on me. [106-2,462-4811
For several of the caregivers, letting go of thek loved one was affected by theu readiness to

accept the reality of death, without having had an opportunity to grieve.

Labour of Uncertainty

Labour of uncertainty describes the caregiver's pemasive sense of feeling unsure of
the present, funire, and past illness events or outcomes comected with his or her

AIDS

caregiving. The labour of uncertainty is a constant, derived throughout the caregiving
experience, as the caregiver attempts to make sense of the sustained ilhess events and
outcomes. The caregiver's emotional labour is comprised of generating meanhg and
managing his or her feelings associated with the unpredictable nature and pervasiveness of
the AIDS illness, symptoms, and are. The emotional outcomes of the caregiver's labour of

uncertainty are experienced as feelings of lack of control, anxiety, worry, and fear.

Uncertainty was expressed as a consequence of caregiving in the present, the future,
a n d o r the p s t . In the present, caregivers experience uncertainty when awaiting test results,
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and or anticipating the meaning of the PLWA's illness responses. As the caregiver munitors
the PLWA, he or she may experience uuceMinty related to the disease progression,

treatxnent issues, and emotional responses. The duration of the illwss and the specific nature

of the symptoms that evolve as the illness progresses, can not be used by caregivers to
predict the futlire course of the illness. As weH, the caregiver's p a s abiIity to manage AIDS

caregiving is not predictive of their future abiiity. The caregiver's existing knowledge of the
PLWA's day-to-day illness symptoms is ais0 continually chanmg and conm'butes to his or
her feelings of uncertainty. Caregivers labour in future uncertainty

when anticipating their

ability to manage the illwss outcomes or the death of the PLWA. Uncertainty is also a

product of past reflection on care outcomes. The caregiver labours uncertainty in the present,
anticipates the future and relives the past.
Caregiver's feelings of uncertainty vary in intensity , timing, and content, but are

never completely dayed. As the caregiver engages in monitoring the PLWA, the uncertainty
of AIDS is experienced as rnoving into and receding from conscious awareness. Uncertainty

is experienced in distressing peaks of intensity and relatively tolerable background Ievels
between the peaks. The PLWA does not need to demonstrate new symptoms for caregivers to

labour the u n c e b t y of AIDS. Caregivers are aware that AIDS c m jeopardize the PLWA's
health with Iittle or no warning. This knowledge of possible AIDS-losses is of concern to
caregivers. Uncertaiaty in this respect is a constant, even when the PLWA's disease
symptoms are under control.

The labour of uncertahty is inextricably bound with the U o u r of Cosses. As well,
uncertainty is experienced by the caregiver within bis or her laoounng in exile and its

management. This section d e m i s only the set of causes, contexts, conditions and
interactions that comprise the labour of uaphor of a "rouer coaster."

It is a roiier coaster. Especiaiiy when they have their good days and you're so
up and the next day, ten things can go wrong. [106-1, 2109-21111
It's been an unbelievable rouer coaster ride but there's k e n lots of joy and
lots of fun and. you know,just îike 1feel. you h o w , I'm in a web. In a web
of a very, very skilful spider. 1104-2. 2821-28261
For these caregivers the contrast of the good and the bad days, with their ups and d o m ,
resembled the uncertainty of the PLWAYsilloess responses. As weil, one caregiver extended
the metaphor to a spider's web. For Lizzie, this ühess was encompassing and entanglhg.

Liaie's metaphor of the spider-web, related to her relationship with Tommy and her AIDS
caregiving relationship. It demonmated a sense of an uoexpected, yet cenain fate.

For some PLWAs and their famifies, uncertainty had a dual nature. On the one hand,
the uncertain course of the disease gave the caregiver hope that the PLWA7scontinuai

sumival would ailow them to benefit fiom treatment. For example, Freda recognized Derek's
deteriora~ghealrh statu, however, she rnaintained hope that he would benefit from medical

treatment.
So at this point he couldn't walk straight or anything anymore. He had lost,
you know,1 mean, it had, you know regressed more and more all the t h e .
Every day. 1 would see fiom not king able to taik or 1 mean, graduaily every
day. Then aLi of a sudden one day, it would ail, it just seemed like it was like
a miracle hey. you know. Yeah. It was better and you know, so he finally
decided to uh, let the doctor corne in to see him. [102-1, 932-9443

On the other hand. the uncenainty of the PLWAYsday-toaay disease management exaacted

an enomous emotional toii. For example, Liaie identified feeling anxious while awaiting
Tommy's biopsy results. Liaie's uncertainty was heightened by the p e n d of waiting for the

redts and was marked by agony.
Arad then 1 was sitting a l l day Tuesday on pins and d e s . I was jusr in
agony, I didn't hear. 1 said to him, "Phoneme the minute. " He said, "1'11
phone you nom the hospital." Didn't hear Born héo until about 3 o'clock in
the aftemoon. 1 was thinking that they sent him directiy to the Cancer
Foundation. Finaily , b phoneci me at 3 o'clock and 1 said, "Ohmy God, I've
been waiting al1 &y to hear from you." He dida't get any rpsult and then he
and his mother went shopping. I was Sitting here. (chuckle) 1 was so i111gry.
And 1 thought, weiI 1 thought, weli who am 1 angry at, you Iniow.1mean, 1
got myself into a snit and 1shouldn't be angry with him but. 1104-3, 289-3 131

Another caregiver laboured with uncertainty during a holiday away from ber son. isabelle
wonied about Jerald's ability to manage alone.

Do 1 have to go home? What's going to happen? You lmow. So, 1 didn't really
enjoy my holiday at al1 but 1 thought all the tirne, every time, ail the time 1
was there. 1 felt nauseated. You h o w , I'm feeling nauseated. 1 didn't want to
eat or anyrhing. I just didn't want to be there. 1 wanted to be away. Like 1 felt
as though there was a whole heavy load on top of me. So, O.K. when we get
back he was fine. [101-2,466477
As weIi, one caregiver also identified king uncertain of the day-to-day resources he weded

when he engaged in caregiving.
1 didn't know what 1 was in store for, whether I'd need a wheelchair for him,
you know, in the houe of what. [106-1, 204-2073

George engaged in caregiving even though he was not certain of Bnan's care needs or of the

equipment he would require to provide m e .
The present dimension of uncertainty also included the consmcy of caregiver's

contextual womes. Caregivers expressed uncertainty in maintainhg their caregiving
relationships, thek inability to predict the PLWA's responses, and their own HN statu. For
example, Lizzie womed about the effects of her caregiving relationship on Tommy, his
family , and her own family .

I'm womed for him and I'm worried for me. I'm womed for the relationships
in my Iife ami I'm, worried if I'm giving up too much. If I'm. if giving up is
the right word, but if I'm, do 1have my priorities Sûaight? 1don't know, 1
don't know. [104-2, 137-1431
Two caregivers expressed a combination of feeling uncertainty within ceRainty. For example,
Lizùe was uncenain of Tommy's intention to move, yet was certain that money prevented it.
1don? know. 1just don't know.I said to hmi today, "Whenare you planning
on rnoving?" Do you have (a plan)? "Yeah, I'm going to taik to my mother
about it today." 1 don't think he is. He has an apartment that he hasn't moved
into yet. AU his stuff is in storage right aow. So. i f s just a matter of gening
the money togethet and making this mve. But he never has the money. So
this is just a contirniou son of thing now. [i04-1, 840-8581
As well, Lizzie's historicd knowledge of Tommy's part responses afkcted her ongoing

feeling of uncertaicity. She feared what could happen if she asked Tommy to leave, based on

her past expenence.
1 said you can't live here any more." 1 said, I'm not kicking you out of my
house." 1 said, T m not kicking you out of my Iife."1 said, "You just can't
sleep here any more." 1 said, "My sister knows." 1 said, "YOUhave to
understand the complexities of my life." He just went nuts. He said, "O.K. "
He packed his knapsack. He said, "Don't worry about me anymore. You wiii
never see me again." 1 went running d o m the sueet after him crying. I said,
"Where are you going? Please don' t do this. " He said, "Don't worry . You
don't have to worry about this." And then he phoned me at 8 o'clock in the
evening. I said, "Where are you?" 1said, "Tellme where you are. I'li corne
get you." He sounded drowsy. He had taken something. 1 could hear Street
noises behind. 1said, "Have you taken anything?" He said, "It doesn't matter,
I'm just going to lie down under a tree and you're never, 1'11 be out of your
haïr. You don't have to worry." 1 said, "Where are you, tell me where you
are. I'U come and get you." He wouldn't tell me so he cm off the Liae. 1
phoned Dorothy @IV nurse) back and 1 said, "1don't know what to do." I
was so temfied. Um, and as I'rn on the phone with her, the doorbeil rings,
it's him. (104-2, 2547-2587

Lizzie's uncertainty was compounded by her knowledge of Tommy's past suicide attempt.

She womed about approaching him to leave and or asking for the money he owed her.

1 was lying in bed and I was thinking, "What's next, you know? What's going
ro happen now that's going to prevent me from gettïng my money on August
I st. " 1 need the money, you kww- 1said to him, "1cm' t go on holidays if 1
don't get my money back fiom you." 1 don? think he has a conscience. 11042, 2135-21431

Mixed uncertainty was also experienced by Isabelle. She feared encourttering her son's

pervasive anger. Isabelle's historicai knowledge of Jerald's anger was a constant in her role
as caregiver.

Like he was sitting on the couch and I'd be, do something, cause L was
waiting for him to pounce and Say this is wrong, that's wrong. that's wrong.
Everything in the kitchen's wrong. Like, he. he was m
g everything. And
it was hard. 1 was, it was iike walkhg on egg sheiis. And 1, when I'd get up
in the moming, I was, he'd corne down and I'd be looking at him to see what
kind of a mood he was in. When 1went out anywhere and 1came home, I'd
be looking up at the window «, see whether he was up and out because it was
always tense. [101-2, 89-1021
The certainty of Jerald's anger was indisputable, yet Isabelle was uncenain of her necessary
exposure to it. As well as living with Jerald's anger, Isabelle dealt with not laiowing how to
help him manage it.

If a person doesn't let you know, well, you can't you can't help them if they
don't, if they don't let you know how they feel, or what's going on. Cause
you don? know what's going on with them. [101-2, 857-8621

Two gay caregivers lived with the uncertain knowledge that they too may become

HIV positive. One caregiver dealt with his uncertainty by choosing not to become
knowledgeable of his status and avoiding testing. The other, although presently HI'

negative, womed that he could stiil become positive in the future. In this case, Jeremy
suffered uncertainty as a mernber of the "worried weii."

But 1 still thuik that I'm going to get it though. It's something that it's always
been my, you h o w , so. I've had lovers fkom the past that are HA? Uh,
there's a long penod in berween since we broke up that they couid have got it

then afier, you know. But it's still, it's still there, you know. It's still that
ghost in the closet. 1103-2, 1352-13611
As a consequence of his unceaainty, Jeremy undement testing on a reg*

basis.

1 go and get checked every 6 months because 1 need to. But, uh, if 1 go get
checked, I have to go get checked soon, if he tells me tbat I'm MV,1don?
h o w . 1 don't know how I'm gohg to face that. Just cause I'm dealing wirh it
now, that doem't mean that I'm going to be able to deaï with it myself. [1032, 1382-13901

For Jeremy, the knowledge of his seronegative statu is not enough to dispel his uncenain
knowledge of his future status. As weii, king able to deal with AIDS in someone else, does
not ensure that Jeremy can "deal"with ADS in himself.

Future Dimension of Uncertaïn~
The nature of AIDS as a chronic disease of multiple ami complex changes created an

uncertain future. It was impossible for the caregiver to predict the iliness trajectory, care
needs, or the responses of the PLWA based on his or her histoncal kwwledge. Caregivers
were also uncertain about their future and the consequences of their caregiving. Anacipating
the fuaue progression of the illness and the care required was expressed by caregivea as

feelings of lack of control, worry, andlor fear. For example, Lizzie womed about her life as
well as Tommy 'S.
Yeah, I'm struggling dong and I'm worrying about the future. Just worrying
about, you know, my ultimate involvement. [104-3, 393-3971

Uncertainty regarding the PLWA's weU-being and the effects of AIDS led to the
caregiver's fear of the future for self and his or her ability to manage. For example, Lime
anticipated the effects of AIDS on her Me. Even though Tommy was not ili, uncertainty was

a recurrent theme within the temporal context of her caregiving.
So 1 can't imagine what's going to happen to my Me, 1know this sounds
selfish but, can't imagine what's going to happen when he &y becornes U.
He's not right now. He's terrified. He's very fnghtened. And I've said to him,
"What are you going to do?" So. I'm in the position of feeiing a littie anxious
about the ultimate, oh, the ultimate, um progression, outcorne. (104-1, 219-

You can't imagine when it reaiiy starts and the awfkhess and the illness really
It's just going to be. And I'm feeling reay selfish about that and I'rn
feeling, oh, I'rn feeling seifïsh because I'm. 1don't laiow, it just sort of seems
the next couple of years of my Wre, sort of, excuse me, (crying) in and out of
emergency roorns and waiting and, you know. [104-3, 137-141
staru.

Lizzie anticipated a lack of control in her hture as an AIDS caregiver. with fear and the
prospect of time spem waiting and watching Tommy's deterioration. Her uncertainty

increased as she received the results of his biopsy.
I'rn just feeling very fkïghtened about tomorrow. I'm just feeling really
fnghtened like what next. And 1 guess AIDS. He said ?O me, "It was Kaposes.
That means 1 have AIDS." But 1 said, 'Yes, 1 know. " And he said, "I'm really
fnghtened." And 1 said, "So am 1. " 1 donTtknow if that's the right thing io
Say. 1 said, "1 love you and I'rn fnghtened too." And I don't know if it was
the right h t g to Say but it was Born my heart. [104-2, 647-6633
It's really hard. It's reay hard because 1just love him. He's like one of my
children. He's my boy, he's my child. He's part of my h e m and um,uh, 1
donTtknow. It's um, oh Gd, 1mean I just, I'rn so worried about tomorrow
because I just don't know what, how they're going to treat him, or like he's
just terrified of chemotherapy. [104-2, 1246-12551
Lizzie's love and her knowledge of Tommy's fears affected her own fear of his possible
treament with chemotherapy. She was uncertain of whether her response to Tommy was
" right " , but is it was h e d e l t .

Severai caregivers anticipated the fbture death of the PLWA as the ultimate

progression of the disease.

1 mean, as 1 said, I don't think, however this ends, 1 can't even imagine that
he would die. He knows, 1 don? know. it's just going to be just ternie. But I
mean he's wt ili right now so. [104-1, 1152-11581

W U I be able to handIe that, you know. It's iïke if he does get too sick to the
point where I know he's aot coming back, gonna corne back here, then it's
going to be like, O.K. this has been your home and m y home for a long tirne
and, you know,can 1 go back to that home type thing, you h o w . That's the
ody, that's the oniy thing that's M y tbat W y bothers me sometimes. 1
know he's, he's sick, but reaily he might not be telling me like maybe show
sick he might be, you h o w . 1100-1, 812-8271
Anticipating their fiinire life without the PLWA was one certainty tbat caregivers did wt
want to imagine. One caregiver spoke of unceaainty in her response to the PLWATswish to
discuss his fimeral.
So we had this ridiculous conversation and 1said, "1don? h o w if those
conversations, 1 guess they're O.K. to have," but 1 said, "Let's not talk about
nght now. " 1 said, "Let's try and talk about posiave steps.
that kind of SM
But then maybe I'm denying him because of my own, but I'm not afraid of
talking about death or dying. You know 1 had many powefil conversations
with people. Um, But 1 just, and 1 don't know if my inability, not inability,
I'm not unable, but my reluctance to talk about it, it's more predicated on let's
talk positive smff. Let's not ta& about iùnerals and death right now. Let's taIk
about treatment and, and, uh, some living, not dying. Right? But 1 don? know
it that's right. 1 don't lcnow if that's my denying. 1 don? h o w . 1104-2, 128513101
"

L k i e was uncertain of whether she should help Tommy anticipate death or promote his hope
for ueatment.

Past Dimension of Uncertainty

The past dimension of uncertainty represents the caregiver's reflection on the meaning
and outcomes of their caregiving work. One caregiver doubted the benefit of a past action
which affected her curent caregiving situation. For example, Isabelle questiowd and relived

her decision of giving the hospital her son's phone number.
So I gave him Steve's mimber and I don't know Ï f 1 did right or wt, you
kww. Now I think back, I think 1did things that was wrong. [101-1, 860-8631

In retrospect, IsabeUe recognized her uncertainty of how to best manage Jerald's care.
For two other caregivers, unceLtainty was a outcome of then need to make sense of
the death of the PLWA. For example, George was left with the feeling of regret and
wondered if he had done enough to keep Brian dive.

It's too bad a lot of things m e d out the way they m e c i out. Um. In his Me,
un, 1 spend my time wondering if 1 shouid have done things differentiy. You
know you do. You know. Um. Did you do enough? But that's only because 1
didn't want to let go, you how. Is there anything that I could have done that
would have kept him around longer. That extra four days to make his 3 1st
birthday that he wanted to make. 1106-2, 850-8601
Another caregiver, Freda wondered if Derek's quaiïty of life was affected by her love and

And I do think his Me, and 1 don? know if I'm satisfied in my own thoughts

and if I am that's good because I'm important, not anybody else. 1 feel that his
life was emended longer because I did feed him good and 1 did care for him
and he had the love, you know, the security. [102-2, 1006-10131
As well. George wondered about care decisions that kept Brian alive and questioned the cost

of contiming supportive meamient.

You never h o w what is right or wrong about anything. Was 1 right to feed
him you know? Um. He was ready to go. No one was ready to let him and as
long as there was any thread of Me in him, health care was going to vend
dollars to keep him aiive. Why? He's going to die anyway. But we spent Wre
$50,000, $60,000 dollars trying to keep him alive when he was ready to go.
You want health care cm, as odd as it sounds, that's a waste to do so. 1106-1,
3234-2241
In light of Brian's readiness to die, George was left to question the effort of maintainine Me
at al1 costs.

The caregivers' sauggles with the unce-

of caregiving in the presem,

anticipating the hture, and reiiving the past were made tolerabie by hop. One caregiver
eloquently shared mis hope.
And 1 thuiL, 1 hop, 1 hope that underlying a i i of this is nue affection and m e
caring. Wei1 1just hope that. 1 h o p . [104-3, 980-9831

Hope offers a sense of control in the uncertainty of AIDS caregiving.

Carino Transformation

Caring transformation is both a discovery process and an outcome of the AIDS family

caregiving experïence. Caring transformation is embedded in the details of ordinary,
everyday life experïences of the AIDS family caregivers. Caring transformation expanded

consciousness, giving a different fonn or appearance to the caregiver's H e as a consequence
of the caregiving experience. As a process, caring transformation is discovery where

caregiving enables the caregiver to c o n m e and vaiidate the meaning of his or her
experiences. The process of making sense is a derivative and interpretive one, arising fiom
the context of caregiving and the caregiver's world view. As a consequence, transformation

occurs within the social context of AIDS caregiving to reformulate the caregiver's sense of
self. The order of things and the rhythm of their lives changed irrevocably. In essence, the

caregiver changed throughout the discovery of the lessons learned from AIDS caregiving.
Caring transformation is educative as it brings about what is an unknown faculty of
the caregiver and entails emergence of a new self. It often takes the fom of expanded

consciousness, and in this sense a f d y caregiver is educated by his or her caregiving and

is profoundly aansformed. To be educated, a caregiver does wt have to know much or be
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technically informed about the diseese of AIDS. However, he or she does have to be exposed

to the traosformative events of an engaged and vuherable human He. Caregivers become

more articulate about ma-

of the heart. They leam to hear with their h e m , not just their

minds. An important dimension of the caregiver's tnu&ormationis his or her insight or
sensibility. As caregivers educate their h W , they rnay spend time contemp1aaOg certain
events never M y grasping their meaning, but becoming more intimate with their mystenes.
G r a d d y they may be woven into ways of thinking and Living as the basic themes of their

own mythology and philosophy. The ttansformation which occurs, affects and is affected by
his or her caregiving.

Transformation is comprised of two categories, Discovering Self P e r ~ p e ~ vand
es
Discovenng S y m Perspectives. The categories are defined by the properties and attributes
of their transfomative laiowiedge.

D iscovering Self Permctives
Discovering self perspective describes the caregiver's expandeci consciousness of how

AIDS caregiving transfonned his or her personal ale meaning. Caregivers reflected on the
process and outcomes of caregiving and coastrued meaning perspectives in theû lives. In the

process of discovery, caregiven asked questions of themse1ves to discover a new reality.
Through discovery, changes were made in the ways wegivers defmed themselves and the

meaning of their expenences. Knowledge of self as a caregiver was both painfid and
satisving, and entaiied seifdoubt and selfdiscovery. Caregivers discovered awareness of

self which transfonned perspectives on cime, health, life and the relationship with the
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PLWA. In the process of discovery, caregiven found inaer strength to cope with the daily
dernands of caring for the PLWA. They found hop in their spirituai beliefs, changes in their

lifestyle, forgiveness for past resentments. and taking an active role in the PLWA's He.
Their ability to give of themselves in cornmitteci, cornpassionate caring under these conditions
was voiced as a transformative experience.
Caregivine: A Gift of Human Love
Caregiving was seen to be the most importam gift of human love, kindness and

compassion the caregiver could provide. Several caregivers reflected on their caregiving
experiences as opportunities and challenges, which were growth producing and enhanced
their undersrandhg of their self. For example, Jeremy considered himseif to have become a

beaer person.

I'm trying to Say is that it was a challenge, it was a big challenge
for me and I'm very glad 1 did it because it made me a better man. It made
me undersrand. (103-2, 1168-11741
It was, what

Jeremy discovered imer sueneth to deal with the realities of caregiving in the present and aU
its implications for the future. As weii, the process of caregiving served as a frame for

caregivers to experience themsetves in a new way. For example, kremy's engagement as a
caregiver led to a change in his gay lifestyle.
1 was living a single life, young party and yes my life did change. But it
changed to the better. I. I'm doing a thing that L enjoy. [103-2, 606-6101

And in a way I'm glad rhat I'm not working cause if 1 was working 1 wouldn't
be able to do this, you how. But as long as 1 can, yes, I will. 1103-2, 119011941

Caregiving provided Jeremy with a new sense of fiilfilment in Me. As weU, it provided

Jeremy with the opportunity to leam to overcome his fears and lack of knowledge of AIDS.

But I've, 1 look at myself as gohg on the ladder. And as long as 1 keep going
up instead of down, I'm learning sometbing. [103-2,405-4081
I'm just gmwing, pwing old leamkg. [103-1, 697-6981
Jeremy felt caregiving provided him with the an opportunity to leam and grow. A positive

redef~tionof self emerged tbat included a new awareness of self as capable, competeat,
and committed. Caregivers spoke of these elements as king positive and essential to

sustained caregiving.
Many caregivers reflected on their personal relationship with PLWA. In the context

of caregiving, moa care providers referred to the PLWA as their "childn.This transformed
perspective of the PLWA denoted the caregiver's sense of the PLWA's vulnerability, need
for protection, and changes in role expectations.

He was kud of Iike my child, you know. [106-1,1148-11491
He was my New Year's baby. 1was a new mom with a baby that wasn't going
to get any better. [lOdl, 1606-16081
The daily context of carhg for the PLWA which included cooking, cleaning, bathing and
roileting, cransformed the caregiver's perception of the adult PLWA to a child like state. As
well, the caregiver's sense of responsibility of caring for his or ber sick "child" engendered

an urgency to actualize the t h e together, and transformeci the caregiver's perception of time.
Chances In the Perce~tionof Time. Priorities. and Mortalitv

Time became a precious cornmodity for both the PLWA and the caregiver. For many
caregivers, their conscious awareness of time Muenced their daily living. Personal goals
were delayed and the PLWA's a r e needs took priority. As caregivers' perception of time

nansformed, a sense of morrality afEected their caregiving.

It's probably why 1 didn't want to leave hirn because 1 knew that it was, you

kmw, he was, we only had him for a short tiw. Like t h e was, it was
coming to an end and very soon. 1107-2. 778-7821

Many caregivers identified the importance of living Me in the present without regret. For
example, Jeremy spoke ~f the need to "do itn.
If Dean, if you pass away, 1 wili not look back and say, I feel reaiiy puiity
that 1 did this or that he wanted this and 1 didn't get him this, because 1 can't
live, 1 can't live with my conscience Mce that, you know. Lke you want to do
it, do it, don't feel sorry that you didn't do it. you know. If you can do it, do
it. [103-1, 1478-14871
With the realization of Me's fiagiiity, caregivers' attention shifted focus fIom theÏr desues to
the desire of the PLWA. For example, Robert shifted hû focus fkom what he ought to have

to what Andrew wanted.

This isn't about what 1 should have, this is what Andrew wants. He's ready to
die now . And rhat is the process of He, you know. Just be grateful you have
known him for so rnany, so iong and so many good Urnes with him. 1107-1,
886-8981
For other caregivers, death as a process of life transformed the caregiver's sense of his or
her mortality. For example, George compared the youthfulness of Brîan's loss with own life

and the iife span of others.
Take me, I'm ready to go. Yeah. Makes me, maices me look at mortality
differendy. Now 1 c m look at someone who's, you know, 78 and passed away
and if's like, he had a good long life, you how. Um. Brian did not. 1 don?
feel bad about the old people any more. Feel bad for the young. Real bad.
[106-2,868-8761
Surviving Brian's loss tcaasformed George's sense of his readiness to die. For Margaret,
surviving ber own HN diagnosis made her aware of a change in her outlook on death.

People just test HIV positive and automatically think, oh my God, I'm going
to die. Well, yeah. We're going to die, of course. Now it doesn't really bother
me. It used to for a long tirne, it bothered me. Oh my God, my T4 count is
gohg down and down and down. I'm going to die. [100-3, 3045-30531

Surviving loss transformed the caregiver's understanding of the importance of the

PLWA and valuing of the rime shared in their lives. 'ïhree caregivers spoke of t h e shared
wirh the PLWA as precious gift to be gratefkl for. For example, Freda expresseci an

awareness of a arming point where s k encountered a new ceality of tirne with Derek.
1 think we a i i have to accept the faa that b,at that point, there wam't
anythhg that we could do any more. And, uh, then if this is, you know, this
Mie was precious to us and with him. We would spend it the best way we
couid, you Imow. And 1. and Derek, h e w it too. In fact I think it was
probably 3 rnonths out of the previous 6 years or whatever that he enjoyed the
most out of bis whole He. As far as, and I mean he said, you know, that he
was so happy that his family could be with him. Be with them and them to be
with him sort of thing. [102-1, 1141-1157
The confrontation of this new reality of rime compelled caregivers io reflect on their feelings

for the PLWA. For example, Robert contemplated his feelings of wanting Aadrew's presence

and George his unrequited love for Brian.
1 wouldn't Say, like earlier 1 said that it's wrong for me, my feelings. Um, my
feelings are right but they're very selfish feelings to want him here sick, I'd
like hirn here healthy. But I'm just grateful for having him at aii, Like to know
him as a person. [107-1, 2158-21611

It was my feel good love so that's the important part. He didn't love me,
that's O.K. 1 didn't Iose anything by it. 1gained plenty. 1106-1, 302-3061
The realization of t h e spent with the PLWA as a gifi, enabled the caregivers to reco*nize
the personal ~ i ~ c a n of
c ethe loss of the PLWA in their lives. As well, having survived the

loss, a different seme of self emerged. For example, Robert discovered a different sense of

his inner strength and love.
Well, most people here should be iike ali devastated and, you know, aot king
able to cary on. 1 feel guilty with how weii I've done in this. And, 1 mean,
my love ceaainly is different when he came to live with me than when we
were in a relationship. It's a different love but yet it's the same love. [107-2,
907-9193

Through bereavement, Robert discovered a new sense of self to help him deal with his loss.
A m o r m e d sense of valuing M i e was also descn'bed by severai caregivers as

appreciating the value of each day and the ordinary aspects of living. Enjoyùig He's liale
moments, as well as not takuig M e for granteci, were commonly expressed ideas. For
example, Freda's outlook on Me's events became more cirnmispective and unnecessary mvia

was shed.
1' ve just son of realized that, hey , H e has to go on. And you got to let go,
you h o w , a lot of things. So. how it hais changed my life is. I'rn not saying
it's changed my life for the better, 1 would never Say that. But it has made me
realize that things in life not to take for gramed aed uh, not be overly
concemeà about Little things that aren't important and to try to you know,
enjoy the Little things in life. [102-2, 1l94-I2m]

Well, do you h o w what I find is that 1 don't have tbe energy that 1 used to
have but that's not because of Derek. 17msure it's because I'rn gening older
and I tiiink there's thuigs in life that have more meaning to me that they used
to have. Uh, some things that have more meanhg and some things that have
less meaning. So 1 really do think that, not oaly me, but 1 think the whole
family has a different approach to things in their We. I know his two brothers
cenainly have changed in a lot of ways, you how. Uh. 1 thmk they have
reaiized that there's more to life than, you h o w , g e b g up a d going to your
job and coming home and having your, you know. That there's so many things
in Life that have a meaning to it. And 1 think maybe what I've learned that, uh,
is to try and uh, undentand things better than 1used to. And I'm nue it's
because of what happened. [102-2, 1125-11501

Freda's awareness of less energy allowed her to let go of needless womes and trivia. This
resulted in Freda's and her family's doser, more intimate reiationship with living.

For another caregiver, appreciating the gin of each new day was important. For example,
Margaret found happiness in her daily awakening.
We wake up, I'm just lucky to wake up the next day. I'm just happy for that
you know, that I'm not sick and 1 dont want to (take medication) even if 1
have to. It's like, 1 don't need to rake that medication. It's dl up here
(pointing to head).[lûû-3, 2772-27881
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Margaret's feeling of "luck"in awakening healthy each day is u n d a o o d from the context of
her own uncertainty living with a positive HN status. Subsequentiy, her caregiving
experience had not changed her response to living Me.

It hasn't reaiiy changed. It's just urn, we just live our Ise on a, on a day-today basis and what happens after, we're the= for each other and give each
other space. [IO-3, 445-4491
~Margaret'sattitude regarding her self as a caregiver was that it was jus "living life" and not

unusual or extraordinary. This perception of self as a caregiver was echoed by Jeremy. When

Jeremy had initially faced his caregiving, it was Lüre "getting into a lion's cage." His sense
of challenge was now subdued.
1 don't do nothing for Dean anpore, you know. It's an everyday thing to me
you know with Dean. Yes, it is, it's stiil hard because you can see how
emotional 1 can get but, to me, this is just my We, you know. Now if 1 can go
and help somebody else, to me 1 did sornething good. [103-2, 1l99-12Oq

For Margaret and Jeremy, t h e spent in the "rolenof caregiver was the "ordinary"or
everyday context of their lived experience.
The Caregivim Cornmitment: Iovs and Sorrows

Ail of the caregivers realkd the strength of commitrnent by skilfUy helping the
PLWA survive the HIV ihess and or to die peacefidly. For several caregivers, the loss of
the PLWA through death transcended their time spent as a caregiver, and affirmed their

Yeah, it was a crazy the. It was a craq time. God damn 1 miss it. Oh yeah,
yeah. I've been quite happy to do it for a long the, long t h e . It was really,
reaiiy weird. Yeah it was weird. Strange, but glad 1 did it. Reaily glad 1 did it.
1 wouldn't have wanted him to be anywhere else. 1106-1, 2015-20301
So, um,I'd do it again in a minute. Might do some things differently but I'd
do it aii again. For him. And if I'm s
a clean, and it cornes down to it, with

my nephew. [1062,1274-12801
In achieving their cornmitment with the PLWA, feelings of saasfaction realWd by the
caregiver realized were refïected upon. For exampIe, Freda question& her feelings of
personal satisfaction of herself as a caregiver.

And I do think his Me, and 1don't LpoW if I'm saesfieci in my own thoughts
and if 1 am, that's good because I'm important not anybody else. 1 feei that his
Iife was extended longer because 1 did feed him good and 1 did care for him
and he had the Love, you know and security. [102-2, 1006-10131
For other caregiven, although there was satisfaction, there was ais0 struggle to fmd positive
meaning in the experience of suffering. For example, for two caregivers, Linie and George,
self doubt was evident as they quesuoned their future ability to again caregive in the conten

1 don't think 1'11 ever do this again. I think that 1. I think I'm a wonderfbl
nurse and I'm a wondemil fnend and, but 1 think that 1, as 1 said to you
initially , it takes too much fiom me. [1û4-2, 332-3371

And 1 don't know, well, 1 know that 1 don? want to do it again in my current
situation. It's not going to work, um,you know, whereas with Brian you
know, you weren't going to take him fkom me without me fighting real hard.
[106-2,1073-10761

These caregivers recognized the emotional toll of caregiving. However, they also discovered
their inner strengths of determination and cornmitment. As well, by recognizhg her personai

lirnits, Lizzie discovered a positive perspective of self and was able to commit to do
volunteering with AIDS tesMg counselling.
1 am srarting, 1 do some work with volunteering. 1 want to give somerhing
back. Yeah. 1 didn't give as much as I got. Certainly didn't. 1 cenainly got
lots. [ I W , 1765-17751

George recognized his persona1 lunit and realized the opponunity for change. For example,

George reconsidered his current living situation with his roommare, a PLWA.
And I figure it's probably a good time to get out of mis situation that I'rn in,
because I'm staning to ment my momrnate's presence already. And I would
feel obligated to become caregiver and that's a heiI that 1 refiise to go through.
1 wouid do it and hate it. Um. And 1couldn't let someone else be caregiver
cause then they would be in the house too, you know. Have two to deal with.
So. I'm game to give it a shot (move to the Lake). He can do what he wants to
do, or what he has to do. And I'rn not going to feel responsible. I'm not. I
have a big guilt complex when it cornes to dokg stuff like that. I'm not going
to have it this t h e . So I have to do this for me. I've done a lot of things for a
lot of people in my time, w w I'm just going to do for me. 1106-2, 1747-17681

1 have a good life, you h o w . Um. 1 donTtwant a dark cloud over rny head. 1
want to Iive Me to the fûiiest right up till the day 1 die. I don't want to be like
some people who, then they get on their CPP, sit and do absolutely nothing aU
day, day in, day out. That is very hard on people. That's the reason 1 want to
move to the lake. 1 can't go through this again. 1106-1,265-2821

The lived experience as AIDS caregiver provided George with the understanding of his
inability to extend a commitment in this situational context. At this point of time in his life,
he was aware of his need to take t h e for himself.

Through their carepiving commitment, caregivers reflected upon their caregiving and
feeling consequences. Questions were asked of themselves to fmd meaning and understand

their feeling responses and or those of the PLWA. As a result, caregivers became aware of
their need to gain perspective. For example, Isabelle reframed her responses toward Jerald as
she r e f o d a t e d her understanding of self.

Now the way 1 look at it, I'm looking at it now, before 1 was, he's my son,
how dare anybody say or do anything to hun. But as I told you before, 1 was
climbing a rnountain at that tirne, and when you're climbing a mountain you
don't see anything. You just look at where you're going, eh. Now, 1 think to
myself and you know maybe the hospital wasn't that bad. Maybe it was just
him. That he was so angry at everybody and everything. That nobody could
reason with him. Uh, and 1 cm see that happening if the person is very iil,
YOU ~ O W [101-2,
.
484-4981

Isabelle reflected on her perspective of Jerald and of his anger. Understanding her

perspective enabied Isabelle to leam to respond differently to both the anger and to Jerald.

I'm approaching it in a different way altogether. 1think my approach is going
to be different. Uh, if he does anything that bothers me, 1 say. "Jeremy don?
do that, you're bothering me. " "Oh,pardon me." He's still very angry at the
moment. But 1 think he has, 1 don't think that the anger is as bad as it was.
1101-2,748-7571
But one day maybe he'll give me an opening and that'li be it. See, this 1 wait
for now. 1 wait for openings to Say anything. You know 1 don't bring it up,
like, but I'll wait u t i l he says somethbg and then 1 wilI, 1 wilI kind of jump
in and Say somerhing. Very calmly, not get mad any more, you know. Don't
get mad like that any more. [101-3, 158-1711
For Isabelle, nansfonnation occurred in her lcnowledge of self, changing her attitude and

approach to anger.
The Caregivine Cornmitment: Healing Discoveries of the Hean and the S ~ i r i t

For other caregivers, reflecting on their cornmitment to continue caregiving,
motivated them to ask new or different questions of themse1ves. In the process of this sou1
searching, caregivers discovered love and spirituaiity as explanations to what heIped hem

manage or p e r s o d y sustain their caregiving experience. As weff, caregivers contemplated
that what had helped them, may also help sustain others in a similar circumstance. Moa

caregivers were aware of their love for the PLWA as enabling them to initially engage as
caregiver. However, their knowledge of love's power to endure SUffering was a different

awareness. For example, George identified caregiving as love, accessing its power and the

HIV nurse to sustain his efforts.
What helped me get through all this? (sigh) Love. Odd word, isn't it? Yeab.
The fact that 1 loved him. Um. The fact that I had, uh, that something that 1
did made me aware of that love gave me another stepping stone to push fkom
to keep going. And the HIV nurse. She's an incrediile lady. 1106.2, 913-%O]

Other caregivers identified tuming to God or reIigion to access the power of their beiiefs to

manage. For example, Freda sought God to understand meaning in her son's illness.
1 don't know what helped me to get through this, it was, 1 would Say probably
spirituaUy. Uh, 1donTtknow, 1donPtknow, 1 can't, I'm sure God's the only
person who could answer it. 1 think you have to have something in you Me
that you believe in, you know, a lot of. And, uh, my ans.., my @on
was,
"Why"?"Why does this have to be. Why does it have to be him? and Why
does this have to happen?" and a i l this kind of stuff. And, uh, 1 t h .I'U
probably soli be asking that question why. And rnaybe, uh, if I ever get up
there I'U probably still be asking why. (chuckle) You know what 1 mean?
Why? And I'm sure 1 won? be the ody one asking why. [102-2, 770-8021

Although Freda did not have answers to the question asked, her ability to him to God had
helped her manage loss. In contrat, Jeremy stmggled with his sense of religion as a source

I'm not religious anymore. 1have my own beliefs and, uh, if I'm going to
hell, 1 don't understand anytbing because religion's talked out and 1don?
how. And why do 1 have to go, Like why am 1 going to heu, for what
purpose? For caring for a child? Or for caring for a sick person? For caring
for people that abuse you? You know. So 1 think religion is one of the worst
things thar people could have because they are, it's so pre.., you know,
they're prejudiced. So that's why 1 don? have a religion. 1 believe there is a
God. But 1 don? know why he makes me, why does, iike why do 1 suffer
now, you know? Like you ask yourself so many times why, you imow. Maybe
because you Imow, I'm starting, I've, 1 had to l e m to accept it and life. You
know if 1, if there's anybody to d e r , O.K. make me d e r instead of a poor
innocent person that might not be able to take it. [ION, 1122-11491
Ieremy believed that religion had caused him to endure suffering. However, through his
belief in God he found heaiing and accepmce in his suffering.
And 1 think t h ' s why 1 do what I'm doing is, 1 think I've said this before, 1
cannot stand people suffering and suffering is, there are a lot of ways you can
suffer, you know, but this pain, caring heals. And if 1 show Dean or any other
person that 1 care, 1 think that heals. [103-1, 158645941

The powerful healing powers of caring, transformed both Deans' and Jeremy's mering.

Some caregivers offered personal insights of their discovery which they found helpful
in their caregiving. Through their expanded conscioumess of their own caregiving

experience, they reflected on what may help other AIDS caregivers. Caregiving necessitated
a new reaiity of AIDS and the need for caring connections. These are now offered as their
gifts which may assist other wegivers. For example, the gift of shared learning.
1 guess to become more aware of what the dwase was actually a i i about. At
that t h e , heard a lot about it and read a lot about it but with him king here
and poing through ali kinds of things 1 learned a lot more about it and 1 c m
t a k easy, more easily about it with other people. [100, 933-9401

The gift of a embracing life with a positive ammde.

Be as supportive as you can with that person and know that hugging or
whatever, you're not going to get anything fkom that because you go to know
that, you h o w , there's somewhere out there there will be a cure. If not, then,
you b w , you live your Iife to the fullest and avoid, 1 guess, avoid as much
stress as you can. [lûû, 1042-10501
The gifi of discourse through healing connections.

I think the best help is just to be able to talk, uh, and 1 don? necessarily mean
about AIDS. It's how 1 tatked with Bili. We cm taik about the AIDS thing or
we c m talk about something absoluteIy normal. We can make a joke about
AIDS. Or laugh at something that Brian has done. Uh, and then talk about
everyday things. Al1 in the same conversation, you know. You've got to be
able just to let things in and out as they corne out. Uh, you friends who
haven't been through the experience can't understand that, you know. If we're
talking about nn,nn, and da da da da and ail of a sudden 1 Say something about
A I D S , there's tbat pregnant pause and lights, you know, iike whereas, you
know, with other caregivers, you lmow it's a part, you kww. And it's O.K. to
say, um,but other people don? know how to deal with it, you know. So 1
think that is probably the best help is to have someone that has been through
it, uh, just to talk to. (106-2, 1370-14ûq
The gift of honest, self expression.

B: Weli,

what 1 learned fkom Margaret is that, um, there's, if somethuig is
botherhg you, say, it's a, Say wbat you think, Say what you feel.
A: The less stress you have to deal with the better.

B: It's like, even if people don? iike wbat you're saying, it's your opinion and
you have that right, the right to that opinion and don? hide anything, tell the
auth, even if it h m . Um, that's b a s i d y , like 1 used to be Like that but 1 was
never very
A: Open
B: open about it. Where Margaret was very open about it and that's what I've
leamed fiom Margaret has ken, is something's bothering you say it. Do
something about it.
A: Don't keep ir in.
B: Don't keep it in, And um, now I teach a lot of other people that. 1100-3,
2092-21191
The gift of love, faith, hope and chanty.
Just lcnowing that people believe in what you're doing. 1106-1, 982-9831
So I got encouragement, financial support even from people 1 hardly hew. So
it's t h g s like rhat that give you the mength to keep going and I loved Brian
dearly, you know. There was no way that 1 was going to fold before 1 got
through this. No way. Nuh, nuh. 1106-1, 1036-10441
The pifi of supportive relationship.

Like you can't do this alone. And that goes for anybody you brHig home who
is ili. One person to do it. 1 mean, 1 guess it is possible but not many work. If
1 wasn't working full M i e 1 could have probably done it for the most part. But
1 did work fidl tirne so, uh, you need someone to relieve you so you can go
out, even if it's to go and buy grocenes for the house. Go to work. So you do
need a fairly large network of people, some form of support network. And in
that network you've got to have people who are brave enough.[107-2, 256025691

Caregivers expanded awareness of the self discoverhg cornmitment, ability to endue,
spinniality, suffering, compassion, connection, and love, as weli as new properties of t h e
and relationships. These were the answers to the question of what had helped them

chroughout their AIDS caregiving experiences.

Discoverine Svstem Permective
Discovering system perspective describes the caregiver's expanded awareness of the

moral caring within the broader social or health care system that affécted theu AIDS
caregiving and its experience. The "moral caring" perspective of the caregiver, situated

within his or her caring ethic was expected in the provision of care by others, inciuding
health professionais. In the process of discovering system perspective, caregiven iliuminated

their view of self to that of self or PLWA and system. Their lem of consciousness was
expanded to witness the system as the PLWA may have. Caregivers reflected on the process
and outcornes of interactions between the PLWA and the wider social context. These

interactions became the moral caring lem through which they developed meaning in relation
to the health care system. Caregivers discovered both the adequacies and inadequacies of the

system to meet the PLWA's needs. As a consequence of a moral caring perspecave,

caregivers shared their meaning perspective through a discourse which predominantiy
addressed inadequacies.
Several caregivers discovered an awareness of the scarcity of resources which

adversely affecred the PLWA's existence.
1 don't think there's enough heip out there for them. So, 1 think there's a great
need for supportive, emotional, spirituai, psychologicai (help). The doctors, 1
mean, forget it. We all know what, the docton I guess have to keep that
distance. [104-1, 367-3721

The most common identifîed resource was the financiai means of the PLWA to sustain
himself. Several caregivers spoke of the financial plight of the PLWA which motivated them

to provide assistance. For example, Freda's awareness of her son's inability to work and lack

of income motivated her pay his household expenses. Her personal awareness of Derek's
difflculty expanded her consciousness to consider other PLWAs.
And 1 thuik you

know, that's one thing. Money has a big thing to play in the

care of anyone that's sick. If they have the money and can be careü for
properly, you Me is going to be extendecl by. you know. Those in the majority
of them that are very sick with that disease, they don't have the money, they
don? have the support of, or the care tizat they shouid get. [102-2,990-1013]
In this Province, we are fortunate to have sociaf services which provide financial assistance
for those who are otherwlse unable to provide for themselves. However, PLWAs in this

snidy identified difflcuity meeting numtionai reqirements with this level of assistance. For
example, one caregiver shared his observation of the need for PLWAs to access food banks.
I'd Say most of the people who are on city (social assistance) right now access
the food bank. They have no choice. They don't make enough. A lot of people
that are HIV positive that are provincial, there's a lot of different medicai
needs and Iike we're a i i on iike things like 3,000 calorie dieu, just to keep our
weight as it is. Do you know how much 3,000 calorie a day diet costs? [1003, 2332-23461
As well, this moral perspective brought awareness of the bureaucratie requirements which

affected the PLWA's ease of accessing social assistance. For example, one caregiver related
the PLWA's ability to navigate the sysrem's "red tapen while ill to access the resource of

sociai assistance.

It's like there's so much information and there's so many forms and so many
questions that it's me, it, what it seems to do is, it, uh, scares them (PLWA)
because there's so much at the same time they fkeak. You h o w , it's like,
"No, 1 don't want to know anything anymore,"because the more they know it
seems the more they freak out so. Just applying for provincial is a nightmare,
you know. You have an intake worker and you have a case worker and you
have a social worker, you have a financial worker, you have, there's forms to
ffll out. You have to get the doctors letters. You have to f..., you ~ O W it's
.
like, you're, you're Iast year's incorne tax, your binh certificate, your. They
go iike, oh my God, you know. You feel that if it's not a PLWA that's
explainhg these things, you feel this person. you're just a number. You know,
you're just a number. 1100-2. 1278-13001
A moral imperative to assist the PLWA in a humanistic rather than mechanistic process was

identified.

Caregivers refiected on rhe "caring" interactions of the PLWA with the health care
delivery system. Through this reflection, caregiven discovered perspective within their

understanding of the health care delivery system. Some caregivers discovered their personal
lack of necessary knowledge to access or make use of avaiîabIe system resources. For

example, George related his lack of knowledge of "what to say " resuited in the PLWA's
hospital-based death.

Uh, but there were just things I didn't know. 1 didn't h o w that 1 should Say to
Peter, "Peter talk to his parents. Help me get him home. " And 1 was so pissed
off with them (Brian's parents) at that point 1 didn't want them in my house.
[106-1,2186-21921

George lacked awareness of the power of his voice or of employing Peter's voice to realùe

Brian's wish for a home-based, rather than hospitaI-based death. As weii, he discovered he
lacked undersmding of the system's care.
1didn't necessady understand palliative care either. Like at the hospital, if a

family member goes into a room, nuning will not come in. They wiiI leave
you alone. Oh, there was one day 1 went in there and George is lying there,
half cleaned, naked, uncovered. And they left hirn rhat way because 1 was in
the room. 1 didn't understand that. To me, that was disgraceful. And 1 lodged
a complaint (chuckle). Like how could you treat him iike this. But 1 didn't
know that that is their policy. Know that if a farnily member is in there, you
don't go in. I didn'r undersrand, of course, the head of Palliative was not
rhrilled that 1 had lodged this complaint. Like why didn't you come talk to us?
1 diddt undentand. you know. To me they were doing hùn homble indignities
to the penon 1 loved mon in the world. 1106-1, 2201-22291

Brian's experiential knowledge was realized after the emotional indignities suffered. Other
caregivers reflecting on their own knowledge gained and recognized a need for professional
guidance. For example, Lizzie suggested preparing caregiven for their role.

But, um, 1, I think, and this has just come to me as we're talking that there
should be counseiiing, education, counseUing/education, whatever, for people
who are entering these kind of relationships. [104-1, 1169-11741

Ongoing interactions with professional heaIth providers, notably nurses and
physicians, yielded caregivea with perspective on care practices. Awareness of fear, Iack of
professional knowledge, and insensitivity of stfategies CO manage care were perceived. For
example, Margaret felt fear within heaith care professionais was a barrier to caring practice1 think the biggest thing fiom a health, people that are in the health care
system is not to be afraid. That's 1 thiak, that's the one biggest um,bump in
the system as f
a as health care professionals. Just donTtbe anaid of us, you
h o w , because if you're afkaid of us and especialiy with somebody (PLWA)

that doesn't know anything about it, that person's going to be fieaked out.
[lm-2, 1870-18791
As well, practice which lacked in particdar knowledge of self, and practice which did not

include a family perspective was perceived as inadequate in meeting information needs. For

example, Margaret identifed the need for health care professionals to be effective as
educators-

Uh, be a gwd listener, and if they have a question you can't answer, just Say
so. Say, 1 don? know the answer to this but let's work together to find out.
Because they always seem to feel that they're aside and not involved in the
process. It's to Say, let's do it together cause then they feel Iike there's
somebody learning for them at the same the. It's m e Tit's all positive
reinforcement. Always, always, positive reinforcement. Don' t act differenrly
with them than you would with anybody else. I've seen caregîvers that's like,
(sigh) you know, oh, you poor thing, you lamw. And ail this and it makes
them feel even worse because they're being pitied. [100-2, 1563-15801
As

well, caregivers spoke of the need for health care professionals to be cognizant of the

reverberations of their interactions. For example, Isabelle spoke of the indirect untoward
effects on family.
"When patients come into the emergency," 1 said, "When-they are treated
badly or made to feel badly ," 1 said, "It reflects back on the family." 1 said,
"We come home again." So 1 said, "When a patient is treated badly in the
emergency, remember there's a famiy at home and they're going to get the
brunt of it. No matter what happens to them in the hospital. " 1101-2,355-367

For Isabelle, there was a need for professional Gare providers to have a f d y system
perspective in rnanaging the PLWA. Whereas, Fr& identifiai deleterious effecrs on the

PLWA.

One thing I WU Say, that the way the dactors haadle a patient that they know
is terminally il1 means a lot to the cornfort of that patient. And 1 don? think
that Derek got the cornfort fiom one of those doctors. But 1understand now
that every doctor has their uh ways, or their, within their boundaries rhat they
can handle patients. I mean once you're a patient of one doctor, un, 1 guess
ifs up to that doctor to, you know, inform that patient of how üI that patient is
or whatever, you know, wimin reason anyway. But uh, I think that was one
rhing that 1 don't know if 1 reaiiy accept that, iike the doctor just came right
out to him and whiie he was in the hospital on one of the bad occasions of
going there, and said to him, now you're dying and you have to teil your
parents, like your mother, that you are dying and I'm not going to teil them,
you are. [102-2, 161-1921
As a consequence of theû moral lem, caregivers engaged in deveioping political

awareness and taking political action. Severai caregiven volunteered t h e to agencies to
assist with nippon of other AIDS caregivers, fund raised, attended workshops and retreats,
and counselled families. Through the process, knowledge of resources was gained. For

example, one caregiver expressed concerned awareness of the lack of a uniQing strategy for

And it's one thing that 1 f o u from going to ail these other provinces, PLWA
in Manitoba should be very, very, very angry because we're not getthg
services at aii. We're probably the worst province to be Iiving in as fai. as

people with AIDS. Like we have no provincial AIDS strategy. We're the only
province that doesn't have one. You know, as f a . as money is concemed for
Our welfare, we' re the second worst. [100-2,1 103-11201
This discovery of knowledge at times engendered anger at the awareness of what was

missing or could be provided. Conseq~entiy~
anger was also expressed at the system. For
example, one caregiver expressed anger at a c h i c which provided AIDS a r e .

The reputation of (a chic) and the wodr that thcy do is just d o m the tubes.
I'm surprised they're still open any more, you kaow. What have they done for
people with AIDS? Tell me? Now they're switcbg frwi king a gay
commUI1ity clinic to just a regular commuairy clinic. It was aiready hard
enough to get any services for PLWAs when it's supposed to be a gay clinic.
Never miad when it becomes a commuaity clinic. So anyway a 2 week wait
for an appointment. me,PLWAs when they're sick, they're sick right now,
you know. [100-3, 1904-19121
Anger was expressed at the inflexiiility in the system's

the strategy

to

response to acute care episodes and

change management of AIDS illness. Discovery transformeci the caregiver's

anger to action, motivating politicai awareness and grassroots AIDS resource development.
One caregiver's perspective of the broader system's moral imperative to care, assists
to summarize discoverïng system perspective.

1 never realized how S..., Like 1 knew humanity was stupid in some ways but 1

never realized how stupid (chuckle). It really, really brought it into
perspective. I'm going like, oh my God, we're doomed as a species cause they
can'r even care for each other. [lOO-3, 3453-34631

Conclusion

This chapter has presented an mini-etbnography of seven AIDS family caregivers.
Qualitative data was analyzed using content arialysis. The analysis revealed the five major
themes of Monitoring, Lening In: Becorning a Caregiver, Protective Labours, Labouring the

Emotions and Caring Transformations. Each theme is discussed with its categories.

CHAPTER5

DISCUSSION OF THE FiNDINGS

INTRODUCTION
In the concluding chapter, 1 discuss the nndings of the study. A sumrnary aiad
discussion of the findings are organized under the followhg headings: (1) Monitoring; (2)

Lening In: Becoming a Caregiver; (3) Protective Labours; (4) Laburing the Emotions; and
(5) Caring Transformations. The caregiving experiences of AIDS family caregiven are
examined and related to the literature. As weii, the empïrical literafure was revisited to

include severai more recent studies that are refiected within the discussion of the fidings.

Themes and categories are explored throughout the discussion by h k h g them to the
Iiterature on AIDS family caregiving. Findings are related to the conceptuai h e w o r k of

"AIDS Family Psychosocial Health" which guided the study . Strengths and limitations of the
framework in relationship to this study are identifïed, and a reformuiation of the h e w o r k
is suggested. The effectiveness of the midy design and methods are dso discussed. As the

researcher involved in this ethnographie study, 1 describe the processes of reflection and
reflexivity in the concluding portion of this chapter. Finally, implications for nursing

practice, education and research are presented.

Studv Findings
Analysis of the study data conducted within the quaiitative paradigm resulted in the
emergence of five major themes. The themes represent AIDS famiiy caregiving fiom a
psychosocial perspective. Of these themes. three describe processes and two describe
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psychosocial outcornes of AIDS family caregiving. The Initial concem of this mdy, the
psychosocial impact of A D S on f d y caregivers. provided an orienting h

e of reference

to the data which emerged in relation to the carrgiving process. The "workn of AIDS family
caregiven was discovered as a universal theme of the farnily's psychosocial respollses.

ColiectiveIy the themes represent the "work"of AIDS family caregiving.

Monitorinq

Monitoring represents the ongoing process of cariDg behaviours that famiiy caregivers
engage in to assess the PLWA's health stanis and become aware of his care needs. In
essence, monitoring entails the caregivers' efforts to examine "what is going on" with the
PLWA psychologically , socidy and physicaily. Caregivers used their historical, as well as

present, knowledge of the PLWA to make inferences or judgements about health on which to
base their caring intervention-

Monitoring is comprised of three categories: Surveillmce, Vigilance, and
Hypervigilance . The caregiver's geographical and emotional connection with the PLWA;
shared awareness of the AIDS diagnosis; and the PLWA's situation dong the illness

trajectory help to diflerentiate the type of monitoring. Surveillnnce occurs when caregiver's
are distanced fiom the PLWA, either in their feelings of comection or shared residence. As

weI1, it may occur covertly, without knowledge of the PLWA's AIDS diagnosis and occur

early in the AIDS illness trajectory. Vigilance represents the caregiver's predominant mode
of monitoring. Ir is differenaated by the caregiver's shared awareness of the A D S diagnosis
and residency, as well as the PLWA's illness progression. Hypemgihce represents the
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caregiver's heightened intemity of monitoring efforts during acute illness episodes of the
PLWA or caregiver uncertaintyLetting In: Becomine- a Cmgver

Lening In explicates the process by which family çaregivers become involveci in
AIDS caregiving. This theme encompasses the physical, emotional, and copnitive work,

associated with the PLWA's entry into the caregiver's home and Me. Caregivers made a
conscious decision to "let innthe PLWA to his or her life and home. As most caregivers and
PLWA had knowledge of each other through relationship, (either as rnother, former lover,
and/or fiend) their histoncal relationship may have af%ectedthe feelings of obligation,

cornmitment, timing, and/or compassion iaherent in the decision to caregive. Letting In was
initiared because of a change in the PLWA's We circum~tance,either perceived through the

caregiver's monitoring, or by the PLWA.
Lening In is comprised of three categorîes: Engaging rhe Caregiver, Engaging the
PLWA, and Muruai Engagement. Physical, emotional and cognitive actions were taken by the

caregiver and/or PLWA to establish the caregiving relationship within the home. Actions
taken by the caregiver were descriid as Engaging the PLWA and were rooted in caregiver's
feelings of compassion or enduring love for the PLWA. Engaging the PLWA described the

rnajority or four of the seven caregivers. Of ihese, two were former lovers, one a mother and

one had no prior relationship with the PLWA. Engaging the F

w Caregiver occmed when

the PLWA took action to c o m c t with the family caregiver and was predicated by the

PLWA's change in health or financiai circum,ctance. As well, feelings of obligation may have
affected the decision to engage as caregiver (as one caregiver was a mother and one a
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fiend), the type of caregivïng cornmitment, and the caregiver's role. When both the PLWA

and the caregiver engaged in the process, M-1

Engagement occurred. This decision was

made to f d f l munial caring needs without historicaI know1edge of the other or feehgs of

obligation. The caregiver had recentiy lautshed her aduit children and felt a void in her He,
and the PLWA felt a need for a culturai connection-

The fmdings suggest that the process of becombg a caregiver is cornplex. There is a
need to negotiare entry and caregiver role. Conml of the decision to engage, the underlying
motivation, feelings of obligation, and cornmitment all affect the process. As weil, the
historical quality of the caregiver's relationship with the PLWA appears to affect the strength

of commiment and the decision to engage. These findings may have implications for nurse's
assessrnent when working with PLWAs and their family.

Protective Labour

Protenive Labour describes the ongoing work of the caregiver as he or she engages in
maintaining, C

O ~ M U ~and
~ ,repairing the PLWA's

world so that he can live in it as weii as

possible. The caregiver's moral ethic of care was appIied when managing their responses, as
weil as the responses of others. Additionally, caregivers assisted the PLWA to manage his

own Iife, so that his psychological and/or physical integrity could be maintained. The
caregiver's values and beiiefs form the moral boudaries which guide his or her protective
are. In essence, the caregiver acts as the PLWA's advocate to address the threat of harm by
others. Caregiver's protective care action entails monitoring and is aimed at maintaining the
PLWA' s Psy chological Inregnly and/or Physical Integrily. Caregiver strategies include
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protecting the PLWA's independence. preventing h m , c 0 n ~ e ~ iresources,
.g
promoting

quaîity of Me, negotiating care needs, p r o m o ~ gweU-being, and mandging stress. Feeling
consequences of protective labours were expressed by caregivets as stress, fnistration,
conflict, and anger. As weU, caregiver's physical health, particularly weight loss, was

experienced.

Psychologicczi Integrity descn'bes the caregiver's work to preserve the PLWA's
personhood. The caregiver acts to maimain dignity, independence, quality of We, respect and
value, and respect of the PLWA's expressed wishes. Caregivers manage secrecy, control the

caregiving environment, use empathy, and act as or seek advocates to protect the PLWA.
Maintaining secrecy was protective of the PLWA, but had a detrimental effect on the
caregiver which conmbuted to his or her feeliags of isolation. Strategies to maintain,

promote, and/or preserve the PLWA7swell-king and quality of M e included maintaining
hope, positive thinking, decreasing stress, use of music, touch, and the use of altemative

dierapies including cannabis. As weU, preserving the PLWA's quaiity of life involveci
respecting the PLWA's expressed wishes including privacy, advanced care directives, the
nght to chose death, and the wish to die at home. Dilemma arose when the caregiver's mord

beliefs and his or her ability to meet the PLWA's expressed wishes for death at home
differed. For both the PLWA and the caregiver, maintaining q d f y of life was a significant

aspect of AIDS caregiving.

Physicol Integris> describes the caregiver's actions that demonstrate protection of the
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PLWA's physicai heaith or environment from an advocacy perspective. Several family

caregivers related protecting the PLWA

receiving what they perceived to be less than

suffkient medical care. As weU, caregivers negotiated with nurses and other health care
providers to ensure the care they perceived was needed would indeed be provided. One
caregiver protected the PLWA fiom harming himself by rnanaging the PLWA's improper use

of medicationProtective Labours are arepivers' strategies guided by the caregivers' mord
worldview to ensure the PLWA's integrky. At times, strategies arose in response to
rnanaging the responses of others, including those of health care providers. Understanding
the world view of the famüy caregiver to ensure qualify care is imperative. This suggests thac

as professional care providea, ourses need to be aware of their actions, inactions, and caring
ethic.

Labourhg the Emotions
Lobouring the emotiorzs explicates the substantive expressive or emotional work of
family caregivers associated with attaching meaning and manamg feelings attributed O the
caregiving experience. Exnotional labour is an integral outcome of Monitoring, Lening In and

Prorecrive Work and its expressive conseqwnces. It is enduring, pervasive, and heart-rending
work which occurs as consequence of the caregiver's co~mectednesswith the PLWA.
Labouring the emotions is af5ected by the caregiver's relationship with the PLWA and others
(family , CO-worken,community, and health care providers) .

Three categones of Lubounng the Emtions emerged: Lubouring in Exile, Labouring
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the Losses, and the Lubout of Uncertaulty. Each comprise a substantive source or domain of

labouring and may occur concurrently to synergistically contri'bute to the caregiver's labour.
Although each domain is descn'bed independent of the others, they may not be mutuaily

exclusive. For example, the labour of uncertainty may be simultaneously experienced while
the caregiver is labouring in exile and labouring the losses. The domain of labouring that

occurs appeared to be defineci by the caregiver's perceived emotions and the outcomes

associated with the caregïving experience.
Labouringi in Exile
Labouring In Exile is the caregiver's sense of feehg separated or forced away from

those resources which may otherwise have been used to help manage the emotional
consequences of AiDS caregiving. Caregivers reported feeling e m o t i o d y distanced,
isolated, or estranged, fiom their home, family, community, and or members of the health
care system. Estrangements may have been self-imposed, but usualiy occurred as a

consequence of prejudice, insensitivity, and ciistancing by others. Significantly, secrecy ,
sti-gna, and anger conmbuted to these estrangemenfi.
Secrecv
For rnost caregivers the need to maintain secrecy of AIDS and their caregiving,

resulted in stified communication with the PLWA, the family and or in social circles, and
affected opportunities for support. Secrecy was maintained for fear of reprisal by family,
coworkers, neighbours, and the community, against the PLWA and the caregher. Nthough
secrecy was protective, it also functioned to distance the caregiver from support which may
otherwise been accessible-
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Stigma

Several heterosexual and homosenial caregivers expressed feeling stigma and king
isolated by "guiif by association."Stigma was felt as a consequence of bemg gay and caring
for someone with AIDS. Particularly, most gay caregiven perceived ed that the gay

cornmunisr was not supportive of their AlDS caregiving.
Amer

Many caregiven reportecl anger as a pervasive and destructive force a f f e c ~ gtheir
relationship with the PLWA, family, and health professionais. Frustration with the heaith
care system was expressed as a consequence of king unable to provide resources or care
perceived to be required. As well, anger was expressed at the insensitiviv, prejudice, Iack of
knowledge, lack of caring and empathy, encountered in interactions with health care
providers, including nurses.
As a consequence, caregivea "managedntheir feelings of hurt, anxiety, anger, fear,

frustration and isolation. As weii, these feelings may have conmbuted to m e r isolation.

Caregivers were subject to labour in a socially isolated context while suffering the emotional
strains or stresses of caregiving work.

Labourine the Losses

Labourhg the Losses descriaes the emotional work of the caregiver as a consequence
of the multiple and additive, tangi'ble and intangiile, losses incurred throughout AIDS

caregiving. Loss denotes that something is king taken away from the caregiver, or tbat he or

she is being depnved of sornething they ought to have. Most caregivers experienced losses of
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personai freedom. social circles, t h e for self, interpersonal reiationships, whüe witnessing

loss of the PLWATspersonhood ancüor physicd self. As weli. several relateci economic
losses of jobs, finances, and for one caregiver his home. Haif of the caregivers experienced
the loss of the PLWA through death.

Loss was rnanaged withia the context of the caregïver's feelings of connection with
others and, as weii, was affected by his or her feeling of uncertainty. Loss was distinguished
by orro categones: Facing Loss and Lemng Go.

Caregiven developed awareness and attached meaning to anticipated and incurred loss
through Facing Loss. Making a cornmitment to caregive marked the beginning of facing loss.

Facing loss included additive and multiple losses, including caregiver's personal loss and that
relared to the PLWA. A n t k i p a ~ gthe death and loss of the PLWA was for many caregiven,

the most emotionally paùiful aspect of facing loss. Several caregivers came to tems with

accepting their losses and let go of the past through Lemng Go. For three of the caregivers,
the death of the PLWA required them to let go of his or her past relationship, make sense of,

and accept the loss. Lerring go may have occureci gradually, as caregivers faced loss upon
loss. Ofien, caregivers were unable to draw upon support of others, because of secrecy,
sùama and feelings of social isolation.

Labour of Uncertaintv

Looour of uncenainty is the wegiver's pervasive sense of feeling iutnire of the
present, future, and past m e s s events or outcomes c o ~ e c t e dwith his or her AlDS

caregiving. Feelings of uncertainty varieci in intensity, timing and content, but were never
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completely allayed among the participants. Uncemhty presented as a constant aad was
experienced as feelings of lack of control, anxiety, worry, and fear. Caregivers expressed
uncertainty in their ability to sustain their caregiving relationships, relationships with others,

ability to predict the PLWA's responses, and their own HIV statu. As weli, some caregivers
referred to the unpredictability of the day-to-day disease management and progression as
"being on a roller coaster." The dual nature of uncertainty was characterized by hope
altemated with emotional suffering.

Laboun'ng the emutiom descnis the reverberations of the emotional suffering of
caregivers as they dealt with the day-to-day uncertainty, losses and social isolation of their

AIDS caregiving. Secrecy, stigma and anger were significant forces which affécted the
caregivers ability to access or receive support €rom family, fkiends, coworkers, community
and health care professionals. ' h s e findings have severai implications for nurses including

caregiver assessment. anger management, loss and anticipatory grief counselling, value
clarification, and knowledge of self as a caring practitioner.

Caring Transformation

Caregiven becme transformed in the process of their everyday life experiences of

AIDS caregiving. Caregivers reflected on the process and outcornes of the caregiving and
meaning perspectives in their lives. Expanded conscioumess of A l D S caregiving in relaaon

to self and the health care system occurred as caregivers asked questions of themselves to
discover new realities. As a consequence, discovery of a new sense of self and the health

care system emerged . Transformation is comprised of two categories, Discovenng Self

Perspectives and Discovenig *stem Perspecrives.
Self Pers~ectives

Caregivers discovered awareness of self which m f o r m e d perspectives on t h e , self,
heaith, Me, and the relationship with the PLWA. Knowledge of self as a caregiver was both

painful and satisfying and entailed seifdoubt and self-discovery. The discovery of inner

strengths fortified their commitment to caregive and sustahed their caregiving efforts. By
realiung the srrength of their cornmitment, caregivers became aware of the hart and spirit,
discovered both joy and the sorrows of loss, and the gifu of love. They found hope in their
spintual beliefs, changes in their üfestyle, forgiveness for past resentments, and taking an
active role in the PLWA's Me.

The abiiity to give of themselves in committed,

compassionate caring was voiced as a transformative experience.
Discoverin2 Svstem Pemectives
Discovering system perspectives describes the caregivers' expanded awareness of the

broader social or health care system afEecting thek AIDS caregiving and its experience.
Caregiven extended their view of self to that of self or PLWA and system. Their awareness
was expanded to wimess the system as the PLWA may have. Awareness was achieved
regarding scarcity of resources, dficulties with accessing social benefits, and the lack of

caring in interactions with social and health care providers, including nurses.

The fmdings suggest that family caregivers are irrevocable changed as a consecpence

of their AIDS caregivhg experience. Transformations in self and in awareness of the system
affected their perspective of AIDS caregiving. Negative interactions with health care
providers may influence subsequent efforts to seek support or AIDS caregive.
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The work of ALDS f&iry

caregiven was fouad to be the connecting conceptual theme

which related and explaiwd the variabiiity of the experiences of caregivers as they prondcd

and wgotiated care for the PLWA. Together, the nature of these findings suggest that the
psychosocial response of AIDs family caregiving entails "hard work" or "labour.'This
unanticipated concepaial finding is discussed in relationship to the saidy's theoreticai
framework.

Findings in Relationshb to the Theoretical Literature

The themes and categones that emerged from the study wili be discussed, compared.
and contrasted, with other published literature on AIDS family caregiving. The intention is to

inregrate and explain, the themes and categories developed with respect to other empincaliy
based AIDS caregiving Literature.

Gregory and Longman (1992) ascertained that with respect to A I D S , understanding of
the lived experience is limitecl. As well, they observe that a discrepancy exists in nurshg

rhetonc which advocates attending to human dering md the theoretical concept, which is

Iargely reduced and psychologized by benign terms such as "psychologicai sness" (Gregory
& Longman, 1992). According to Gregory and Longman (1992) the label "grief reaction"

sanitizes suffering and removes it from its human experience. This perspective is particularly

significant, given the findings in this study and more recent empirical literature.

More recently, studies have investigated the impact of AIDS on the caregivers fiom
the perspective of gay lovers, fnends, parents, spouses and a combination of these which

represent the "famiiy " of PLWAs. Quantitative and/or combined quantitative-quaiitative
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investigations have included the concepts of: caregiver burden (Folkman, Chesney, Cooke,
Bocceilarï, & Collette, 1994), psychological distress (Bumbalo, Patsdaughter &, MCShane,

1994), labour and costs of AIDS caregiving (Ward & Brown, 1994), and psychosocial ne&
(Reidy , Taggart & Asselin, 1994). Quaiitative investigations have included the "lived
experiences of AIDS caregiversn to uncover data that inc1udes the processes of: taking care

(Stetz & Brown, 1997), loss and grief (tongrnan, 1995; Brown & Powell-Cope, 1993), king
a gay couple affected by HIV (Powell-Cope, 1995), negotiating partnerships with
professional health m e providers (Poweii-Cope, 1994), and negotiating the AIDS journey

while giving and receiving care ( B u n ~ g 1992).
,
The aforementioned research wïii be

incorporated into a discussion of the findings. Significantly, the initial research reported by
Brown and Poweli-Cope (1991)has generated several subsequent reports utiliung the initial

sample and data collected in 1987-1988.
Monitoring

Monitoring as a process of AIDS caregiving was comprised of caregiving behaviours
that for some caregivers occurred prior to entering the caregiving relationship. Historical, as

well as, present knowledge of the PLWA, geographical and emotional comectedness, and
situation dong the illness trajectory helped to define the occurrence of Surveillance.

Vigilance and HypeMgilance of monitoring behaviour. The finding of caregiver
"monitoring" concurs with the work of Stea and Brown (1997), Bunting (1992), and Brown

and Powell-Cope (1991), as an important wegiving strategy w d by AIDS caregivers.
Stetz and Brown (1997) conducted a nonrandomized, two-group pre-post

m)

intervention study with two cancer and two AIDS groups. This study tested an at-home
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telephone intervention group. Data fkom this larger study were used to investigate two
intervention groups of caregivers (n=26) of persons with cancer aad persons witb AIDS (a
group of seven and a group of eight, 3 men and 12 women respectively). M e p t h i n t e ~ e w s
were conducted and grounded theory serveci as the basis for data collections and anaiysis.
"Taking Care," one of the phases of a grounded theory of "The Labour of Caregivingn

(unpublished observations) was d e m i d in detail and reference to "Becominga Caregiver"
was made in relationship to the larger theoretical model. Becoming a caregiver was descnbed

as the process of taking on caregiving activities and responsibility, fkequently beginning at

diagnosis, at recurrence or exacerbation of the disease, or when the ill person becorne more
syrnptornatic. "Taking care" represents the physical and emotional efforts of the caregiver,
the phase during which most of the caregiving work is done. Data were anaiyzed in terms of

the strategies, consequences and interaction involved in the care~ivingexperience. Thematic

sûategies included: Managing the m e s s , Facing and Preparing for Dying, and Maaaging the

Environment. Themes of consequences included: Coming to Know One's Own Strength and
Personal Suffering. Interactions that oçcurred as a result were: Responding to Famiiy
Relationship Issues and Stniggling with the Health Care System. Several subthemes were
identified, including Monitoring the Iiiness and the Response, that included watching for new
symptoms, noting the recurrence of old symptoms and reporting what was obsenred.

Findings fiom the present study concur with those of Stee and Brown (1997), AIDS family
caregiving is "work" which places physicai and particularly, emotional demands on the
caregiver. Similarly, findings from this research reveal that famüy caregivers dedicate an
enormous pomon of their lives to caring for the PLWA and experience their own form of
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suffering as they watch their loved one die.

Bunting (1992) investigated the ways that eleven f a y caregivers aml nine PLWAs
managed and received care w i t h the context of AIDS. Umbnictured interviews were
conducted to generate the grounded theory of "Negotiatingthe Joumey." Monitoring as a
strategy was "a balance between king vigilant for symptoms and not lening AIDS nile one's

life, the more novel and U0familia.r the symptoms, the more fie-

and anxious the

monitoring" (Bunting, 1992, p. 95).

Findings fkom this present mdy conmbute to understaoding the process of Monitoring
as

an AIDS family caregiving m t e g y that has differm dimensions than those previously

described (Bunting, 1992; Powell-Cope & Brown, 1991). For many caregivers in this study,

monitoring occurred prior to engaging as a caregiver. As weil, the depth or extent of the
monitoring effort varied not only with new symptomology, but also with caregiver

"connection." Caregiver knowledge of the PLWA's T4 counts was not associated with their
monitoring efforts. Monitoring occurred whether or not the PLWA shared his T4 counts with
the caregiver. Monitoring is based within the caregiver's knowledge of AIDS, the PLWAYs

illness history , and the "carhg" of the caregiver.
As caregivers

may be uncenain of the meaning of the illness symptoms, informational

aid and assistance is unially sought through physicians and nurses. howledge of the

caregiver's monitoring may assis the nurse with diagnostic or prescriptive care management.
As well, nurses rnay be able to anticipate needs for educative or coullselling intervention

based on the caregiver's assessment. ImpLications for the relationship of the caregiver with
the nurse are inherent. The caregiver's role in the monitoring of the PLWA needs to be

acknowledged and vahied as an integrai part of the heaith are team.
Lettine In: Becornine a Careeiver

Leîting In: Beconring a Cmgnler, compeis the caregiver to consciously establish the
cornmitment to caregive with the provision of not only a geographically groundedWhome"for
the PLWA, but aiso one discermd by the "hean."kmng In is a complex conscious process

existhg in a web of history, social n o m , interactions, and emotions to negotlate role entry
and is not readily dichotomized by "obligatorynor "family ethos". Participants in this snidy

were rnothers (n=2), former lovers (n=2) and niends (n=3 not in a sexuaiiy intimate
relationship with the PLWA). The structure and function of AIDS caregiving relationships is

of interest (Ornoto & Synder, 1995; Pearli., Mullan, Aneshensel, Warlaw and Harrington,
1994; Takiguku, Brubaker & Hemon, 1993) in increasing understanding of caregiving

assistance provided by the informai caregiver.
Pearlin et ai. (1994) conducted face-to-face interviews with 487 caregivers outside the

boundaxïes of "family" recruited from San Francisco Bay and Los Angeles. They reported
that althouph the strucaual characteristics of education, age, ethnicity had some influence on

the formation of caregiving relationships, they dÏd not influence the scope of assistance
provided by the caregiver. Sample characteristics revealed more thaa half of the sample

(54%) were loverlpartner, most (80%)reported a sexual preference of homosexuality, and

most were white (78%) and male (86%), living with the PLWA. Scope of assistance was
reported to be affened more by the interpersonal feanires of the caregiving relationship,
particularly the closeness and inhacy it encompasses. As well, they concluded that many
AIDS caregivers are drawn to the role not oniy by a sense of attachment to the persons they
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are assisMg but ais0 out of a sense of mission of behaif of a community with which they

identm. A similar sense of mission was not discovered in this present study. Cohabitation,
and the provision of care by Iovers/partners support Peariin et aL's assumption that these

attachments embody many of the quaiities that define primary relationships.
This study's findings of 'leaing In" wouid seem to support the conclusions of others

who describe the act of "becominga caregiver" (Stetz & Brown, 1997; Bunting, 1992, and
Poweil-Cope, 1991) and characteristics of emotionai intimacy (Pearh et al, 1994). However,
in con-

to Stetz and Brown (1997), this study wouid suggest that Leaing

In: Becoming a

Caregiver occurs in conjunction with monitoring and this may reflect differences in the two

smdies sample characteristics. As weii, the study's hdings of the "consciouschoice" is in

contrast with Powell-Cope and Brown (1991),who related that caregivers did not consciously
recall the decision to become caregïver and instead nanually assumed the role. In this present

study, caregivers, whether related by blood, traditional unions of marriage or love, and or of
fiiendship, consciously invested of themselves in a committed enduring relationship to
provide AIDS caregivhg. It is important for nurses to understand the these family caregiving

connections, as any appreciable change in the informal family caregiving system may have
severe consequences for the "formal"health care system (Omoto & Synder, 1995; Pearlin et
al. 1994, Takiguku, Brubaker & Hermon, 1994).

Protective Labour

Caregiver's protective care actions involve rnonirori~gand are aimed at maintahhg
the PLWA's psychological and physical integrity. Acting on the PLWA's behalf, caregiver
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snategies were used to promote e t y of We, preserve îndependence, promote weil-beïng,
prevent harm, conserve resounes, and negotiate care meds. Caregivers were guided in theu
actions by their "caring"erhic and often voiced the use of mtegies to promote hope,
maintain a positive attitude, and place protective boundaries around the caregiving.

The present snidy findings concur with Bunting's (1992) theme of reshaping the
relationship which includes managing the behaviour of self and othea. As well, although the

sampie characteristics ciiffer, the findings are similar to those reported by Lesserman, Pickers
and Evans (1994) that HW positive volunteers can be characterized as ha*

a fighting

spirit, reeframing stress, and maximizing personal growth. These caregiver attriiutes were
noted in this population of caregivers. As weli, secrecy was managed to protect the PLWA

from h m or reprisal and supports the findings of Poweii-Cope (1993).
The major contriiuuon of these present f'indings is in the explication of protective
"work"of family caregivers as they snive to maintain the PLWA's quality of life.

Labourine the Emotions

Looouring the Emotions reveals that the greatest areas of caregiving work is
emotional labour. Emotionai labour has k e n descrihi as the regulation and management of
feelings (Hochschild, 1983). labour in dealings with other people's feelings (James, 1989)
and nurse's labour ( Phillips. 1996; James, 1992, 1989). Labour in this sense connotes that

emotionai labour is a sizeable and important ingreclient in the work of A D S family

caregivers. Findings suggest that the intense demands associateci with the role of family in
AIDS caregiving are marked in their "psychosocial impact, " paaicularly as anger, stigma,
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secrecy, and loss are pervasive. Tremendous personal emotionai Mering of the caregiver
was associated with the stigma and secrecy and its AIDS caregiving, in the form of social
isolation and distancing h m family, coworkers, community and the health care system.

Lippman and Frierson (1993) have suggested that a l l the emotional and social reactions that
occur with the PLWA also occur with family and firiends and thus family are ofien viewed as

"CO-infecteci"(Takiguku et. ai. 1993). The labour and con of AIDS family caregiving has
also been investigated by Ward and Brown (1994) in respect to the economic value of family

providing care in the home.
A number of investigators have posited reciprocal Links between social support and

suessors in caregiving (Baille, Norbeck & Barnes, 1988; Cohen & Syme, 1985). Littie
empirical data exists in respect to AIDS family caregivers. Stewart, Hart and Mann (1995)
investigated support and coping in iiving with hemophilia and HIV/AIDS. I n t e ~ e w sand
mailed questionnaires were used to investigate thirty people with hemophilia, 23 family

caregivers, and 17 bereaved relatives' experiences of types of support, appraisal of support
and use of social support as a snategy for coping. In ail groups, many respondents reported

negative interactions with people f'rom whom they had anticipated might support them.

Respondents reported insensitivity, prejudice, and avoidance fkom othen, including friends
and health care professionals. Prejudice was experienced equally from physiciaas, nurses,
other health professionals and fnends. Thus while social support is most often treated as a

stress rnediator or antecedent, it also can represent an outcome of stress. This present study
i d e n ~ e dfamily caregivers as king "exileci"fiom family supports as a consequence of their
AIDS caregiving, and would support the findings of Stewart, Hart and Mann (1995). As
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well, this study's fïdhgs suggest that similar to families of gay men, familes of caregivers
have the potentiai to be both signij5cant sources of social support and powerfui negative
influences (Tumer, Hays,& Coates, 1993). Lastiy, that there appears to be fewer people in

ALDS family caregiver's social support networks due to stigma, concurs with Atkins and
Amenta (1991). Social support emerges repeatedly as a signifiant factor in AIDS family
caregiving.

Stigmatization was discovered to have considerable negative consequences for
families. Parents, fnends, and ex-lovers were vulnerable to the effects of stigma, such as

being isolated from fnends, community, and heaith professionais. Family caregivers

expressecl emotional distress, anger, and dealing with loss without support. This study's

fmdings support Goffinan's (1963) observation of "courtesy stigma, " that the relationship
between stigmatized person and siniffiant other Ieads the wider society in some respects to
treat both individuais as

one. The exrension of stigma to sibonificant othen has k e n noted in

the literanire about AIDS family caregiving (Giacquinta, 1989; Geis, Fuller, & Rushy 1986).
"Guiit by association" descn'bed by Powell-Cope and Brown (1992) as the stigma and

discredit b a t si+gificant others are obliged to share because of their close relationship to the
~ti~gmatized
person. was widely reponed by caregivers in this present study. Study findings

are similar to Chekryn (1989) in that the PLWA may insist on secrecy and prevent family

members fiom reaching out to their friends for support. Significance of this study's fmdings

are that despite more than ten years, the stigma associated with AIDS and its caregiving
exists. Findings would concur with aforementioned theoretical and empirical evidence. In

contrast to Powell-Cope (1993) and Kaa (1997, 1995) this shidy did not find the gay
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community was supportive of other gay men who were AIDS caregivers. Katz (1997)
reported that famiy chose to deal with illness alone because of fear of anger and stigma.

However, flndings nom this present study would suggest that anger and stigma are forces
which act to isolate caregivers fiom receivhg support fkom their families. Stigma was

extended to heterosexuîl and gay -vers,

whether HIV positive or seronegative.

As well. rhis present study supports the work of Sowell, Bramlea, Gueldner,

Grimacher and Manin (1991) conceming bereaved lovers. Fear of recognition as a resuit of
the social sti-

associated with AIDS, combined with the lack of customary social support

systems, forced caregivers to remain hidden and alone in their grief. However, unüke the
fmdings of Sowell et. ai. (1991),it would appear that the witnessing of loss, not only the
death of the PLWA, affects the caregiver. This finding concurs with h

t of

Powell-Cope

(1995) where gay caregiven are aware of their own mortality and Bsk of developing AIDS.
Additionally, similar to the findings of the Powell-Cope (1992), losses ancVor death of a
parmer fiom AIDS heightened the caregivers' awareness of their own risk for developuig

AIDS. The themes of facing loss and lenings go parallel those of Longman (1995), and the
additive and multiple effects of loss descnbed by Powell-Cope (1993).

Lon=man (1995) conducted interviews to investigate the bereavement expenences of
six mothers whose sons died of

AIDS. Grodeci theory was used to discover the two basic

social processes of "Comecting and Disconnecting." At the t h e of the interview, the period

of bereavement ranged fiom 10 months to 4 years. Longman (1995) reported that mother's
struggles related to death were intense and affected every aspect of their daily lives.

Properties included feu, awareness of mortality, loss and energy. Comecting entailed
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continuous effort to remain connected to the son who had died and at the same b e , f a c e
the realization tbat he was dead. Disconnecting was descriilmi as the process of going on with

one's Me and included acceptance of death and letting go. LRtting go involveci malong sure
that family and fiends h e w of the death of the PLWA.

UncertaUlîy associated with managing the W s s and monitoring symptoms was
discovered to be a signifiant source of caregiver stress in this study. As weii, uncertainty in
AIDS caregiving was discovered in relationship to Loss, dying, self, and relationships,
including that of the caegiver and the PLWA. These fimürigs confirm those previously

reported by Brown and Powell-Cope (1991) that uncertainty fiinctions as the basic social
process of AIDS caregiving, affécting aII aspects of caregiver Iives; uncertainty as a
consequence of Ioss (Powell-Cope. 1993), uncerraiuty experienced as a couple living with

HIV (Powell-Cope , 1995) and of uncertainty related to caregiver's increased monitoring
efforts (Buming, 1992). However, in conhast to uncertainty as the greatest area of caregiver
stress (Brown and PoweiKope, 1991). this snidy reports uncertainty

as a component of the

overall stress of caregiver's labour. In addition, caregiver's uncertainty was discovered in
expression of "seif"in their ability to sustain the caregiving relationship, ways of
emotionally relating to the PLWA, and future fears related to cophg when the iilness rnay

exacerbate. Uncertainty is an important concern for AIDS caregiven and may be similar to
the uncertainty reported by family members with cancer (Oberst, Carey, McCubbin &

Hughes, 1991) and those caring for the fiail elderly (Morgan & Laing, 1991).
Anger as a prevalent reaction of the PLWA, family of the caregiver, and the
caregiver, was a destructive force which affectecl ability to seek and receive support. The

smdy's fmding of the pervasiveness and destructivenes of anger, recognizes it as an

important factor conaibuting to the caregiver's feeling of emotional âistamhg h m famiiy,
the PLWA and the community. These present findings are supporteci by those of McShane,

Bumbalo, and Patsdaughter (1994). They examined the impact of AIDS on the family
functioning and symptoms using the Brief Symptom Inventory @SI) and Family Adaptaaon
and Cohesion Scale (Faces III). As weil, the Global Seventy Index (GSI), a product of

fiequency and intensity of symptoms, was used to mess severity of symptoms. The BSI
consists of 53 items to assess physical and psychological h e m of individuai family

members. Participants included 133 individuals (33 PLWA, 47 parents and 33 siblings).
Families as a unit and individuals in family were reported to experience severe stress when
faced with AIDS in a family member. Particularly, anger was the most severe symptom for

siblings and the fourth most severe symptom for parents. They concluded that the symptoms
experienced by famiiy members and the PLWA clearly indicated a need for treatment,
especially in the psychological domain.
As weii, anger toward the health comrnunity is consistent with that reported by Trke

(1988), and Geis and Fuller (1986). Anger toward the medicai community was reported by
carepivers in this present study over issues such as the lack of privacy for the PLWA, not
receiving information, delay in diagnostic procedures, and insensitivity in interactions.

The fmdings of this study mggest that social support was a an important factor in

AlDS famiiy caregiwig. However, negative rather than positive effects of fimily,
community and health care professionals conm'buted to the caregiver's ernotiooal labours.

The socially isolated context of AIDS family caregiven, make them a population at risk for

developing emotional as weii as physicai heaith problems.

Carine Transformation

Caring Transformations have been descriid in respect to nursing education (Callin,
1996; Cohen, 1993), as a gift of heahg in chronic iüness and women (Lindsey, 1995); in

fmding meaning in caring for elderly relatives (Langer, 1995) and in transfomative dreams
in PLWAs (Muff, 1996). Findings of this present study would suggest AIDS family
caregivers undergo caring transformation in their discovery of new realities of self and the

health care system. Caregiver's reponed personai growth through their recognition of caring
and cornmitment. AIDS caregiving changed their lives and brought new awareness of self
and othea. Discovery of self perspectives has ken rnkored in the themes of "Moving on
and establishing a new world's view" (Powell-Cope, 1993), and "Coming to know one's own

strengths" (Stetz and Brown, 1997) and substantiates the previous hdings.

The study's fmdings that negaave interactions with health and social care providers
(including nurses) are dynamic and o k n conflictual and include: insensitive sharing, timing,
and sequencing of information;insensitive neatment; and system barriers such as forms and
waiting. These interactions were perceived as the lack of a caring presence. These present
fmdïngs support the assertions by Bunting (1992) and Stea and Brown (1997) that AIDS has
highlighted the inadequacies of the Amerka. Health Care System as well as insensitivity and

prejudice of Canadian health care professionals (Stewart, Hart & Mann, 1995). Additiody,
anger as a consequence to these interactions motivated caregivers to become politically
involved in seeking system change similar to that discussed by Poweil-Cope and Brown
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(1992). That liale is k n o m about the positive dyuamics of successhil care or professional

caring as expenenced by families of PLWAs concurs with the fmdings of Powell-Cope
(1 994).

Poweii-Cope (1994) used indepth qualitative interviews and a questionnaire to
investigate professionai caring as experienced by twelve (5 fernales, 7 male) famüy
caregivers of PLWA. A grounded theory approach was used to extend Swanson's theory of
caring. Negotia~gpartnenhip (defined as working out care for the cornmon good of the
PLWA), was identified as the basic social process explaining interaction between caregivers

and health care providers. Negotiating partnership reflects that family's desire to be
acknowledged for the expertise brought to situations by virtue of their daily Living with HIV

infections and a PLWA.
However, in contrast ro the findiags of Powell Cope (1994) the caregiver's greatest
need was not the professional's physical presence or accessibility. Rather, this present snidy 's
fidings suggests that caregivers greatest need was "caring"in their interactions with health

care providers. Caring interactions as part of AIDS family caregiving need to be further
investigated.

A I D S Caregiving as Work

Caregiving as "work" has been describeci by Corbin and Strauss (1988), who coined
the tenn "illnessmjectory" to denote the course of an mess, including the total

organization of "work" done. The work of caregiving in other caregiving populations has

been known to affect caregiver's health and quaiity of life and weil-king (Kristjanson, 1989;

1988). In most cases, s n a i n and burden have been describeci (MarunsOn, Chesla, &

Muwaswes, 1993; Oberst, Carey, McCubbin & Hughes, 1991). As well, work emerges as a
theme in AIDS family caregiving (Stem-Brown, 1997; Bunting. 1992; and Powell-Cope,
1991). Categories and themes discovered in this research Iend support to the concept of
AIDS family caregiving as hard 'work".

Summarv of Findings

Overall, the study findings suggest that whde there are some theoreticai smiilarities

with other caregiven caring for chronically il1 family members, there are distinct differences

in the social context, history, and characteristics which contribute to the emotionai suffering
and isolation of the AIDS family caregiver. As well, the unique qualities of AIDS illness

substantially influences the way that caregiving is performed. AIDS family caregiving may or
may not resemble caregiving in other iliness situations. Therefore, the combined approach as
considering AIDS and Cancer caregivers as sunilar by Stetz and Brown (1997), may not be
amenable to researching AIDS family caregivers. The simiiarities and differences are now
beginnhg to be aniculated. It is hoped that this exploratory - descriptive study of seven

Canadian AIDS family caregivers will serve to draw attention to some of the gaps in the

research Iiterature and stimulate M e r research.

Effectiveness of the Studv Design and Methods

The use of Ethnography as the study method facilitated the descriptive portrayal of
AIDS family caregiven. Little empvical iiterature exists in this regard. Ethnography
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afforded the use of "thickdescriptionwwhereby readers can assess the "fitn of the firdings to

their Life/work contexts. While the sample sue is smail (N=7). the quaiity and denseness of
the data were substantial. The findhgs refîect the Me experiences of the informants and

describe both typical and atypical examp1es of these experiences (Sandeiowski, 1986).

It is important to note that the informants of this study may not be fully representative
of the broader targeted population of AIDS family caregïvers. Informants were selected nom
one centre and represented those caregivers who provided a r e to a PLWA receiving ongoing
medical care. As weU, aii the informants were caregivers for a gay white male PLWA. It is
not hown whether the family responses to AIDS caregiving may be different if the PLWA
were female, or if the PLWA was not receiving medical c m . As weU, it is not known

whether the mode of contracting AIDS (through receiving tainteci blood products, or

intravenous dmg users) may affect the experience of family caregiving. Family caregivers
who represent different ethno-social groups, (for example Aboriginal caregivers) and
demo_pphics (fathers who are caregivers) rnay differ in their psychosociai impact. AU

caregivers choosing to participate in this snidy remained as caregivers throughout the illness
uajectory, where caregiving ranged from 6 months to 2 years. Those caregivers who do not

sustain caregiving are not represented in this study.

Conceonid Framework

AIDS Familv Psvchosocial Heaith
Theoretical constructs from the models of Family System Stress (Meister, 1991) and
Farniiy Social Support (Kane, 1991) were integrated to propose a synthesized, eclectic mode1

of AIDS Family Psychosocial Support.

The recodtuted model proposes family social support as a process which may
mediate stress appraisai in the carrgiving situation. Kanes's (1991) consmict of family social
support suggests a process, not an outcome or resource that occun over the life span. The
process involves f d y interactions with othea (exteridecl family, neighbours, coworkers,

and community) to lead to versatility and resourcefulness in its functioning. As weli,
Meister's (1991) consmct of a set of family vuinerabilities that affect stress was
incorporated.
Within the recoDsàtuted model, the f d y ' s vulnerabilities were proposed as

antecedent variables comprised of: 1) AIDS family caregiver characteristics (age, gender,
health, education, and relationship to the PLWA); 2) AIDS f d y resources ( socioeconomic

and environmental resource, support network, type of support, and perceived adequacy of
support); and 3) PLWA ihess charactenstics ( symptoms, dependency, senousness and
length of illness). Together these antecedent variables were anticipated to interact and

Muence the family caregiver's cognitive assessrnent of burden. The caregiver appraisal of
antecedent variables was proposed to include demand, difficuity and uncertainty. *nefi&
from caregiving such as the appraisal of hopefulness, and strengthening of family
relationships were proposed as mediating factors that couid affect the cognitive appraîsal and

subsequent outcome of family psychosocial health. The outcome variable of "Family
Psychosocial Health" was concepnialized as emotiod health (well-being) and or stress
(distress).
The concepnial model was a useful guide for the study as it provided a broad
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framework rhat was applied to guide the collection and anaiysis of the data. As weii, it may
be applied to any mining practice seaing and other iUness situations where farniiy caregiving

plays a pivotal role. A variety of antecedent and mediating variables both proposed and
extemal to the model were discovered to affect the stress of AIDS family caregivers.

Stress

in this context was discovered as the condition or feelings of tension within the caregiver,
that occurred as

a response to their caregiving.

Several of the themes observed in rhis study are consistent with many of the proposed

variables in "AIDS Family Caregivers' Psychosocial Health" model. The themes serve to
reiterate the antecedent variables outlined by the model. SpecificalIy, social support emerged

as a significant factor in caregiving. The relationships of caregivers with the broader social

network of family, CO-workers,wighbours, and cornrnunity were affected by insensitivity,
prejudice, and isolation. Vimiaily al1 informants describecl feelings of isolation and distancing

from family, friends, and the community. It appears that negative expenences with people

from whom support was anticipated may aggravate caregiver distress and make subsequent
support seeking more difficult. Likewise, the social stigma attachai both to the diagnosis of

AIDS and the homosexual relatioaships, profoundly infiuenced the family's ability to access
support. Another variable in receiving and seeking support was the perceived need to
preserve secrecy and confidentiality about this stigmatized illness. Feelings of stigma may
have also inhibited family caregivers from confiding in others and seeking support. Stigma
and secrecy were discovered as variables which were not anticipated in this model.

Consistent with the model, the PLWA's iliness characteristics did appear to affect the
caregiver's appraisal. Distress or well-king varied with caregiver uncertainty, as well as
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PLWA illness characteristics. However, the distress of uncertaiinty as a constant, with peaks

and vaileys was an iuianticipated variable. As weli, as the PLWA's symptoms of iUwss

ùitensity increased, categivers expressed increasing distress. However, caregiver dimess was
also related to the PLWA's anger. As weU, the W s s characteristically affected young male
adults, who, if healthy, would bave been expected to be workuig. As none of the PLWAs in

this study worked, the family was c a e d upon to provide tangi'ble and intangible aid, which
affected the famüy's appraisal of difficuity or burden.
The developmental stage of the family caregiver appears to affect appraisal, as

intepration of the adult PLWA into the home was suggested by caregivers to affect distress.
For example, one caregiver sold his home and moved into the PLWA's home, another

caregiver's son renuned to lïve with her. The caregiver's relationship to the PLWA,whether
or not biological kinshïp, was discovered to affect appraisal. However, education, age,
gender and relationship were not discovered to increase appraisal of difficulty. In other

words, although these contexnial factors conmiuted to understanding the caregivers appraisal
of the difficulty, appraisai did not seem to be predicated on any one of these factors
singularly. For example, former lovers as well as mothers of the PLWA,expressed diffïiailty
in rheir appraisal of caregiving.

The definiUon of the situation, or caregiver appraisal was articulated as how the
caregiver perceived or assigned subjective meaning to thek caregïving situation. For

example, one caregiver regarded his caregiving as a challenge, axmther "every day He", and
another as stressful. As weii, although the appraisal may have been regarded as an
opportunity or challenge, this did not seem to ifluence the outcome of weU-king, as
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caregivers identined the need for "breaks"fkom their caregiving. Beaefits which mediateci

the appraisal included the caregiver's "positive thinking." maintainhg h o p ? and taking time
for oneself.

The model was limited in that it failed to adequately expikate severai important
variables of AIDS f d y wegiving as discovered in the stwly fmdings. One variable that
was not articulated by the model include the ongoing nature of the caregiving work as

stressfd over the A l D S illness trajectory. Missing is the process of stress as it occurs over
tirne or as McCubbin and Patterson (1982) refer to as the notion of "pile-up."In this saidy
stress was not a singular event but an ongoing phenomena with associated hardships.

Some

have suggested thar how an individual perceives the situation is the most signifiant

determinant of its outcome (Takiguku, Brubabker, & Hennon, 1993). As weii, the
caregiver's appraisai was discovered to include other variables such as caregiver's anger,
PLWA anger, and stigma which may have had a major impact on theV caregiviag efforts and

outcome of well-being or stress. As well, the contemial variable of the nature of the

caregiver's obligations outside of their caregiving, including work related demands, would
appear to affect the appraisal of difficulty. A refomuiated model of psychosocial health
should consider these variables is suggested. Incorporating anger, stigma, secrecy, the work
of caregiving, and stress as a process would strengthen the model.

The fmdings from this saidy increase our understanding about the AIDS family
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caregiving experience. However, because this snidy was exploratory, the recommendations

for practice are offered with some caution. The following recomrnendations are offered as
suggestions for nursing practice, education and research based on the undemanding derived

from this study. As aii three areas of musing are interdependent, these recommendations rnay
be simultaneously applicable to each other.

Recommendations for Nursine Practice
1)

This smdy affirmed the centrai role of family in the provision of home care
within the community. Nurses need to expand thei. awareness to include a
family centred approach when interacting with PLWAs and their caregivers.

Nurses, working with PLWAs who enter the health care system, musc
incorporate a family centred focus which would hclude the assesment of the
primary famiiy caregiver. Assesment of the family caregivers needs to include

the family's history of caregiving, caregiver heaith, and care concems. Nurses
ty
involved within community based nursing practice need to ensure ~ 0 n ~ U i of
care providen ro develop a sense of connectedness through presence and a
depth of particular contexmal knowledge of the famüy caregiver. Case

management may facilitate rhis knowledge and connectedness, which facilitates
inregration af nuning services in community and temary care. Another step

could be to s-en

family nming expertise in the ambulatory services of

hospitals. Ambulatory-based nurses could assess initial farnily concerns and

help to iden@ those who wouid benefit from family nursing during a hospital

stay. When the PLWA is ready for discharge, the ambulatory-based nurse

could refer the family back to the communïty or elect to foiiow the family

within the community. Altemtively, family nurses nom the community couid

foiiow their familes throughout the hospifalization period. A strengthened
professionai collaboration between nurses from hospital units, ambulatory
senrices, and community aromd family assessrnent and clinical intervention.

provides continuity of health services (Crossman, EJ95).
2)

Caregivers could benefit from education about the system resources which
could provide tangible and information aid. For example, information about

proaams such as respite or of palliative care. Nurses need to be aware of
resources within the system,such as support groups, buddy supports, food
banks, housing and hancial supports.
3)

Nurses need to identify signs of caregiver strain or stress. Loss, bereavement,
anger, and stress are particularly amenable to nursing and medical
intervention. Counselling and anticipatory guidance for loss and bereavement
nippon are suggested.

4)

Nurses are able to provide information and support to facilitate the caregiver's

ability to Wfii the PLWA's wish to die at home. Teaching the caregiver what
may occur in the process of dying may help prepare the caregiver to realize
this wish and/or make informed decisions.

5)

Nurses could benefit from their development of a more self-reflective practice.
Self-reflective practise could engender a w w reality of a caring consciousness

in their interactions with f d y and the PLWA.
6)

As well, nurses need to develop particular knowledge of the culturai contexts

in which AIDS are is provided.

Recommendations for Nursina Education
1)

Nursing curricuia need to be deiivered within a moralcaring paradigm or
guiding philosophy. A carhg ethic is central to developing caregiving

interactions that are affinning, interconnecteci and related. Development of a
moral caring paradigrn within the curriCUIum needs to incorporate affective
leamhg, as well as cognitive and psychomotor activities.
2)

In addition, snidents need role models which demonstrate accepmce and
caring behaviours toward PLWA and their family caregivers. Working side-

by-side with a compassionate PLWA caregiver rnay provide support and mode1

accepting behaviours. Accessing caregivers who choose to provide PLWA care
would be an important factor in implementhg this mtegy.
3)

Nursing cumcula need to address the definition of famiiy from a broad

concepnial mode1 such as "who the penon identifies family as." The concept
of non-naditional family units from gay to mgendered would assist the
student in preparing for his or her future role.
4)

As knowledge alone is inadequate in changing amnides, snidents need to

become aware of their own values, and how these may affect othen. Value

clarification, fiom a reflexive and reflective position needs to be addressed

within the currida. Jounialling as a reflective and reflexive process could
assist the student.
5)

Nursing Education shouid inciude the theoreticai concepts of stigma,
bereavement, loss, and SUffering.

Recom~nendationsfor Nursing: Research
1)

investigations of famüy caregivers across and dong the illness mjectory may
be a supplement to undentandhg

AIDS caregivhg work and be helpful to

determine the timing and delivery of nursing interventions which family
caregiven may need. Longitudinal research would be of vaiue in developing
this understanding. As weli, research shouid undertake to demonstrate the

"economic" costs of AIDS farnily caregiving. Economk costs or burden
associated with the provision of home based care could be estimated by
investigahg the caregiver's t h e spent carrying out tangible care needs
including hygiene, food prepartion, transportation, medication delivery and

care of the PICC line, as weii as the intangible care of the emotiod support
of the PLWA. Recogniring the family's cost associated with AIDS caregiving
could assist with the planning and delivery of future community based care.
2)

Investigation which includes the PLWA as weii as the firmily caregiver's
perspectives may provide valuable insight into assessrnent of famiy health

during transitions and the flexiaility of the health care system to meet their
needs.
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3)

Future research efforts couid be directed toward those not represelxed but
potentially YUlIlerable populations, such as AIDS caregivers who moum loss in

isolation and other demographic and ethno-social &roups eg. Aboriginals,
people living in poverty, fathers who are caregivers. These iaaviduals may
provide valuable insights into the "work" of family and AIDS caregiving.
4)

As well, research couid seek to test the mode1 of the "work"of AIDS family

caregivers.

Reflection and Refiexivitv
Reflection throughout this joumey as a neophyte researcher and Iife participant, led to
the need for my comprehension of cornplex phenornena.

This reflection influenced my

passage. The caregiving experiences of families living with AIDS have transformed the lives
of both the informants and myself. Personai meanings were denved fkom this venture

through reflection on experiences and translated into understanding. Consuuctîng meaning
meant focusing on self-understanding within the processes of caring and work, and this
included cornmitment, involvement, and belonging.

This experience crystallized for me my own caring philosophy of nursing.
Cornmitment to humanism in caring requires mutuai respect, dignity, and the recognition of
each individual's uniqueness. 1 became more consciously aware of the beliefs and

asnunptions that 1 held. Caring has to be experienced to be known, is an important modality
in al1 situations (whether nurse managed or not), and a caring philosophy needs to be
embedded within our everyday life. Expressions of caring include t r e a ~ g
others with
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respect, understanding, helping, and le-

the other person "becorne."As well, 1 have a

greater undersrandhg of caring as work, or labour which may not be visible. The work and
caring embodied within my experience fkom both a persona1 and researcher perspective, wiIi
be addressed.
1 have lived the experience of "caring" between student aad facuity. Caring was

expressed by the members of my thesis committee who coached, guïded, and acted as
partners, in my transformation as a researcher. The practical aid of Dr. Campbell was
invaluable in faciiita~gthe initiation of the study. In particular, Dr. Gregory and Dr.
Knstjanson "worked"with me to facilitate my development as a neophyte researcher.

Carin30 was lived in the relationship, as al1 committee members were gracious with
their gifts of expertise and t h e throughout the completion of this project. Time to meet with

me was given beyond that expected, or required as committee members. The naaire of my
labour was transformed by contextual eiements, as Dr. Gregory found time during his

vacation to work with me at Perkuis. As weU, the nature of the work was transformed by the
careful and consmictive critique, given generously and fkequently, by the cornmittee
members. Particuiarly, my comminee supported me through the experiences of loss, with the

death of rny father and the losses in my personal Me. My committee endeavoured to facilitate
rny timely progress and to assis my achievement of the continuity requited for successfully

completing this study. As well, they recognized my needs to balance the work of king a

graduate student, nurse educator and mother. This relationship fostered rny personal growth,
knowledge and love of self and others.

This passage as a neophyte researcher using an ethnographie approach was one of
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discovery, guided by refiexivity and reflection. Refiexivity is a process that required the
researcher to actively analyze and apply the fieldwork experience to improve data collection
and interpretation (Jtubinstein, 1991). Fieldwork as an ethnographer enta& an "iterative"

process to coiiect, analyze and interpret the data. Initially, 1 discovered new culturai
meanings in the nuances of family.Perspectives of family 1 had mt previousfy encountered,
were challenged and understood. As data colIection proceeded, strafegies to guide the
interviews using the global broad questions were modified to ailow the family to speak of
what was important to them. The love, caring, and codtment

of fimZes was a teshony

to the power of self to transcend adversity. Second inte~ewsfocused on themes and issues

perceived from the fint interview. As weU, themes discovered within and between caregivers
were shared to facilitate the arialysis of data. As data coliection and arialysis were concurrent,
1 struggled with balancing home and work dernands with interviewhg more than one famiiy

simultaneously. The emotionally based nature of the interviews and my personal
circumstances, connibuted to delays in completing data collection, and subsequently the
analysis. However, the opportunity to distance myself from the data ailoweci me to develop

depth and richuess of perspective which may not have k e n otherwise afforded. The
interpretation and arialysis was facilitated by discussion with cornmittee members . As
interpretation proceeded, the work of codhg and sorting data to represent the categories

developed in writing.
As a reseatcher undenaking ethnographie quaiitative research, 1 would recommend

that others develop discourse with someone who successfully completed a similar study and

used a similar method. Erhwgraphic research is work that is time intensive and iterative. I
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was able to benefit fiom the gracious s h e g of my cornmittee members who were present to

review thoughts, feelings and irisigha. As welI, I had informai support h m others not

involved in the re~eafcb,but 1 felt I intruded on their thne and energy. The use of the
"Ethnogmph, " as a computer managed data system, was heipful for data retrieval. However
the buk of time was spent in manual data analysis and reflexinty throughout the data

collection process. As weil, as the quantity of data coilected was large it was, at b e s ,
difficult to manage. Leamhg to let go of it, and to do justice to privilege the voices of the
caregivers was discovered.

Personal sauggles with the meaning of data and situational crises extended the
completion of the written analysis. Time efficacy is especially significant in studyhg the
effects on AIDS caregivers because the disease is so unpredictable and changes may occur

Conclusion

An ethno-gaphic study funded in part by the Health Science k a r c h Foundation,
was implemented to explore and describe the psychosocial expenences of AIDS family

caregivers. The stuciy was guided by an eclectic model of social support and stress theory.

Recommendations for the reformulation of the model were made. The major fmdings of the
smdy reveal the "work"of the AIDS famiy arepiver.

The majority of the findings fkom this

study validated the results of prekously published empiricd research, and extend nurses

knowledge of AIDS family caregiving. Recommendations for nursing practice, education and

research were provided. These recommendatiom were based upon the findings of the study.
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The processes of reflection and refiexivity were discussed in relation to study methodology,
persona1 self-growth and skills as a researcher.
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Appendix C: Letter of Permission: Name Release

Letter Requesting Permission to Release Name
Hi there, my naxne is Sonia Jabloriski-Praznik and 1 am a master's nursing student at the
University of Manitoba. XMCXX bas approached you to ask your permission to allow me to
discuss a study I am conducting. Would you be agreeabIe to allowîng me to take a few minutes
of your t h e to explain the study?

Appendix D: Invitation to Participate

Appendix D
L E T E R TO SUBJECTS REQUESTING PERMISSION TO RELEASE NAMES
( XXlWiX Hospital )

1 am shanng this letter with you on behalf of Sonîa Jablonski-Praznik, RN, a master's
nursing srudent at the University of Manitoba She is studying the experîences of fmilies caring
for a person with AIDS and how they see their caregiving situation.

1 am asking your permission to give Sonia Jablonski-Pranllk your name as a possible
participant in the study. If you do w t wish your name released, piease cail me at xxx-xxxx. If
1do not hear h m you by
1shall assume it is acceptable to you to give Sonia
your name. Sonia will be contacthg those who give their permission by telephone to see if they
are interested in panicipating in the study. She will arrange a suitable interview tirne and will
also answer any other qyestions about the research then.
If you decide to participate, no information about you or your family will be shared with
h d t h professionals carhg for your family member. The information will be smctly confidenthi.
Whether or not you decide to participate wi.1 in no way influence the care received by your
farnily member.

Thank you kindly for considering this request, Sonia has asked me to inform you that she
understands that this may be a particularly stressful time for you and appraiates any time you
might be able to offer.
If you have any questious about the research study Sonia can be reached at xxx-xxxx.
S incerely,

Appeadix E: Telephone Expianation

Telephone Explanation of Study
Hello, my naxne is Sonia Jablonski RamiL. T h e you for responding to my invitation.
As the invitation outlined, 1am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba. As a pan of
my Master's degree in Nursing, 1 wi11 be conducting a study of the experiences of h i l i e s who
are d g for someone living with AIDS.
The general purpose of the study is to explore and descn'be your own thoughts and
feelings about your family caregiving experïences. 1 am also interested in knowing what you
think the effects of caregiving are on your heaith and what you perceive your heafth oeeds to
be. 1 will ask you general questions about your caregiving situation, and more specific questions
related to your personal experiences carhg for a W i l y member with AIDS. If you prefer not
to aoswer certain questions, you do not have to.
If you agree a> participate, 1 wil1 interview you two to five tirnes for approximately one
hou. each time. The i n t e ~ e w swill take place at a t h e and place convenient to both of us. The
interviews will be tape recorded and later manscribeci onto paper to allow more accurate
recording of your comments. There are no right or wrong aaswers to the questions 1 wiil be
asking you. You are the expert because of your caregîvïng experiences. If you decide to
participate, and later, for whatever reason, wish to withdraw nom the study, you may do so.
This smdy has been approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittee of the Facdty of Nuning
at the University of Manitoba. Al1 the information you provide me will be confidential. Your
confidentiality and or the confidentiality of your family, will be maintaineci. A numbered code
will be used to identiQ the information shared and your oame will not appear on any written
notes about the study. Any writing fkom this study that becornes published will be written in
a manner such that individuai statements could not be linked to you. The tapes and uanscripts
rnay be reviewed by my thesis chair, Dr. Linda Kristjanson and Rofessor David Gregory
another mernber of my wmmittee will review the aanscripts, but again your wnfidentiality will
be maintaineci.

Do you have any questions in regards to this study? 1 would be happy to answer them
for you. Do you feel you may be interested in panicipating in the study? If you are agreeable
to participating, may 1 review the requiremeno 1 lisrad in the invitation to participate? We can
then arrange a time and place to meet and sign the consent form, and then the fint interview will
be begin.
Thank you for taking the time to respond to my invitation.

Written Explanation of Study-Al1 participants

My name is Sonia Jablonski-Praprik? and 1 am a registered nurse with experience in
farnily nursing within the commuaity and hospital. 1 presendy am a graduate student in the
Master of Nursing Program at the University of Manitoba. 1 am interesteci in studying and
describing the experïences of family rnembers who are caregiving to a person living with AIDS
(PLWA), as a part of my program of study.

To do bis, 1 would like to i a t e ~ e wfPmily members who arebve taken *ire of a
person living with AIDS. If you agree to participate, you will be intuviewed two to five times,
in your own home, or another convenient place, at a time convenient to you and me. Each
interview will last approximately one hour, and wfll be tape recorded.
During the interviews, 1 will ask you some questions about your caregiving experience
in general, and then focus in on your personai expiriences of caring for the PLWA. If you
would prefer not to answer any of the questions, you do not have m. If at any time you wish
to discontinue the interview, you rnay do so. If you decide to participate, but later wish to
withdraw fiom the study, you may do so.

Al1 information revealed by you will be kept confidenthi, and your anonymity will be
safeguarded. The audio tapes of your i n t e ~ e wwill bear a code number, as will the
transcriptions of those tapes. Yom name wiil not appear on these items. The only place your
name will appear is on a master list matching names with code numbers, which will be seen only
by me, and kept in a Iocked file. The master list and audio tapes will be rerained for a period
of seven years. Any presentations or publications that arise from this study will be written in a
way that preserves al1 participants' anonymity. There wiIl be no way that the information
presented could be Iuiked to you.

Your participation in this study rnay not benefit you directly. There may be some
inconvenience to you associateci with the time involved for the interviews. It is hoped, however.
that information gained may help nurses and other health providen know how to provide bener
support to family caring for someone with AIDS. If at any time you have questions or wncems,
do not hesitate to discuss them with me. 1 can be reached at XXX-XXXX. A copy of this
explanation and of the consent fonn will be provided to you for your records.
Your participation in this study is welcome and appreciated.
Tbank You.

Appendix G: Consent Fom

Appendix G
Consent Form

Title of the studv:
A Descriptive Sbdy of the Psychosocial Impact of A[DS on Family Caregiving.

Investieatm

Sonia Jablonski-Raznik, graduate student in the Master on Nuning Program at the
University of Manitoba.
If I choose to sign this form my signature below means that:
1 have read and d e n t a n d the explimations of the above mentioned study and have had
al1 my questions and concem about this study answered satisfactorily.
I have been offered a copy of this consent form and the explanation fom to keep.
1 am willing to participate as a subject of the study.
1 agree to be i n t e ~ e w e dtwo to five Mies, at a place and time convenient u> me and the
investigator.
I agree to be tape-recorded during these interviews.
I am under no obligation to answer any questions that I do mt wish to answer.
It is clear to me diat 1 rnay withdraw fiom this smdy at any urne without any fear of
reprisai.
That al1 the information I provide to the researcher will be kept mnfidential.
1 understand that only the invesagator and her thesis chair, Dr. L. Krisjanson will have
access to these tapes, and only the investigator, her thesis chair and in&
thesis
member Professor David Gregory, will have access to the tape transcripts, and tbat my
confdentiaiity will be maintaineci. Dr. J. Campbell will only have access to grouped
summaries of the transcripa.
I understand that 1 may not anain any direct benefits from participating in this study.

If 1 have any questions at any time throughout this study, 1 may reach the invatigator, Sonia
Jablonski-Praznik, at XXX-XXXX, or may contact Sonia's thesis supervisor, Dr. Linda
Kristjanson, at XM[-XXXX.

SIGNATURE

DATE

WITNESS
1 wish to receive a written summary of the results of this mdy.

NAME
ADDRESS

Farnilv Information Ouestionnaire
1. Marital status - Married
Never Married
2. Gender Maie

Divorceci
Common Law

Female

3. How oid are you? 1û-30
3 1-40

4.

Do you have any children? If so, what are theù aga?

5. Could you tell me the highest education you have achieved?
less than high school
high school
college / university
other (please descnbe)
6 . Do you work outside the home? Yes

No -

full time
part time

7. If you work outside the home, please describe the demands of your job.

8. What is your relationship to the person living with AIDS?

Appeidix 1: Interview Guide

Interview Guide

Focuseci Questions

1)

What has your life been like since you became aware that your

(son/daughter~over~fnend/spouse/mother/~~er)
hes b a n diagnosed with HIVIAIDS?

2) When did you begin caregivhg? What has your life been like since you beaune a
caregiver?

3) What was your life like before that the?

4) What has helped you the most in getting through this?

5 ) What are some of the obstacles, problems, concerns you have encountered as a caregiver?

6) What kind of help would you offer sorneone in a simiiar situation?

7) Has you relationship with

changed since you began caregiving?

Focused Ouestions

8) What kind of things do you do for

?

9) How much of your time do you think you spend in carhg for

11) How long has it been since

12) How would you descri'be

13) How does

(PLWA)?

was diagnoseci with AIDS?

(PLWA's ) health?

(PLWA's) T4 ce11 munt seem to affect

hisher health

and care needs?

14) What is the T4 count now?

15) Do you know how

16) How has the way

acquired the AIDS infection?

(PLWA) acquired the virus (if any) affiected your

relationship with himher? Has this been something you have been able to discuss together?
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hoposal Title:
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Appendix K: St. Boniface Hospital Approvai

October 12, 1994
Sonia Jablonski-PraznÏk
2371 Burrows Avenue
W&peg, Manitoba
FUR 1S8

Re: Access to SBGH for Snidy Entitled:
A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE PSYCHOSOCIAL.
IMPACT OF AIDS ON FAMILY CAREGIVING
Dear Sonia Jablonski-Pranik:
1am pleased to infonn you that your research access request has been approved. You may
proceed with your saidy on the understanding that:
any signifïcant changes in your proposal will be submitted to my attention prÏor to
impiementation;
you review the enclosed policy on confidentid information and then sign and return the
enclosed Pledge of Confidentiai&
you inform us when your data collection is complete. This information helps us coordinate
research access requests and minunize cornpethg demands of research study protocols on
patients and nursing staff time.

We encourage you to make presentations to hospital staffabout your research. Also, please
consider writing a short nory about some aspect of your research project for our Nursing
Division newsletter, Nursing Dialogue. Upon completion of your study, we request that you
provide us with a brief summary of your final report.

Thank you for seleaing St. Boniface as the site for recnllting participants for your study. Please
feel fiee to contact me with your questions or concem. Should you encounter any site-reiated
difficulties during the course of your study, 1would appreciate being notified of these.
Al1 the best with the completion of your study.

~ a a r e nNeufeld, RN.,MN.
Director of Nursing Education and Research
Tel. (204)23 7-273 6
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